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Abstract 

The first wintertime spectroscopic measurements of HCI in the Antarctic stratosphere have 

been made, using the moon as a light source. These measurements have been presented 

in conjunction with lunar measurements of HK03, solar measurements of both gases, and 

meteorological data, allowing a picture of the evolution of the trace gases during 2003 to 

be developed. The measurements have provided verification of our current understanding 

of winter processes, including the formation of polar stratospheric clouds, the conversion 

of HCI to active forms of chlorine, and the redistribution of nitrogen trace gases within the 

stratosphere. The springtime deactivation of chlorine has also been clearly demonstrated, 

with measurements of CION02 used to investigate chlorine repartitioning at this time. 

Measurements of HN03 have been broken down into narrow altitude regions and used 

to demonstrate denoxification, denitrification, and nitrification processes, as well as the 

ability of FTIR measurements to produce height-resolved data. The HCI and HK03 mea

surements have also been compared to the chemical transport model SLIMCAT, showing 

generally good agreement, although this was limited by the equilibrium treatment of po

lar stratospheric cloud formation in the model. Finally, winter measurements of HN03 
have been combined with lidar observations of polar stratospheric clouds, allowing an 

estimate of the rate of H~03 uptake to be determined and demonstrating a clear link 

between HN03 fluctuations and the phase of the clouds. A link between brief anomalous 

increases in the gas phase HN03 during otherwise denitrified conditions and large nitric 

acid-containing particles has also been proposed . 
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Chapter 1 

Introd uction 

Few scientific questions in modern times have elicited the interest and attention that 

the Antarctic 'ozone hole' has. Since the first proposal that ozone destruction could 

be caused by chlorine catalysts introduced to the stratosphere as chlorofluorocarbons 

(CFCs) (Molina and Rowland, 1974) and the subsequent discovery of the 'ozone hole' over 

Antarctica (Far-man et al., 1985), the chemistry of the stratosphere over the polar regions 

has been the subject of many investigations (WMO, 1994, 1998,2002). Absent from most 

of these investigations, however, is a consistent set of measurements made during the 

Antarctic polar night. The combination of continuous darkness and limited accessibility 

to the continent has meant that trace gas measurements during winter months have 

largely been excluded. This research addresses this deficiency by taking the first-ever 

Antarctic infrared spectroscopic measurements of the chlorine reservoir species hydrogen 

chloride (HCl) using the light of the moon. In addition, measurements of nitric acid 

(HN03), a nitrogen reservoir species and key component of polar stratospheric clouds, 

have been made. In combination, these measurements provide a clearer picture of the 

stratospheric processes occurring during the polar night. 

1.1 Polar measurements of ozone-related trace gases 

While ozone was first identified as the trace gas responsible for the absorption of solar UV 

within our atmosphere as early as 1881, and was studied in depth from the early 1900's 

(Fabr-y and Buisson, 1913; Dobson and Hamson, 1926; Br-ewer- and Mil/or-d, 1960; Dobson, 

1968), it wasn't until the proposal of Bates and Nicolet (1950) that it was realized that 

other trace gases could play an important role in regulating the amount of ozone in our 

atmosphere. 

Bates and Nicolet (1950) proposed that hydrogen compounds, produced in the strato

sphere by photolysis of water vapour, could catalytically destroy ozone. This was followed 

by the realization that nitrogen (Criitzen, 1970; Johnston, 1971), chlorine (Molina and 

Rowland, 1974; Stolar-ski and Cicemne, 1974), and bromine (Wo/sy et al., 1975) species 

could also contribute to ozone regulation through catalytic reactions in the atmosphere. 

Perhaps the most important of these realizations was the proposal that anthropogenic 

chlorine, released to the stratosphere as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), could result In 
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widespread ozone (Molina and Rowland, 1974). "While this immediately became 

an issue of intense study, it was thought that the effect on the ozone layer in the imme

diate future would be minimal, and ozone loss of the order of 5 - 19% would be observed 

over the next 50 100 years (Wuebbles, 1983; Cicerone et al., 1983; Pr'ather et al., 1984; 

Solomon, 1988). There was no reason to predict that the Antarctic atmosphere would 

be any more likely than anywhere else to experience this depletion (Solomon, 1999), and 

as such, when the significant depletion of ozone in the Antarctic spring stratosphere was 

discovered (Farman et al., 1985), there were few corresponding trace gas measurements 

in the region to identify why. 

The first major Antarctic field study of the trace gases in the Antarctic stratosphere 

was carried out in the spring of 1986. The primary goal of NOZE (the National Ozone 

Expedition) was to measure as many ozone-related chemical constituents as possible in 

the Antarctic atmosphere (Hofmann, 1988). It was based primarily at McMurdo Sta

tion (78°S, 167°E) and included measurements made from balloons (Rosen et al., 1988a; 

Hofmann, 1988; Hofmann et at., 1988) as well as ground-based visible, infrared, and 

millimetre-wave measurements (Farmer et at., 1987; Mount et al., 1987; Solomon et al., 

1987a,b; Murcray et al., 1989). Some of the UV and visible measurements were made by 

the light of the full moon, allowing measurements to be made during the long nights of 

early spring (Mount et al., 1987; Solomon et al., 1987b; Sanders et al., 1987, 1989). 

Measurements of chlorine species showed chlorine to be perturbed (deZafra 

et al., 1987; Solomon et al., 1987a,b; Farmer et al., 1987), line with the halocarbon 

(or CFC) ozone depletion theory of Farman et al. (1985) and Solomon et al. (1986). 

This theory suggested a strong link between chlorine in the atmosphere and loss of ozone, 

intensified by the Antarctic winter conditions. The formation of polar stratospheric clouds 

(PSCs) in polar vortex (McCormick et al., 1982; McCormick and Trepte, 1986) was 

the key to the theory, as on their surface heterogeneous reactions were able to occur that 

converted chlorine from its reservoir species to active forms, which were then able to 

catalytically destroy ozone with the return of the sun in spring (McElroy et al., 1986a,b). 

Subsequent ground-based measurements were carried out in the spring of 1987 (Hof

mann et al., 1989a; Kuester et ai., 1989; Carroll et al., 1989; Jaramillo et ai., 1989) 

and were supplemented with data collected from AAOE, the Airborne Antarctic Ozone 

Experiment (Special Edition, 1989a,b; Tuck et al., 1989; Kelly et al., 1989). These cam

paigns were very successful in making simultaneous measurements of a wide variety of 

ozone-related tracers, chlorine and bromine molecules, atmospheric parameters, and ozone 

(Special Edition, 1989a,b). The measurements confirmed the earlier observations that ac

tive chlorine species such as CIO and OCIO exhibited very high concentrations in early 

spring (deZafra et al., 1989; Brune et aI., 1989; Sanders et ai., 1989; Solomon et al., 1989; 

Wahner et al., 1989b) while reservoir species such as HCl showed very low values, climbing 
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to much higher values with the sunlight in late September (Toon et aI., 1989; Coffey et aI., 

1989). Additionally, the Antarctic atmosphere was shown to be dehydrated (Kelly et al., 

1989) and denitrified (Wahner et al., 1989a; Fahey et al., 1989a). This was thought to 

relate to the solid nitric acid trihydrate and ice composition of polar stratospheric clouds 

(Toon et al., 1986; Hamill et al.) 1986; Ramaswamy, 1988; Fahey et al., 1989a; Kinne 

et al., 1989). 

Some of the first Arctic measurements made were full moon, near-UV measurements 

of OCIO by Solomon (1988) in the winter of 1987/1988. Scattered sunlight and direct 

moon observations of ozone and N02 were also made in that winter (Mount et al., 1988). 

These measurements suggested that the Arctic stratosphere was also perturbed and that 

ozone loss in this hemisphere was imminent. The proximity of the Arctic polar vortex 

to highly populated areas made the understanding of ozone depletion in this region even 

more important than for the Antarctic (Solomon, 1999), so much of the attention was 

focused there. 

The first major Arctic campaign was AASE, the Airborne Arctic Stratospheric Expe

dition. This was launched to determine the mechanisms, if any, of ozone depletion and 

redistribution in the northern polar stratosphere, including the influences of Arctic mete

orology and PSCs formed at low temperatures (Turco et al., 1990). While it was known 

that the polar vortex in the Arctic was less robust than counterpart in the south, and 

subsequently experienced warmer temperatures, PSCs had been observed in the Arctic 

(McCormick et al., 1982) and hence ozone loss was possible. 

Similar instruments to those used in AAOE the year before were flown on the aircraft 

(Turco et aI., 1990), allowing a variety of trace gas measurements to be made (Mankin 

et aI., 1990; Toohey et al., 1990; Hubler et al., 1990; Fahey et al., 1990; Carmll et al.) 

1990; Kelly al., 1990). Additional measurements were made from balloons and the 

ground (Hofmann et al., 1989b; Kondo et aI., 1990). Chlorine chemistry was shown to be 

perturbed a way comparable to chemistry in the Antarctic (Brune et al., 1990; Schiller

et al., 1990; Mankin et al., 1990). 

Importantly, studies of polar stratospheric clouds were made as part of AASE (Kruger-, 

1990; Hofmann, 1990), showing both Type I (containing nitric acid) and Type II (water 

ice) clouds to present (McCo7'mick et al., 1990; Br-owell et al., 1990). Type I clouds were 

shown to exist in two forms, consistent with solid clouds (probably nitric acid trihydrate) 

and liquid clouds (possibly supercooled ternary solutions of nitric acid, sulfuric acid and 

water) (Br-owell et al., 1990; Toon et al., 1990b). These could be identified by their optical 

properties (Br-owell et al., 1990). Denitrification processes were linked with PSC formation 

(Wofsy et al., 1990; Gandr-ud et al., 1990; Toon et al., 1990a), though a consistent theory 

was not established at this time (Tur-co et aI., 1990). 

A second Airborne Arctic Stratospheric Expedition (AASE-II) through the north-
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ern hemisphere winter of 1991/1992 (Anderson and Toon, 1993) was launched to further 

address questions of ozone chemistry in the Arctic and upper mid-latitudes. Results 

from these studies were published in special editions of Geophysical Research Letters and 

Science (Special Edition, 1993a,b). Of particular importance were studies involving si

multaneous measurements of ClO and HCl. Combined with air parcel trajectory analysis, 

large losses of HCI were shown to be a result of conversion to ClO and Clz02 at tem

peratures less than 196 4 K (Webster et al., 1993b,a; Toohey et al., 1993; Schoeberl 

et al., 1993). Decreases of ClO the spring were consistent with the rapid formation of 

ClON02 by recombination of ClO with nitrogen dioxide (N02 ) released photochemically 

from the nitric acid contained Type I PSCs (Webster et al., 1993b; Schoeberl et al., 

1993). This was in contrast to the Antarctic, where the loss of active chlorine was to HCl 

in the slower reaction Cl + CH4 , a result of nitrogen being lost by denitrification (Webster 

et al., 1993b; Toohey et al., 1993; Douglass et al., 1995). 

Simultaneously with the AASE-II campaign, the European scientific community came 

together to perform ground-based, balloon and aircraft measurements under the Euro

pean Arctic Stratospheric Ozone Experiment (EASOE) (Pyle et al., 1994; Special Edition, 

1994). Balloon-borne instruments gave detailed vertical profile information of chlorine, 

bromine, and nitrogen (Schmidt et al., 1994; Pommereau and Piquard, 1994b,a; 

Arnold and Spreng, 1994; Fabian et al., 1994; Murcray al., 1994; Kondo et al., 1994b). 

Column measurements of CIO, HCI, 0 3 and HN03 were made from aircraft (Grewell et al., 

1994; Blom et al., 1994; Brandtjen et al., 1994). Ground-based measurements included 

millimetre-wave emission measurements (deZaJra et al., 1994; Emmons et al., 1994), 

dar observations (Neuber et al., 1994; Beyerle and Neuber, 1994; Beyerle et al., 1994), 

and UV-visible spectroscopic measurements (Goutail al., 1994; Fish et al., 1994). In 

addition, the first wintertime FTIR trace gas measurements were made by the light of 

the moon (Notholt et al., 1993; Notholt, 1994; Notholt and Schrems, 1994, 1995; Notholt 

et al., 1995, 1997b,a; Notholt and Lehmann, 2003). A specialized lunar InSb detector 

allowed zenith column density measurements of Oa, N20, CH4 , N02 , C2H6 ) HCI and HF 

to be made. An unadapted MCT detector on the same instrument increased the range to 

include CION02 and HNOa. This work showed a considerable reduction in the amount 

of stratospheric HCI and CION02 by mid-December, when several weak PSC events had 

occurred (Nothalt et al., 1995). More importantly, it represented a major step forward in 

allowing ground-based infrared measurements to be made when the solar light source was 

tmavailable. 

Another important data source came in the of UARS (the Upper Atmosphere 

Research Satellite), which was launched on September 12th, 1991 (Reber et al., 1993). 

On board UARS were four instruments of particular importance for extending our under

standing of ozone-related trace gases. These were MLS (the Microwave Limb Sounder) 
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which was able to take measurements of 0 3 , ClO, H20, HN03 ) temperature and pres

sure using thermal emission techniques (Barath et al., 1993); CLAES (the Cryogenic 

Limb Array Etalon Spectrometer) which measured temperature, pressure, 0 3) H20, CH4 , 

N20, NO, N02 , N20 5 , HN03 , CION02 , CChF, CCl2F2 and aerosol absorption coeffi

cients using infrared emission interferometry (Roche et al., 1993a); ISAMS (the Improved 

Stratospheric And Mesospheric Sounder), which measured CO, CO2 ) CH4 , NO, N20, 

N02 , N20 5, HN03 and H20 using pressure modulator radiometry (Taylor et al., 1993); 

and HALOE (the HALogen Occultation Experiment) which was able to take vertical pro

files of 0 3 , HCI, CH4 , H20, NO, N02 and measure aerosol extinction, temperature, 

and pressure, using solar occultation techniques (Russell et al., 1993). These instruments 

were able to make measurements at latitudes up to 80° north and south, providing a large 

quantity of trace gas measurements from the Arctic and Antarctic stratospheres. These 

observations have been used for many studies of stratospheric processes (Special Edition, 

1993c; Dessler et al., 1998, and references therein), including some important studies of 

nitric acid during the Antarctic winter (Santee et al., 1996, 1998). Of note, however, is 

the fact that because HALOE is a solar occultation instrument, it can only make mea

surements during UARS orbit sunrise and sunsets. As such, while measurements can be 

made to 80° latitude, there are no measurements from this instrument through the polar 

winter. 

Measurements of various trace gas species were also made as part of the Atmospheric 

Trace Molecule Spectroscopy (ATMOS) experiment (Gunson et al., 1996). The ATMOS 

Fourier transform spectrometer was flown on board the space shuttle in November 1994 

and included sunrise and sunset occultation measurements inside and outside the Antarc

tic vortex. Again this instrument did not make measurements during the polar night. 

Back on a range of campaigns have continued in the Arctic. These include the 

second and third European stratospheric ozone experiments, SESAME (Second European 

Arctic and Mid-latitude Experiment) and THESEO (Third European Stratospheric Ex

periment on Ozone) (Newman et al., 2002). THESEO was additionally combined with the 

NASA SOLVE (SAGE III Ozone Loss and Validation Experiment) campaign (Newman 

et al., 2002). QUOBI (Quantitative Understanding of Ozone losses by Bipolar Inves

tigations) has been one of the most recent campaigns, involving ozonesondes launched 

throughout the northern and southern polar winters, coupled with extensive modelling 

campaigns (Braathen, 2002). While these campaigns have provided much-needed infor

mation on a range of processes occurring during the northern hemisphere winter, few of 

these measurement programs have been carried out in the southern hemisphere. 

To the best of my knowledge, the only Antarctic campaign to include wintertime mea

surements of the chlorine reservoir species HCl was the ASHOE/MAESA (Airborne South

ern Hemisphere Ozone Experiment/Measurements for Assessing the Effects of Strato-
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spheric Aircraft) campaign (Tuck et al., 1997). This was an airborne campaign designed 

to address the depletion of ozone in southern mid-latitudes and additionally address the 

effects of stratospheric aircraft. A total of 19 flights reached the Antarctic vortex edge 

region, during four time periods of 1994. Results from this campaign were published in 

two special editions of the Journal of Geophysical Research (Special Edition, 1997a,b). 

In-situ measurements of HCI were made at an altitude of approximately 15 - 20 km dur

ing these flights and showed chlorine activation to be occurring in the polar vortex when 

temperatures fell below 195 K (Jaegle et al., 1997; Kawa et al., 1997). 

While major measurement campaigns provide 'snapshots' of the trace gases and pro

cesses that contribute to ozone loss, long-term observational programs are needed in order 

to study trends and develop a better picture of the annual cycle. In addition to satellite 

measurement programs such as DARS, many of the Antarctic stations have ground-based 

measurement programs that include ozone-related trace (Cronn et al., 1986; Kondo 

et al., 1994a; Hofmann al., 1997; Ricaud et al., 1998). Many of these measurements 

do not appear regularly the literature. Arrival Heights (77.83° S, 166.65°), where this 

work has been carried out, is a Network for the Detection of Stratospheric Change (NDSC) 

primary station. As such, long-term measurements of stratospheric trace gases are made 

in the microwave (Solomon et al., 2000, 2002), UV/visible (Nichol and Valenti, 1993; 

Nichol et al., 1996; Kreher et al., 1996, 1997), and infrared (Murcrny et al., 1989; Keys 

et al., 1993, 1998; Wood et al., 2002, 2004) regions. :Measurements of the two trace gases 

this work focuses on, HCl and HN03 , from the Fourier transform infrared spectrometer 

(FTIR) at Arrival Heights, are presented in Figure 1.1. 

These FTIR time provide important information for quantifying long-term 

trends in the trace and additionally provide observational data for understand-

ing the spring period when ozone depletion is occurring. obvious deficiency in them, 

however, is the four-month gap through the austral winter when the stratosphere is being 

primed for ozone depletion. The advancement of our understanding of the precondition

ing of the polar stratosphere during the winter which would be gained by addressing this 

seasonal gap has provided the motivation for this research. 

1.2 Thesis layout 

In this research, infrared spectroscopic measurements of the chlorine reservoir 

species HCI have been made in Antarctica using the moon as a light source, following the 

work of Notholt (1994); Notholt and Lehmann (2003). In addition, measurements of the 

nitrogen reservoir species HN03 have been made. :Measurements of both trace species 

are presented with their corresponding solar measurements to provide a picture of the 

evolution of these throughout the entire 2003 Antarctic year. The layout of the 
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Figure 1.1: T ime series of Hel a nd H:\I03 LOLal column amounts madE! from Arrival Heights, Antarct ica, 
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lnstit,ute of Water and Atmosphere, personal cOIllIl'lUl1 ica.L ionJ. 

t hesis is a<; follows: 

Cha pt.er 2 provides a shor introdll ct. ion to t he stratospheric physics an d chemistry 

that resul t in springtime polar ozone depletion. Included in this chapter is a section on 

polar stratospheric clouds, whose existence serves to link he t rends observed in the HCl 

and HNO:l par t ial column amounts . 

In Chapter 3, t he tools used for t he research are presented. The chapter will look 

first at t he Fourier transform infrared spectrometer which has been used fo r obtaining 

t he absorp tion spectra of HCl and HN03 , and t hen at the ret rieval tools that have been 

used for obt aining t race gas profiles from those spectra. This will b followed in Chapter 

4 by t he measuremen1; det.ails of both t he He l and H ;03 data sets. Information on t he 

complementary meteorological da.ta sets used for interpreting t he observat ions will also 

be presented ill t his chapter. 

Chapter 5 outlines t he analysis and error quantifica.t ion of t he t race gas measurements. 

W hile t he analysis of both solar and lunar measu rements of HCl and HN03 will be 

presented , the description focuses pa rticula rly on t he moonlight measmements. ~ foonlight 

FTIR measurements have previously been made in the Arctic (Notholt, 1994; Noth olt and 
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Lehmann, 2003), and the analysis of the HN03 measurements is based on this work. Little 

has been published regarding the analysis of lunar HCI spectra, however, and the analysis 

of these observations has therefore been described in depth. A detailed error analysis, 

based on the work of Rodgers (2000), will also be presented. 

The evolution of HCl and HN03 partial column amounts through the 2003 year will 

be discussed in Chapter 6. The measurements have been presented in conjunction with 

meteorological analyses and will be compared and contrasted with studies in the literature. 

The year has been broken down to look at the prc-winter, early winter, late winter, and 

spring periods. In addition, the HN03 measurements been broken down into the 

smallest partial columns that the measurements can realistically provide information on, 

allowing the heights of the denoxification and denitrification processes that occur the 

Antarctic stratosphere to be demonstrated. 

In Chapter 7, the HCI and HN03 measurements have been compared to a recent run 

of the three-dimensional chemical transport model, SLIMCAT. As much of our under

standing of the processes involved in ozone depletion is based on models of the processes 

occurring during the Antarctic winter, this is an opportunity to test how well our current 

understanding matches the observed atmosphere. 

Chapter 8 expands on the link between observations of nitric acid and polar strato

spheric cloud processes by presenting a first-ever coupling of nitric acid measurements 

and lidar observations of PSCs from co-located ground-based instruments. work 

uses HN03 measurements made since 1998 to look for links between PSC processes and 

gas phase nitric acid. The work is a collaborative project between myself and PhD stu

dent Paola Massoli (Institute Atmospheric Science and Climate, CNR, Rome), and 

as such, her doctoral thesis 'Study of Polar Stratospheric Clouds in Antarctica through 

LIDAR measurements' (Massoli, 2005) serves as a companion paper to this chapter. 

Finally, Chapter 9 provides a summary of the entire thesis. Also presented in this 

chapter are my contributions to the overall understanding of Antarctic stratospheric pro

cesses and some suggestions for further work. 



Chapter 2 

Background 

In this chapter, a brief introduction to the stratospheric chemistry and dynamics needed to 

explain springtime polar ozone depletion will be presented. Additionally, a short section 

on polar stratospheric clouds, whose existence serves to link the observed trends in the 

HOI and HN03 partial column amounts, will be given. 

2.1 Dynamics, distribution and the polar vortex 

2.1.1 Large scale circulation 

The general circulation of the stratosphere l was first identified by Dobson and Brewer as 

a result of early studies of ozone (Dobson et al., 1927, 1930) and water vapour (Brewer, 

1949). Ozone was observed to have a latitudinal gradient, with minimum amounts near 

the equator, where most ozone was created, and maximum amounts nearer the poles. 

Additionally, a seasonal dependence showing maximum amounts in the autumn and min

imum amounts in the spring was identified (Dobson et al., 1930). These studies led to 

an understanding of the dynamical motion of the stratosphere, known as the Dobson

Brewer circulation, whereby heated air rises near the equator, moves poleward, cools, and 

descends in the mid-high latitudes. 

The Dobson-Brewer motion is responsible for the transport of trace gases from the 

troposphere into the stratosphere near the tropics and the subsequent distribution of 

long-lived species through the entire stratosphere. The latitudinal gradient observed in 

many trace gases (see, for example, the UARB reference atmosphere project trace gas 

profiles at http://www.sparc.sunysb.edu) can be broadly attributed to this process. A 

schematic of the motion of the atmosphere, including the large scale ascent and descent 

of the Dobson-Brewer diabatic motion and the stirring effects of planetary waves, as given 

in WMO (1998), is shown in Figure 2.1. 

stratosphere is the region of the atmosphere between approximately 15 and 50 km above the 
Earth's surface, where temperatures increase with altitude as a result of absorption of UV by ozone 
molecules. The bottom of the stratosphere is known as the tropopause, below which is the troposphere. 
The altitude of the tropopause varies with season and is at its lowest (approximately 7 km) in the winter 
polar regions. 

9 
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Figure 2.1: Principal regions of the lower stratosphere showing the major transport characteristics. 
The winter hemisphere is shown on the left and the summer on the right. Broad arrows show diabatic 
(Brewer-Dobson) circulation and wavy arrows show stirring along isentropic surfaces. The solid line 
starting at around 7 km at the pole and reaching about 15 km at the equator denotes the tropopause. 
Lighter lines with boxed labels indicate potential temperature surfaces. Schematic from WMO (1998, 
page 7.20) 

2.1.2 The polar vortex 

During the winter, the steep latitudinal gradient in temperature resulting from 24-hour 

darkness in the polar region causes a strong jet of westerly winds, known as the polar 

vortex, to form in the stratosphere. These winds, which reach velocities of more than 100 

m S-1 (Wayne, 2000), act as a barrier for long-range transport and prevent mixing of polar 

air with warmer mid-latitude air. The polar vortex may be thought of as an approximately 

cylindrical mass of air in which descent caused by radiative cooling results in a flow from 

the stratopause to the tropopause, with very little leakage to the sides (Wauben et al.) 

.1997). The vortex is not completely isolated, but experiences a small, typically outward, 

flow from the vortex edges and in the lowermost regions of the stratosphere (Schoeberl 

et al., 1992; Bowman, 1993; Manney et al., 1994; Wauben et al., 1997). It is, however, 

generally considered to be a strong barrier to latitudinal mixing above approximately 400 

K (rv 15 km, see Figure 2.1) (Schoeberl et al., 1992; Bowman, 1993; Manney et al., 1994), 

Inside the vortex, the isolated air radiatively cools and descends (Rosenfield et al., 

1994), reaching temperatures below the condensation point of nitric acid ("-' 195 K) and 

often even below the condensation point of water (rv 188 K). This results in the forma

tion of polar stratospheric clouds (Section 2,2), which provide surfaces for heterogeneous 
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chemistry (Section 2.3.2). Becau. e the air inside the vortex is isolated, chemically per

turbed air is contained over the polar regions. In the southern hemi 'phere, this results in 

the well defined 'ozone hole', which remaius over the Antarctic continent until the vortex 

breaks down. 

Outside t he vortex region, circulation and descent result in a build-up of many trace 

gases at the vortex edge. This is seen particularly clearly in the 'collar region ' of HN03 

and ClON02 identified in CLAES data (Roche et al., 1993b, 1994). 

While the vortex serves a.s a containment vessel for most of the air within, planetary 

waves can influence the shape and location of t he vortex. The Antarctic polar vortex is 

typically fairly -'ymmetrical around the pole due to the large expanses of ocean around the 

continent limiting planetary wave activity (Waugh and Randel, 1999; Waugh et al. , 1999). 

As such, most of the vortex experiences 24-ho\.lr darkness, temperatures become very low , 

and PSC over of the vortex region is extensive ( McCormick and Trepte, 1986; M cConnick 

et ai. , 1989). In contrast, topographical features in the northern mid to high latitudes 

mean t hat planetary wave act ivity in the Arctic is more intense, hence the vortex i les 

symmetrical and more variable t han in the south (Waugh and Randel, 1999; Waugh et al. , 

1999). This allows more movement of the vortex into sunlit areas, warmer temperatures 

aud thus fewer PSCs (McCoTmick tal., 1982; McCormick and Trepte, 1986). Total 

ozonE mappino' spectrometer (TOYIS) images of ozone from spring are shown in Figure 

2.2. The wdl defined, symmetrical vortex is clearly visible ill the southern hemisphere, 

o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ 
o ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 

Dobson Units 
dark gray for < 100 and > 500 DU 

- ~ ~ N N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ 0 N ~ ~ a N ~ ~ 0 ~ 
o ~ 0 rn 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 

Dobson Units 
dark gray for < 100 and > 500 DU 

Figure 2.2: Total column ozone amoUllt, as determined by the Total Ozone Mappin'" Spectrometer, for 
t. he southern (left) and nort hern (right) springtime. Measurements correspono to October 1st and April 
1SL, 2003 , respectively. The vortex edge is clearly defined by the ozone amount .. ill both plots, though 
the ArcLic vortex is much less sYlllmeLrical than the Antarctic vortex as a result of wave activity. Plot,s 
are from l,he TOMS website, ht tp: //jwocky.gsfc. nasa.gov . 
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with severe ozone depletion cOlltained within. The northern hemisphere experiences less 

ozone depletion than t he south , but the vortex e Ige is visible by the dynamically induced 

build-up of ozone 0 11 the equatorward side of it. 

The fin al break up of the polRr vortex typically occurs in la te spring (northern hemi

sphere) or early summer (southern hemisphere). It is characterized by the mixing of 

air below 400 K (Bowman, 1993) and regions of material being stripped off th vort x 

and drawn out as fil aments into the rnid-latitudes (Bowman, 1993; Manney et al. , 1994). 

The mixing of ozone-poor air from the Allta rctic pola r vortex has been shown to resul t 

in an average 5-6% reductioll in the total column 07,One amount over the southern rnid

lat itudes (A)tic et al. , 2004), with larger localized d I letion resu lt ing from indi vic! ual 

events (A tkinson and Pturn.b , 1997; Ajtie; et at. , 2003). The resul t ing increas in UV at 

the surface has the potent ial for sigllificant healt h effects in populated area. (UNEP, 1994 , 

1998, 2002) . 

2.2 Polar stratospheric clouds 

Polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs), with their stunning, luminous colou rs that lighten the 

sky before the sun rises in the spring (Figure 2.3 ), have be n admired 'ince the earliest 

days of Antarctic exploration (se , for example, t he diary of Robert Falcon Scott, August 

1st, 1911). 

Figure 2.3: Polar stratospheric clouds, as observed over Ross Island. An Larctica, in early spring, 2003. 
Photo by Mat. Okraszew'ki. 

The name 'polar st ratospheric cloud' wa~ first coined bJ McCormick: et oJ (1982) \-vhen 

satellite ob 'ervation' showed clouds to be pres nt in the Antarctic ,tratospherc. Since 
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their role ozone depletion was discovered, the study of PSCs has been intense, yet they 

remain one of the least understood aspects of the ozone depletion process (WMO, 2002). 

Polar stratospheric clouds were originally classified as being one of two types: Type 

I PSCs, which were thought to contain nitric acid, probably in the form of solid nitric 

acid trihydrate (NAT) and which formed at temperatures several degrees above the ice 

frost point (Toon et al., 1986; Criltzen and Arnold, 1986; Hanson and Mauersberger, 1988; 

Pueschel et al., 1990); and Type II PSCs, which formed at the ice frost point and were 

composed mainly of water ice (Steele et al., 1983). 

Based on lidar observations (Browell et al., 1990; Toon et al., 1990b), Type I PSCs 

were subsequently subdivided into two main types: Type Ia and Type lb. 

Type la PSCs were identified as non-spherical solid particles, with low backscatter, 

high depolarization and typical radii between 1.5 and 2.5 p,m (Browell et al., 1990; Toon 

et al., 1990b; Deshler et al., 1991; Adriani et al., 1995). Early laboratory studies suggested 

that NAT was the most likely component of Type Ia PSCs (Hanson and Mauersberger, 

1988; Hanson et al., 1994), and a NAT composition has recently been confirmed by in

situ measurements (Voigt et al., 2000). Nitric acid dihydrate (NAD) may additionally 

be a component of solid clouds (Middlebrook et al., 1992; Worsnop et al., 1993; Santee 

et al., 1998; Tabazadeh et al., 2001). The formation process of Type la clouds remains 

uncertain (WMO, 2002), but they have been associated with periods of slow cooling 

(Beyerle and Neuber, 1994; Adriani et al., 1995; Larsen et al., 1997; Tabazadeh et al., 

2001) and temperatures below the nitric acid condensation temperature, TNAT (Pueschel 

et al., 1990; Larsen et al., 1996; David et al., 1998). 

Type Ib PSCs were identified as spherical liquid particles, with high backscatter and 

low depolarization (Browell et al., 1990; Toon et al., 1990b; Adriani et al., 1995; Larsen 

et al., 1997), consisting of supercooled ternary solutions (STS) of H20, HN03 and H2S04 

(Toon et al., 1990b; Molina et al., 1993; Tabazadeh et al., 1994b; Carslaw et al., 1994). 

Type Ib PSCs have been associated with periods of fast, smooth, synoptic cooling (Desh

ler et al., 1991; Adriani et al., 1995; Larsen et al., 1997) and are formed by the rapid 

uptake of gas phase nitric acid and water on aqueous H2S04 aerosols at a temperature 

approximately 3 4 K below T NAT. The composition and volume of the aerosols depends 

on the temperature and the amounts of each of the constituents (Tabazadeh et al., 1994a; 

Carslaw et al., 1995; Luo et al., 1995), but their size is typically limited to radii of less 

than 0.5 p,m (Toon et al., 1990b). 

A further PSC type, Type Ie, was proposed by Tabazadeh and Toon (1996). They in

ferred solid phase meta-stable water-rich HN03 /H20 clouds that were a possible precursor 

of the stable NAT or NAD in Type PSCs. Measurements from the MLS instrument 

have provided evidence of these clouds (Santee et al., 1998). 

Type I and Type II polar stratospheric clouds playa dual role in ozone depletion. In 
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addition to providing a surface for heterogeneous reactions (to be discussed in Section 

2.3.2), they also playa role in the redistribution of nitric acid in the atmosphere. This 

will be discussed further in Chapter 6. 

2.3 Chemistry of ozone and ozone-related trace gases 

2.3.1 Gas phase ozone chemistry 

Ozone (03) is found in a distinct layer in the stratosphere, known as the ozone layer. The 

ozone layer is found between altitudes of approximately 10 and 25 km, as shown by the 

ozonesonde profile in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4: A typical non-depleted ozone profile, as measured with an ozonesonde from McMurdo 
Station, Antarctica, on July 12th, 2003. [Profile of Terry Deshler, University of Wyoming, 
personal communication.] 

Ozone is created in and above the ozone layer by the disassociation of oxygen molecules 

by high-energy sunlight through the reactions 

02+hv -+ 0+0 

o + O2 + 1\:[ -+ 0 3 + lvf 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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where hv indicates sunlight and M is a third body such as O2 Or N2 • It is subsequently 

destroyed by photolysis through the reactions 

0 3 hv -+ 0+ O2 

0+03 202 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

Reactions 2.1 to 2.4 are known as the Chapman equations (Chapman, 1930) and for 

many years were thought to completely explain ozone chemistry. As measurements of 

ozone were made and ozone production and destruction rate parameters became better 

understood (G6tz et al., 1934; Brewer and Milford, 1960; Dobson, 1968), it was found 

that the Chapman oxygen cycles predicted nearly double the amount of ozone than was 

actually observed (Wayne, 2000). In order to explain this discrepancy, it was proposed 

that catalytic cycles involving hydrogen, photolysed from stratospheric water vapour, 

could cause ozone destruction through the reactions 

+03 -+ OH+02 (2.5) 

OH+O -+ H+02 

Net: 0+03 O2 +02 

and 

OH+03 H02 +02 (2.6) 

H02 + 0 3 -+ OH+202 

Net: 203 -+ 302 

(Bates and Nicolet, 1950; Hampson, 1964). It was subsequently found that nitrogen 

(Crutzen, 1970; Murcray et al., 1968; Johnston, 1971), chlorine (Stolarski and Cicerone, 

1974; Molina and Rowland, 1974), and bromine (Wofsy et ai., 1975; Yung et al., 1980) 

compounds could also catalytically destroy ozone, through the general reaction cycle 

X+03 XO+02 

XO+O -+ X O2 

Net: 0 + 0 3 -+ O2 + O2 

where X may be replaced with NO, Cl, or Br. 

(2.7) 
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and OH; N and NO; Br and BrO; and CI, CIO, OCIO, Ch and Ch02 are known as 

HOx , NOx, BrOx and CIOx respectively, and are often referred to as 'active species'. 

reactions are naturally balanced by a series of 'null' or 'holding' cycles, which 

convert the active species to other species within the family without destroying ozone 

(Wayne, 2000; Findlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 1986). These null cycles may serve the addi

tional benefit of locking the catalytic molecules in a form which cannot easily be reverted 

to an active species. Species which are fairly unreactive and hence effective for prevent

ing these catalytic reactions are known as reservoir species. Important reservoir species 

include hydrogen chloride (HCI), chlorine nitrate (CION02) and nitric acid (HN03)' 

Hydrogen chloride is the chlorine reservoir. It is predominantly formed in the 

stratosphere by the reaction of CI with methane (CH4). Approximately 70% of non-CFC 

stratospheric chlorine (also known as Cly) is thought to be present as HCI (Wayne, 2000). 

Chlorine nitrate is formed predominately through the reaction of CIO with ).T02' As 

such, it is both a chlorine reservoir species and a reservoir for NOx ' This highlights the 

relationship between the families and the importance of studying several species simulta

neously. 

Nitric acid, formed as the end product of several different reactions within the nitrogen 

family, is the most important ).TOx reservoir, with about half of the stratospheric NOx 

load stored in this form (Wayne, 2000). \iVhile nitric acid is photolysed to regenerate OH 

and N02, this process is relatively slow and, importantly for polar regions; non-existent 

during periods of darkness. HN03 also serves as a link between chemical families, storing 

both NOx and HOx species. 

is by no means an exhaustive picture of stratospheric chemistry (see, for example, 

Wayne, 2000; Findlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 1986), but it does serve to demonstrate the 

importance that the various trace gas families play regulating the quantity of ozone that 

is present in the stratosphere. A summary of key reactions, as documented in Solomon 

(1999), is reproduced in Table 2.1. 

Anthropogenic emissions of chlorine, nitrogen and bromine potentially serve to upset 

the natural balance and result in additional ozone depletion. Early studies of the effect 

of anthropogenic emissions, which were based solely on this gas phase chemistry, showed 

the effect to be minimal, as outlined in Chapter 1. Additional mechanisms are there-

fore needed to explain the 

stratosphere. 

scale ozone depletion observed in the Antarctic spring 

2.3.2 Heterogeneous chemistry and ozone depletion 

The first suggestion that ozone depletion could be attributed to heterogeneous reactions 

on the surface of polar stratospheric clouds came from Solomon et al. (1986). While the 
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0 3 + hv O2 + O(lD) 
0 3 + hv O2 + 0 
0+ 0 3 -7 202 

Illustrative Odd 
+ + 

H + O2 + M H02 + M 
o H02 O2 + OH 
Net Cycle: 0 + 0 + M -7 O2 + M 

+ 
0+ N02 NO + O2 

Net Cycle: 0 Oa -7 202 

Illustrative Odd Chlorine Catalytic Cycles 
Cl 0 3 CIO 02 
Cl + 0 3 CIO 02 
CIO + CIO + M -7 C120 2 + M 
Cb02 + hv Cl + CI02 
CI02 + M -7 Cl + O2 + M 
Net Cycle: 203 -7 302 

Illustrative CI-Br 
+ + 

Br + Oa BrO + 02 
BrO + CIO -7 Br + CI02 

CI02 + M -7 Cl + O2 + M 
Net Cycle: 20a -7302 

Some Important Coupling and Reservoir Reactions 
CIO + NO -7 Cl + N02 
Cl + -7 HCI + CHa 
H02 CIO -7 HOCI + 02 

Key Heterogeneous Reactions 
HCI + CION02 -7 HNOa + C12 

CION02 + H20 -7 HN03 + HOCI 
BrON02 + H20 -7 HN03 + HOBr 
HCI HOBr -7 H20 + BrCl 

17 

+ 
H02 + 0 3 -7 OH + 202 
Net Cycle: 203 302 

Cl O2 

02 
Net Cycle: 0 + Oa -7 202 

CIO + N02 + M -7 CION02 + M 
OH + N02 + M -7 HNOa + M 

N20 5 + H20 -7 2HN03 

HCI HOCI -7 H20 + Cb 
HCl BrON02 -7 HN03 + BrCl 

Table 2.1: Chemical processes and catalytic cycles involved in ozone regulation. Table reproduced from 
Solomon (1999). 
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majority of chlorine in the stratosphere normally resides in chlorine reservoir species 

HCl and CION02, reactions that perturb the chlorine partitioning by moving chlorine 

from the inactive reservoirs to active forms are able to occur on the surface of the clouds. 

Most importantly, the reservoir species HCl and CIOK02 are able to react together, 

releasing chlorine through the reaction 

HCl + ClON02 ~ Cl2 + HN03 (2.8) 

Reaction 2.8 acts in two ways. Most importantly, chlorine is released from the stable 

reservoir forms. Additionally, nitrogen is trapped in the form of HN03 , which remains 

within the PSC particle. This stops the chlorine from reacting with N02 to reform 

CION02. Whether this is a permanent loss of the nitrogen (denitrification) or a temporary 

loss (denoxification) depends on whether the PSC particle subsequently sediments out of 

region. 

Reaction 2.8 has been shown to occur rapidly on NAT or NAD particles, super-

cooled liquid sulfate aerosols, and on frozen sulfate aerosols (WMO, 1994, 1998, 2002, 

and references therein), leading to rapid chlorine activation regardless of the phase of the 

cloud particle. Additional heterogeneous reactions which serve to either release active 

species, or to prevent reformation of reservoirs, are listed in Table 2.1. 

With the return of the sunlight in spring) the released C12 is rapidly photolysed to form 

CIO and its dimer, Cb02. These species are then able to react with ozone through the 

reactions given in Section 2.3.1 and in Table 2.1. The reaction involving Cb02) originally 

proposed by Molina and Molina (1987), is now recognized as being responsible for about 

75% of the ozone removal in the Antarctic stratosphere (Solomon, 1999). 

As temperatures in vortex increase above temperatures where PSCs can exist, the 

heterogeneous reactions which activate chlorine can no longer occur. The chlorine rapidly 

returns to the reservoir species (a process known as deactivation) and further ozone loss 

is limited. As outlined in Chapter 1, in the Antarctic vortex this typically occurs through 

the reaction of Cl with CH4 to form HCI, as denitrification limits the reformation of 

CION02. Measurements of HCl, HN03 and springtime CION02 will allow this point to 

be further demonstrated in Chapter 6. 



Chapter 3 

The Tools of the Trade 

In this chapter, the two major tools used for this research will be described. The sec

tion will introduce the Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) used for obtaining 

the absorption spectra. It will begin with some general theory of Michelson interferome

ters, then look at the specifics of the Bruker 120M spectrometer and its detectors. Some 

information regarding the Arrival Heights site v;rill also be presented here. The second 

section will introduce the algorithm used for obtaining trace gas measurements from the 

absorption spectra. Again, this section will begin with some general theory, introducing 

the concept of a forward model and an inverse model. It will then focus on the specifics 

of SFIT2, the radiative transfer and profile retrieval algorithm used for this study. 

3.1 The measurement tools 

3.1.1 Michelson interferometers 

An interferometer is an instrument that uses interference patterns to determine the spec

tral distribution of irradiance. The most well-known of all interferometers is the Michelson 

interferometer, which was used in the famous Michelson-.NIorley experiment in the late 

1800s to prove that the Earth does not move through an aether (Michelson and Morley, 

1887). The .NIichelson interferometer remains the back-bone of many interferometers in 

use today. 

The basic Michelson interferometer is schematically represented in Figure 3.1. Incident 

radiation entering the interferometer is reflected or transmitted by a beamsplitter into two 

arms. In one arm the light is reflected off a stationary mirror, and in the other arm light is 

reflected off a moving mirror, which introduces a path difference between the two beams. 

After reflection off their respective mirrors, the two light beams are recombined and the 

combined light beam is recorded on a detector. 

For a monochromatic light source, the interference pattern observed on the detector 

as the moving mirror travels along the arm is a sine wave, as a result of the optical path 

difference causing the beams to move in and out of phase with each other. For a multi

wavelength source, the observed interference pattern is a summation of the sine waves 

of each wavelength of light. At the point where the path-length is identical for both 

19 
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MOiling Mirror 

filled Mirror 

Figure 3.1: Schematic of a basic Michelson interferometer. 

arms (known as or zero path difference), all wavelengths of light constructively 

interfere. As the moving mirror moves away from this point, the different wavelengths 

constructively or destructively interfere with each other, and the on the detector 

gets weaker. The pattern of intensity versus path difference recorded on the detector 

through one 'scan' of the mirror moving down the arm of the instrument is called an 

interferogram. performing a Fourier transform on the the frequency 

information of the incident light is returned. This plot of intensity versus wavenumber, 

where wavenumber is the traditional unit for frequency in FTIR spectroscopy (in cm-1), 

is called a spectrum. 

Interferometers have several advantages over a prism or diffraction grating spectrom

eter. The most notable is that because the wavelengths of light are being separated using 

a Fourier transform, rather than physically separated with a prism, all of the wavelengths 

can be measured simultaneously. This means that acquiring the same sized spectrum 

takes less with an interferometer than with a dispersive instrument, hence more 

scans can be carried out in a given time period. As the noise the spectrum is pro

portional to observing time, this results in a higher signal to noise ratio (SjN) than 

would be obtained with a prism or diffraction grating instrument. Additionally, all of the 

incident radiation reaches the detector. This increases the strength at the detec

tor and also results in a higher SjN. These two advantages are known as the multiplex 

and throughput advantages, and have resulted in interferometry being the spectroscopy 

of choice for astronomical, atmospheric and laboratory applications (Bell, 1972; Smith, 

1996; Davis et at., 2001). 
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3.1.2 The Bruker 120M spectrometer 

The Bruker 120M is a commercial Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) made 

by Bruker Optik, Germany. It is a permanently aligned Michelson interferometer that has 

been specifically designed for high resolution atmospheric measurements and is routinely 

used at locations from the Arctic to the Antarctic by the NDSC infrared community 

(Blumenstock et aL, 1997; Nakajima et al., 1997; Notholt et al., 2000; Wood et al., 2004). 

Bruker 120M used for this research belongs to the University of Denver and is operated 

by NIWA. It has been optimized for the measurement of mid-infrared radiation, where 

absorptions by atmospheric trace gases are observed as a result of the vibrational and 

rotational transitions within the molecules. 

The layout of the instrument is shown schematically in Figure 3.2 and in the photo of 

the instrument in Figure 3.3. The optics have been designed to minimize the space used 

by the instrument, while still providing high resolution measurements. 

optical Iiltn wno,;l 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the layout of the Bruker 120M FTIR spectrometer. 
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Figure 3.3: Illside the Bruker 120\'1. T he EItel' wheel i~ clearly visible as the whee l wi th the coloured 
circles. The aperture wheel is behind it, wi th the beamsplitter behind tha t . T he detect.ors a re idenl,ifi able 
by t heir red dewars. 

Light ntering the instrument is focused through computer controlled filter and aper

ture .vheeL:, th ' n re-collirnat.ed into the bearnspli Her. The filter and aperture are user

selected to optimize the instrumental response for the conditions, Apertures ra.nging from 

0.3 to 10 mm are available to counter the effects of angular divergence. Bigger apertures 

allow more light into the instrument. but. serve as a limit t.o the resolu t. ion of t.he spect ra. 

Filters a.re used to limi the wa.velengths of light incident on t he detector, increasing the 

signa.l to noi 'e ratio of the measurement. The beamsplitter in the instrument is perma

nently aligned at a 30° angle of incidence, with a rioid mount.ing syst.em that allows t.he 

beamsplitter to be removed and replaced reliably. The beamsplitter used for this work 

is made from pot i::\S,'ium bromide (KBr) with a. t hin coating of germanium sandwiched 

between the layer:' to split t h beam (Srnith , 1996). Because KBr is hydroscopic, the 

beamsplitter is stored outside the inst.rument in a dry container except when in u ·e. 

The moving retro-refiecting mirror llses high-qua.lity mechanical bearings to reduce 

friction , with the locat ion precisely controlled using a reference He-:\Te Laser. A voice-'oil 

mechanism is used for fin e positioning. The ma.,'{imum path I ~ngth of the moving mirror 

is 250 cm, giving the instrument a maximum resolution of 0.0035 em- i . 

After recombina.t ion of t he beam, ~t computer controlled mirror directs lioht through 

an additional aperture into one of t\VO detectors. The instrument is u ually set up with 

an indium antimoni e (InSt ) d tector for t.he 1 - 5.5 fJ.m wavelength region a.nd a mercury 

cadmium telluride (MCT) detector for t he 4 - 14 p,Il1 wavelength region, In this work a. 

pecialized InSb detector for the luna.r He l observations has also been used. This \vas 
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inserted into the instrument in place of the standard InSb detector for the winter months. 

The InSb detectors 

Indium antimonide detectors are photovoltaic detectors which produce current when ex

posed to infrared radiation. In this work two InSb detectors have been used a standard 

commercial Judson InSb detector for solar measurements and a specially adapted com

mercial Judson InSb detector for lunar measurements. 

Both detectors are similar in that they contain a 1 mm diameter InSb detector housed 

inside a liquid nitrogen-filled dewar. The detectors operate at a temperature of 77 K, 

to reduce the noise associated with infrared radiation from the room, instrument and 

detector itself. Light enters the dewar through a calcium fluoride entrance window with 

a 20' wedge and a 30° field of view. 

The standard solar detector has no internal filters, relying instead on external filters in 

the filter wheel. This makes the detector suitable for measurements of radiation between 

1 and 5.5 Mm. The adapted lunar detector has a cooled filter, housed within the dewar, 

which restricts radiation to wavelengths less than 3 Mm. The response curve from the 

lunar detector, as tested in the factory, is shown in Figure 3.4. 

2000 o 

Figure 3.4: Response curve of the lunar InSb detector with wavenumber. The units on the y axis are 
arbitrary units of transmission. 

Coupled with each detector is a preamplifier which is designed to convert the current 

output of the photovoltaic detector into a voltage output. The photo current produced by 

the detector induces a voltage across the preamplifier, which is then amplified (Judson

Technologie, 2005). Four user-defined gain settings in the preamplifier allow the signal to 

be increased to a maximum level without saturation. 

Unfortunately, the preamplifier supplied with the lunar detector had insufficient gain 
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for the lunar signal, and only one of the four levels was able to be adjusted to a suitable 

gain without creating instability. Optimization of the signal reaching the lunar detector 

therefore required to be made to the aperture size, rather than the preamplifier 

gain. As the noise the signal is proportional to the preamplification, this lack of 

adjustability meant that the signal was frequently noisier than it would have been if the 

preamplifier had performed as expected. 

The MeT detector 

The mercury cadmium telluride detector is a photoconductive detector, meaning that 

current is produced as a result of the absorption of photons causing electrons to jump 

from the valence band to the conductive band. The energy between the two bands is 

called the bandgap and is responsible for the wavelength cut-off of these detectors (Smith, 

1996). The MOT detector used for this work was a commercial Judson narrow-band 

MOT detector, sensitive between 4 and 14 J-lm wavelengths. 1 x 1 mm detector also 

operated at 77 K, so was housed in a liquid-nitrogen filled dewar. The field of view of 

the MOT detector was 30°, with a 20' wedged thallium bromo-iodide entrance window. 

An external, uncooled, 7 - 14 J-lm filter was used to restrict wavelength range for this 

work. 

The MOT detector's preamplifier also has four gain settings, allowing the amplification 

to be optimized for the conditions. A photoconductive detector works by having a constant 

bias voltage applied across the detector element. As such, a capacitor is used in the MOT 

preamplifier to block the constant DO bias, and the voltage changes resulting from photons 

hitting the detector are amplified (Judson- Technologie, 2005). 

3.1.3 The Arrival Heights laboratory 

The Bruker 120M is located inside a heated laboratory at Arrival Heights, Antarctica 

(77.83°S, 166.65°E, 3.5 and 3.6). The site is elevated (200 m above sea level) and 

is approximately 4 km from the United States' McMurdo Station and 8 km from New 

Zealand's Scott so is typically uncontaminated by local emissions. It is an NDSO 

primary station and is located within the electromagnetically quiet Antarctic Specially 

Protected Area No. 122 (Antarctic Treaty Secretariat, 2004). The viewing horizon is 

mostly non-restricted, although Mt Erebus, almost due north, restricts measurements 

in that direction to those above 6° elevation. The atmosphere is very cold and very dry, 

with surface temperatures typically around -35°0 in the winter and seldom above freezing 

even in the middle of summer. The instrument is housed in a specialized room within the 

building, with room maintaining a typical temperature of approximately 20°0. Light 

is directed from the tracker, which is at ambient temperature on the roof of the building, 
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Figure 3.5: Arrival Heigh ts Laborat;ory, Ross Island , An tarctica. 
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Figure 3.6: Location of Arrival Ileight!:i laboratory, on Ro::;s b land , Anlarctica . Map adapted from 
( Waterho'use, 2001), 
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into the instrument via two mirrors in the room, which are at room temperature. The 

tracker is a home-made, two-mirror system which uses a computer algorithm to track the 

sun or the moon. Small adjustments to the tracker alignment can be made by the operator 

in order to maximize the signal. Sun or moon elevations are limited to a maximum of 35° 

above the horizon, as a result of the protective cover over the tracker. 

3.2 The retrieval tools 

Fourier transform absorption spectra obtained using ground-based instruments contain 

information on the altitude profile of the absorbing molecules in the atmosphere. The 

altitude information is contained in the details of the observed line shape, primarily as a 

result of pressure broadening of the spectral lines. Because the altitude profile is not an 

explicit function of the absorption spectra, a retrieval, or inverse, process must be used 

to determine the profile from the spectra. In this work the retrieval of profiles from the 

absorption spectra has been carried out using an algorithm called SFIT2. 

In this section a brief introduction to retrieval theory and the quantification of the 

errors included in the solution will be given. The theory presented is based on the work 

of Rodgers (1976, 1990, 2000). The SFIT2 algorithm used to retrieve atmospheric profiles 

from the absorption spectra will also be presented. 

3.2.1 Theory 

The model used to describe the way the measurement, y, is related to the desired quantity, 

x) is known as the forward modeL It can be written 

y=F(x,b)+t (3.1) 

where t is the measurement error in y, and b includes all the parameters that influence 

y but are not the desired quantity (Rodgers, 2000). For this work, y is the observed 

spectrum, and x (also called the state vector) is a vector describing the vertical Hel 

or HN03 profile at 29 discrete layers. Several other parameters, including scale factors 

for interfering gases and some line shape parameters, may also be included in the state 

vector. The parameters which influence the retrieval but are not retrieved, b, include the 

temperature and pressure profiles, the absorption cross sections of the atmospheric gases 

and the instrument profile. error, t, is assumed to be random (Rodgers, 1990) and has 

a variance determined from the SIN of the absorption spectra. Because our understanding 

of all the processes occurring the atmosphere is not complete, the forward model is made 

up of our best estimate of the atmospheric and instrumental physics that contribute to 

the observed absorption line. 
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The inverse or retrieval method, R, is the process by which the retrieved profile, x, is 

determined from y. 

x - R(y,b,c) 

R(F(x, b) + E, b, c) (3.2) 

where b is our best estimate of b, and c is any additional parameters used in the retrieval 

which do not appear in the forward model (e.g., a priori information). 

Following the work of Rodgers (2000), it is useful to linearize Equation 3.2. Because 

we don't know the true state of the atmosphere, we linearize about our best estimate of 

the true atmosphere, with x 

vector, and b = b. 
xa, where Xa is our best a priori estimate of the state 

(3.3) 

In order to simplify Equation 3.3, we make several definitions. Vie define the gain 

matrix or contribution function, Gy , as 

oR 
oy (3.4) 

where Gy characterizes the retrieval with respect to the measurement. Each column of 

Gy shows the contribution to the solution of a unit change in an element of y (Rodgers, 

1990). 

The weighting function matrix, Kx ) is defined as 

Kx= of 
ox (3.5) 

weighting function matrix describes the sensitivity of the forward model to the state 

vector. Physically, the columns of Kx describe the change in the measured spectrum that 

results from a change in the state profile at each of the altitudes in the vector. The rows 

of Kx give an idea of the information content of the measurements, as they show the 

part of the profile that is represented by each measurement (Rodgers, 1990). Similarly, 

we define Kb to be the sensitivity of the forward model to the forward model parameters 

(3.6) 

Finally, the averaging kernel matrix, A, which characterizes the combined forward 
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model and retrieval system with respect to the true atmosphere, is defined as 

A 
a[R(F(x, b), b, c)] _ G K 

ax - y x (3.7) 

Columns of the averaging kernel matrix can be thought of as the response of the observing 

system to a J-function disturbance in the state profile. The rows of A are the averaging 

kernels, or smoothing functions. They describe what proportion of each of the altitude 

layers in the true profile is used in the determination of that retrieved altitude layer. 

Ideally A would be a unit matrix, with 100% of the information in the retrieved layer 

coming from that layer and none from outside of it. In reality, however, the averaging 

kernels exist as peaked functions (hopefully peaking at the altitude that the averaging 

kernel represents), with the width of the peak giving a quantitative measure of the reso

lution of the observing system. Summing the elements in the rows of gives the area of 

the averaging kernel, which is a rough measure of the fraction of the retrieval that comes 

from the data rather than the a pr'ior'i. The area should be approximately unity where 

the retrieval is accurate (Rodger'S, 2000). 

Substituting these definitions back into Equation 3.3, the retrieved profile is given as 

(3.8) 

For an accurate retrieval system, R[F(xa, b, c), b, c] = Xa) i.e., in the absence of real 

measurements and experimental error, the retrieval system will retrieve the a prior'i profile 

(Rodger'S, 2000). 

As such, the retrieved profile can be seen as a linear combination of the a priori and 

the true profile, smoothed by the averaging kernel, with additional contributions from the 

uncertainties in the model parameters and measurement noise. 

(3.9) 

Error analysis 

From Equation 3.9, a breakdown of the errors in the retrieval process is straightforward. 

The difference between x and x is given by 

x - x = (A I)(x - xa) 

+GyKb(b - b) 

+GyE 

smoothing error 

model parameter error 

measurement error 

(3.10) 
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where I is the identity matrix (Rodgers, 2000). Each of these error terms can be individ

ually quantified, allowing an estimate of the total uncertainty in the retrieved profile to 

be made. 

It should be noted that an additional error term, due to the error associated with the 

forward model as a representation of the measurement process, should also be included in 

Equation 3.10. Because the forward model used in SFIT2 includes our best estimate of 

the known physics of the atmosphere and instrument, this term is thought to be minimal, 

and hence has been omitted for simplicity. 

Smoothing error The smoothing error can be thought of as the error associated with 

smoothing the true atmospheric profile by the averaging kernel and a priori profile. In 

many situations the smoothing error can be essentially eliminated by the averaging 

kernel and a priori to smooth measurements or model results in the same way that the true 

atmospheric profile has been smoothed (Connor et at., 1994, 1995; Rodgers and Connor, 

2003). This will be further explained in Chapter 7. For stand-alone measurements, 

however, an estimate of the uncertainty in the column or partial column amount due to 

this smoothing is required. smoothing error covariance, Ss, has been determined 

using the definition of Rodger's (1990), 

(3.11) 

where Sm is a covariance matrix made up of our best estimate of the covariance of the 

atmosphere about the a priori profile. 

Model parameter error The error in the retrieval due to errors in the parameters 

associated with the forward model can be calculated for each parameter b, as detailed 

in Connor et al. (1995); Rodgers (2000). A description of the covariance, SF, for each 

parameter is given by 

(3.12) 

where Sb is the covariance matrix (or variance scalar, depending on the parameter), 

termined using a realistic estimate of the uncertainty in the parameter. 

Measurement error Also known as retrieval noise, the measurement error is the noise 

associated with errors in the spectral measurement. As outlined in Rodgers (1990), the 

measurement error covariance, SM, is given by 

(3.13) 
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Because the measurement noise is uncorrelated and random, SE is taken to be a diagonal 

matrix, with the diagonal components determined from the SIN of the measurement. 

Information content in FTIR measurements 

While a measurement contains m pieces of information, these are not necessarily all 

linearly independent and relevant to the quantity that you are to determine. The 

number of relevant independent pieces of information contained in the measurement is 

called the rank, and in principle this would be the number of useful pieces of information 

that could be determined from the measurement set. In the presence of measurement 

error, however, these pieces of information will also have an associated uncertainty that 

may be so large as to make the measurement worthless (Rodgers, 2000). 

In order to avoid over-interpretation of the retrieved quantities, some measure of the 

amount of information in the quantity which has been contributed by the measurement 

is desirable. Rodgers (2000) introduces the concept of of freedom for signal', ds, 

as a measure of the number of independent pieces of information which are useful and 

'degrees of freedom for noise', dn , as the number which are not. The simplest way to 

calculate ds is to determine the trace of the averaging kernel, tr(A) (Rodgers, 2000). 

For a column or partial column measurement, we are looking for one piece of informa

tion - the partial column value. Values of ds near unity show that there is a relevant piece 

of information provided by the measurement to the partial column. Values of ds less than 

0.5 mean that little information is coming from the measurement and that the usefulness 

of the retrieved partial column amount should be questioned. Values of ds over one show 

there to be more information attainable from the measurement than is necessary for de

termining the partial column amount. While the majority of the measurements presented 

in this thesis have ds » 1, in Section 5.2.7 the partial columns will be subdivided to 

the maximum extent of the information available in the measurement, and as such, the 

degrees of freedom will become an important tool for the information content 

of the measurement. 

3.2.2 SFIT2 

SFIT2 is a radiative transfer and profile retrieval algorithm developed by C.P. Rinsland 

(NASA Langley) and B.J. Connor (NIWA Lauder). It is routinely used for the retrieval 

of gas profiles from infrared absorption spectra made by NDSC stations throughout the 

world (Pougatchev et al., 1995; Connor et al., 1998; Rinsland et al., 2003; Wood et al., 

2004). It, and its predecessor, SFIT, have been thoroughly compared with other retrieval 

codes and shown to give consistent and reliable results (Goldman et al., 1999; Hase et al., 

2004). The method is based on the fitting of a calculated spectrum to the recorded one by 
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means of adjustment of the gas profile and supplementary instrument-related parameters. 

Atmospheric ray-tracing and calculation of mass paths are supplied externally. Brief 

details of each of the steps in algorithm are given the following sections. 

Ray trace 

Raytrace, also known as FASTCODE or FSCATM, is the program used to perform the 

atmospheric ray tracing and calculation of mass path information (Wood et al., 2004; 

Meier et al., 2004). Input for Raytrace includes site-specific information such as pressure 

and temperature data, an a priori mixing ratio profile and details of the measurement 

conditions, such as zenith angle. Temperature and pressure data for the Arrival Heights 

site are from the NCEP meteorological analyses, which will be discussed further in Section 

4.2.1. Output from Raytrace is three measurement-specific files containing pressure and 

temperature information, vertical and zenith angle mass path information, and a mixing 

ratio profile, on the 29-layer altitude grid used by the SFIT2 algorithm. 

Forward model 

The forward model of SFIT2 is a multi-layer, multi-species line-by-line radiative transfer 

model developed at the NASA Langley Research Centre for the analysis of FTIR spectra 

(Pougatchev et al., 1995; Connor et al., 1998). The key assumptions and characteristics 

ofthis model are (1) homogeneous layers in local thermodynamic equilibrium, (2) a Voigt 

line shape function, (3) refractive ray-tracing calculations (as outlined above) and (4) 

instrumental line shape function calculations made in interferogram space with a Fourier 

transform technique to include the effects of apodization, maximum optical path differ

ence, and a finite field of view (Pougatchev et al., 1995). Multiple spectral windows can be 

handled simultaneously. Additional instrumental parameters are included to model the 

variation of the instrument response function with wavenumber and wavenumber shifts 

between the measured and calculated spectra (Pougatchev et al., 1995). 

For this work, a total of 29 atmospheric layers have been used in the forward model, 

with 2 vertical thicknesses to 50 km, 10 km thicknesses from 50 to 80 km, and a final 20 

km from 80 to 100 km. While the limited resolution of ground-based spectra means 

that the retrieved layers on this grid are not independent, this fine grid is necessary for the 

radiative transfer calculations (Pougatchev et al., 1998). Line-by-line calculations of the 

atmospheric spectrum use the line parameters in the HITRAN2000 database (Rothman 

et al., 2003). 
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Retrieval 

The or inverse model, in SFIT2 uses optimal estimation based on the formalism 

Rodgers (Rodgers, 1976, 1990, 2000), with Newtonian iteration to account for non

linearities in the spectral calculation. 

ensemble of possible solutions is ranked by weighting the measurement and any a 

priori information by the measurement error and an estimate of the uncertainty in the a 

priori, assuming Gaussian error statistics (Rodgers, 1976). The optimal solution from this 

class of solutions is the maximum a posteriori solution (Rodgers, 2000), where the resulting 

state is that which maximizes the probability density function. In simpler language, this 

amounts to using the error estimates of the a priori and measurement to find the most 

likely solution. Because the problem is non-linear, the solution must be found numerically 

and iteratively (Rodgers, 2000). Newtonian iteration as given in Rodgers (1976) is 

in to determine the optimal solution. The solution is deemed to have converged 

when the difference between successive iterations changes the calculated spectrum by 

than the estimated error times a tolerance factor. For this work, a tolerance factor of 0.1 

has been used, with the estimated error given by the inverse of the signal to ratio 

of the measurement. 

Column calculations 

As suggested in Pougatchev et al. (1998), the resolution of the absorption is 

insufficient for individually resolved layers. As such, in many cases, the desired output 

from the retrieval is a column or partial column amount. Partial column calculations in 

are calculated by an external program, SFIT2rdz, and are determined from the 

retrieved mixing ratio profile and the number of air molecules in each layer as determined 

by Ray trace. Mixing ratios are assumed to be constant through each layer. Averaging 

.u.vi.iiv.LO corresponding to the retrieved partial columns are also weighted by the number of 

air molecules in each layer in order to be consistent with the partial column calculations. 

While traditionally total column amounts of trace gases have been presented, in this 

research we have chosen to present 12 - 28 km partial column amounts instead. The reason 

for this is two-fold. First, the retrievals from lunar measurements have been shown to have 

very little sensitivity outside of this height range. This will be demonstrated in Chapter 

5. As such, total column amounts include a large a priori contribution from above and 

below this region, particularly from the troposphere where there are more air molecules. 

As the tropospheric profiles of HCl and HN03 are not well quantified in the Antarctic 

region, their inclusion in the quoted column amounts provides little value. Second, the 

processes that are occurring in the Antarctic stratosphere which lead to ozone loss in the 

spring are knm:vn to occur between 12 and 28 km, as this is where polar stratospheric 
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clouds are observed (Adriani et al., 2004). Additionally, this is where the majority of 

ozone in the atmosphere is found, as shown in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.4). By presenting 

observations incorporating just the 12 - 28 km region, the information coming from the 

measurement is maximized, and the observed trends are clearly linked with the processes 

occurring in the polar stratosphere. 





Chapter 4 

The Measurements 

This chapter will provide details of the measurement conditions and observational meth

ods used to obtain the absorption spectra from which HCl and HN03 partial column 

amounts will be determined. In addition, information regarding two ancillary data sets, 

the National Centers for Environmental Prediction meteorological analyses, and Ertel's 

potential vorticity as a definition of the vortex boundary, will also be presented. 

4.1 Spectroscopic measurements 

Spectroscopic measurements of HCI and HN03 have been made with the sun as a light 

source using the Bruker 120M at Arrival Heights since 1998 (Connor et al., 1998; Wood 

et al., 2002, 2004). For the first time at this site, however, these measurements have been 

expanded into the polar winter using the moon as a light source. 

As detailed in Chapter 1, FTIR measurements were made using the moon as 

a light source in the Arctic winter of 1992/1993 (Notholt et al., 1993; Notholt, 1994). 

While the radiation of sunlight reflected from the moon's surface is approximately 400,000 

times less than that of direct sunlight (Notholt and Lehmann, 2003), the moon radiates 

in the infrared as a result of the absorption and re-emission of incident sunlight. This 

significantly contributes to the infrared intensity observed on Earth (Notholt et al., 1993; 

Notholt, 1994; Notholt and Lehmann, 2003). Figure 4.1 shows the intensity of blackbody 

radiation from objects at the temperature of the sun, full moon, and Earth's atmosphere. 

Additionally, the intensity of radiation from sunlight reflected from the moon is shown. 

It can be seen that in the 870 cm-1 wavenumber region where HN03 measurements 

are made, while the reflected sunlight from the moon's surface is very low in intensity, 

there is a significant infrared source from the emission of the moon itself (Figure 4.1). 

The combined intensities from these two sources mean that the radiation from the moon 

in this region is high enough that measurements can be made with a standard solar MCT 

detector. It should, however, be noted that there is also a significant contribution to the 

radiation in this region from the Earth's atmosphere. Corrections due to this source will be 

considered in Chapter 5. In the 2900 cm-1 wavenumber region where HCl measurements 

are made, the total infrared intensity from the combination of reflected sunlight and 

the moon's emission is still significantly lower than the solar infrared intensity, and as 

35 
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Figure 4.1: Blackbody intensities calculated for the sun (5870 K, red), full moon (375 K, blue), Earth's 
atmosphere (212 K, green) and reflected sunlight (sun/400000, pink). Note the logarithmic scale. Solar 
and full moon temperatures are from Zeilik et al. (1992) and the atmospheric temperature is from the 
mean annual temperature at 20 km over Arrival Heights, as determined from the NCEP data. HN03 

and HCI measurements were made at approximately 870 cm-1 and 2900 respectively. 

such, the specialized lunar detector outlined in Chapter 3 is necessary. Fortunately the 

contribution in this region from the Earth's atmosphere is negligible. 

As a result of the difference in intensity between the radiation from the sun and the 

moon, different measurement techniques must be used for obtaining absorption spectra 

from each of these sources. In this section, these techniques will be presented for both 

HCI and HN03 measurements. 

4.1.1 Measurement conditions 

For both gases, lunar measurements were possible for approximately four days on either 

side of the full moon, when conditions were clear. Outside of this time the infrared 

intensity was insufficient for a detectable signal. Solar measurements could be made on 

any day when the weather was suitable. Neither solar nor lunar measurements were made 

when cloud was thick or variable, when there was blowing snow, or when winds were 

greater than 35 knots. Thin cloud or haze caused fluctuations in the intensity of the 

signal and was avoided as much as possible, though some sub-visible cloud, especially 

polar stratospheric clouds during the winter, may have been present. Zenith angles of the 

sun or moon during the measurements were between 55° and 87°. 
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4.1.2 Hydrogen chloride 

Lunar measurements 

Lunar HCI measurements were made with the lunar-adapted lnSb detector introduced 

in Chapter 3. Each lunar measurement consisted of 20 single-sided fast-return scans, 

representing nearly 10 minutes of integration time. A single-sided fast-return scan is one 

in which measurements are made in one direction of scanner travel only, though a small 

path on the other side of the centre burst is included in order to calculate phase. The 

measurements were at a resolution of 0.02 cm-l, where resolution is defined as 0.9/scan 

length. This resolution, while insufficient for profile retrievals, was chosen as it was 

sufficient to retrieve the desired partial column amounts. A higher resolution measurement 

with the low light intensity from the moon would take many hours, over which time 

the tracker would not be stable enough to remain centred on the moon. The aperture 

size for the measurements was chosen to maximize the photon intensity on the detector 

without saturation or limiting the resolution. It was typically 0.85 mm, 1.1 mm or 1.4 

mm (corresponding to a field of view of 3.86, 5.00 and 6.36 milliradians respectively), 

depending on the phase of the moon, its height the sky, and any thin cloud or haze 

that was present. Intensity levels were checked between each measurement and aperture 

changes, as well as small adjustments to the tracker alignment, were made as necessary. 

Up to four hours worth of measurements were made in any measurement session. 

The wavelength region being recorded by the instrument was restricted by the use of 

filters, both optical and digital. The optical filter was primarily responsible for the cut-off 

of the absorption spectra below 2800 cm-1 ) as shown in Figure 3.4. Digitally, intensities 

outside of the 2800 - 4000 wavenumber range were reduced to zero, in order to avoid 

these frequencies being aliased into the wavenumber region of interest during the Fourier 

transform. 

Solar measurements 

HCI measurements have been made regularly at this site using the sun as a light source 

from September until April (when the sun is above the horizon) as part of the NDSC 

measurement program (e.g., Connor et al., 1998; Keys et al., 1998). These measurements 

use the standard InSb detector described in Chapter 3. The solar measurements have been 

made at a higher resolution than the lunar measurements, with a resolution of 0.0035 cm-1 

and typically a 0.5 mm aperture, giving a 2.27 milliradian field of view. The much greater 

intensity of the light source means that solar measurements result in spectra with higher 

signal to noise ratios than lunar ones. As such, each solar measurement consists of just 

one scan, taking less than two minutes. 

An optical filter has used to restrict the wavenumber range to approximately 
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2350 - 3200 Digital filtering has reduced values outside the 1975 3950 range 

to zero to avoid aliasing. 

4.1.3 Nitric acid 

Lunar measurements 

Wintertime measurements of nitric acid have been made at Arrival Heights since 1998 

(Wood et at., 2004). In order to ensure consistency between years, a standard task file has 

been used. Each task file consists of three lunar measurements, with the tracker alignment 

adjusted to maximize the intensity of the signal between each measurement, followed by a 

background sky scan. Each lunar measurement was made up of 20 single-sided fast-return 

scans and was at a resolution of 0.02 cm- I . An aperture size of mm, giving a field of 

view of 6.364 milliradians, was used. The background sky scan was made pointing at the 

sky at the same elevation but 10 degrees forward in azimuth to moon and was used 

for the empirical correction of the broadband emission from the tracker and instrument. 

This measurement consisted of 10 scans at the lower resolution of 0.1 cm- I , with a 1.4 

mm aperture. 

For both solar and lunar measurements, an optical filter was used to limit the wavenum-

ber region of the spectra to between 700 and 1400 cm-I . Digital were used to remove 

anything above 1974 cm--1 for the Fourier transform. 

Solar measurements 

Sunlit HN03 measurements at Arrival Heights have also been made regularly as part of 

the NDSC measurement program (Wood et al., 2002, 2004). These measurements were 

made at the higher spectral resolution of 0.0035 cm- I and have typically been made with 

a 0.85 mm or 0.65 mm aperture (3.86 or 2.96 millirad field of view), depending on the 

intensity of the sunlight. The measurements usually consist of two scans, with each scan 

taking less than two minutes. 

4.2 Ancillary data 

The interpretation of measurements of stratospheric trace gases made during the Antarctic 

winter would not be complete without some discussion of the associated meteorological 

conditions. In this section brief overviews of the meteorological analyses and the 

potential vorticity calculations used in this study are presented. 
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4.2.1 NCEP (NMC) meteorological analyses 

Temperature and pressure information used for this work carne from the meteorological 

analyses of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction, NCEP (formerly known as 

the National Meteorological Center, NMC). Temperature and geopotential height profiles 

on 18 pressure levels between the surface and 0.4 hPa were determined for the NDSC com

munity by the Climate Prediction Center of NCEP for all of the NDSC sites, including Ar

rival Heights (Miller, 2004). These are freely available at http://www.ndsc.ncep.noaa.gov. 

NCEP /NMC geopotential height and temperature profiles were determined from two 

analysis systems (Newman, 1996; Kempler, 2002; Miller, 2004). Tropospheric (1000 - 100 

hPa) data fields were 1200 GMT fields from the NCEP Global Daily Assimilation System 

(GDAS). GDAS meteorological fields were made from assimilated height, temperature 

and wind data from ground stations, satellites, radiosondes, aircraft, buoys, ships and 

other measuring systems (McPherson et al., 1979; Trenberlh and Olson, 1988; Kanamitsu, 

1989; Derber' et al., 1991). Stratospheric analyses (70 0.4 hPa) were 1200 GMT NCEP 

Climate Predictions Center operational analyses. These analyses were produced using a 

modified Cressman analysis (Gelman et al., 1986) where fields were iteratively adjusted 

by weighted data from radiosondes and satellites, depending on the distance from the grid 

point (Kempler, 2002; Miller, 2004). 

The NCEP /NMC analyses were determined on a 65 x 65 NMC polar stereographic 

grid with a resolution of about 2.5 0 latitude by 2.00 longitude (Kempler, 2002). Profiles 

for the KDSC stations were then determined by interpolation of the analysis fields to the 

station location (Miller, 2004). 

4.2.2 Potential vorticity 

Potential vorticity is a measure of the vorticity that an air parcel would have if it was 

moved to a standard altitude and latitude. It is a conserved quantity on an isentropic 

(constant potential temperature) surface, which makes it a useful tool for tracking move

ment of air parcels in the atmosphere. Ertel's potential vorticity for adiabatic frictionless 

flow, EPV, is defined as 

EPV = -g((o + 88 
8p 

(4.1) 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, p is 8 is potential temperature and 

f is the Coriolis parameter. (0 is the relative vorticity on an isentropic and is 

determined from the horizontal wind fields (Salby, 1996). 

Ertel's potential vorticity is commonly used to define the polar vortex boundary region 

a region of approximately latitude in width which is characterized by steep gradients in 
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potential vorticity and strong winds which serve as a barrier to transport. The definitions 

of the polar vortex edge and polar vortex boundary regions used in this work follow 

the work of Nash et al. (1996). The polar vortex edge is defined as the location of the 

highest EPV gradient, constrained by the proximity of a reasonably strong jet. The 

equatorward and poleward boundaries are defined as the local maximum convex and 

concave curvatures in the EPV surrounding this vortex edge (Nash et al., 1996). The EPV 

has been calculated daily at 0000 UT for Arrival Heights using the NCEP meteorological 

analyses on the 450 and 550 K potential temperature surfaces (approximately 19 and 22 

km respectively) by Greg Bodeker [National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research, 

personal communication]. The potential vorticity corresponding to the vortex edge and 

vortex boundary region edges have been calculated at the same time. Potential vorticities 

in the southern hemisphere are negative. Those with absolute values larger than that of 

the polar vortex correspond to regions within the vortex, while smaller values correspond 

to regions on the equatorward side of the vortex. 



Chapter 5 

Data Analysis 

As outlined in Chapter 3, a retrieval scheme is necessary to determine trace gas amounts 

from the absorption spectra. In this chapter, the analysis and retrieval details of the HCI 

and HN03 partial column amounts will be presented. The description focuses particularly 

on the new lunar measurements, with a brief description of the complementary solar 

analyses presented at the end of each section. A particular emphasis has been placed on 

the previously unpublished lunar HCI observations. Detailed error analyses for each of 

the data sets, based on the work of Rodgers (2000), will also be presented. 

5.1 Hydrogen chloride 

5.1.1 The data 

As noted in Chapter 4, lunar HCI measurements were made during the 2003 winter 

on every clear opportunity during the week surrounding the full moon. A total of 363 

individual spectra were recorded over 28 days spanning the April to September full moon 

periods. May was particularly affected by weather, with only two days of measurements 

made, approximately four days after the full moon. July and August were the most 

successful months, with measurements being made on seven days during each period, up 

to four days out from the actual full moon date. The SIN of the individual spectra, 

calculated from an average SIN in two windows, 2925.75 - 2925.85 and 2925.95 

2926.05 (on either side of the HCI absorption line) ranged from 4.4 to 47.9, with an 

average value of 17.2. An example is shown in Figure 5.1. A typical solar spectrum, which 

would generally have an SIN around 200 in the same region, is shown comparison. 

While most of the difference in SIN between the solar and lunar spectra can be at

tributed to the huge intensity difference between the two light sources, further noise in 

the lunar spectrum can be attributed to noise caused by the radiation of the room and 

instrument, enhanced by the high levels of amplification that the lunar detector required 

in order to measure a signal from the moon. 

4] 
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Figure 5.1: HCI absorption spectra measured on April 14th 2003 using the moon (blue) and ~un (red) 
as the light source. The solar spectrurn has been shifted down by 1 for ease of comparison. The SIN of 
the lunar spectrum , made at a re~olut ion of 0.02 ern - 1 as detailed in Chapter 4. is 15.6. T he S/~ of the 
solar spectrum, made at a resolution of 0.00:3;) cm - 1 , is 190. 

5.1.2 Processing the data 

Because the individual spect ra have such Imv sional to noise ra ios, the information content 

in the measurement is limited and it becomes likely that the retrieval will either over-fit 

the measurements , taking information out of noise, or that the retrieved profile will be 

dominated by information from the a priori profile. As such, it is desirable to improve 

the raw data to increase the signal to noise ratio, and hence increase the amount of 

information that the retrieval is able to take out of the measurements . This has been 

achieved by averaging a numb ,r of spectra together. 

A veraging the spectra 'Norks on the assumption that random noise has a mean value of 

zero , and hence by averaging a number of spectra together, spectral camp on nts caused 

by noise should tend to cancel out. The advantage of this method of improvino- th ' 

SIN over alternatives sllch as apodization or truncating the spectrum is that there is no 

correspoIlding loss of resolution or information. 

Simply adding spectra together , however , does not take into consideration the effects 

of chano'ing path-lerwth on the observed spectra. Spectral lines observed through large 

airmasses (large zenith angles) will be seen as deeper than those observed from directly 

above, as there are fewer molecules of the gas in the path to absorb the light in the latter 
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case. This occurs in a non-linear way, as given by the Lambert-Beer law 

(5.1) 

where I(:\) is the intensity of light arriving at the Earth at a particular wavelength, Io(:\) 

is the intensity of light incident on the top of the atmosphere, T is the optical depth 

of the atmosphere (including contributions from scattering and absorption by gases and 

particles) and m is the airmass, or ratio of the amount of gas in the light path to the 

amount of gas directly above. 

As such, in order to add spectra made at different airmasses, the spectra must be 

corrected to an appropriate average airmass and added consistently with Equation 5.1. 

Additionally, because the intensities of the individual spectra may be different due to 

small atmospheric fluctuations or airmass variations, the spectra should be normalized. 

Assuming that T remains constant over the course of the measurements, an average nor

malized spectrum, I avg , for an average airmass, mavgl is therefore given by 

I - eCL: avg - (5.2) 

where mn and In are the airmasses and normalized intensities of the individual spectra. 

For this study, the normalization factor for each individual spectrum has been 

mined by calculating the average value of points between 2925.75 and 2925.85 cm- I . This 

region has been chosen as it is within the micro-window used for the retrieval (see Section 

5.1.3) yet is mostly unaffected by large absorptions of the gases in the micro-window and is 

therefore representative of a background intensity. By using an average value, individual 

noise spikes within the region are not dominating the normalization factor. 

The airmass, mn ) for each spectrum has been calculated for an altitude of 20 km (Le., 

the middle of the 12 - 28 krn partial column region that we are interested in) using output 

from Ray trace (Chapter 3). The airmass for each altitude layer is slightly different, as it 

depends on the aJnount of gas in the layers as well as on the curvature of the Earth, with 

the airmass at the ground most closely matching the typical approximation of the secant 

of the zenith angle. 

Between 3 and 15 measurements made with identical settings during the same mea

surement session have been used for each averaged spectrum. Individual measurements 

with a SIN of than 10 or those that resulted in fits with a root-mean-squared dif

ference between the fit and the measured spectra of more than 10% have becn excluded 

(a total of 53 spectra). These can generally be identified as being weather affected. A 

further 14 from the original data set were not included as there were fewer than 3 spectra 

remaining in a given time-frame with the same parameters. A total of 45 averaged spectra 

were created, showing a significant increase in SIN. These ranged from 20.9 to 99.0 with 
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an average value of 44.9. 

5.1.3 Defining the retrieval 

While the retrieval algorithm has been outlined in Chapter 3, there are many considera

tions that must be made regarding the way that the retrieval will be implemented for a 

particular gas, at a particular time of the year. This section will outline and justify the 

decisions made in defining the retrieval scheme for the lunar HCI measurements. 

Choice of micro-window 

Absorption lines seen the infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum are a result of 

the quantized absorption of radiation that causes vibrational and rotational transitions of 

molecules in the atmosphere. The fundamental absorption band, corresponding to a jump 

in vibrational energy the ground to first excited state of the diatomic molecule HCI, 

is centred at a wavenumber of 2886 cm-I and has a band envelope of about 150 cm-I 

(Alpert et al., 1970). At a given vibrational level there can be many rotational levels, and 

changes in the rotational energy are seen in this absorption band as discrete lines. 

The choice a particular absorption line to retrieve information about the gas profile 

depends on several factors, the most important being the of other absorption 

lines in the region interest. For this study the HCI R(2) line at 2925.9 cm-1 has been 

used. While this line is on the wings of a broad methane line, there is little interference 

from other species, and as such, fewer gases need to be well known in order to accu

rately retrieve an HCI column amount from the measured spectrum. Other lines in the 

HCI absorption band have been investigated for this research, but have been eliminated 

either because optical filter removes their wavelength region or because the region 

is dominated by water vapour absorption. 'While the amount of water in the Antarctic 

atmosphere is significantly less than other regions on it is still not well quantified, 

and hence adds considerable uncertainty to the retrieved column amounts. 

The micro-window chosen for the retrieval, including this absorption line, is 2925.75 

- 2926.05 em-I. micro-window is routinely used for solar HCI measurements made 

using this instrument, so continuing to define the retrieval over the same region 

makes these two sets of measurements comparable. Other studies of HCI have also used 

this absorption line and similar micro-windows (Rinsland et al., 1991; Connor et al., 

1998; Goldman et al., 1999). In this window the only with any notable absorption 

features are methane (CH4) and nitrogen dioxide (N02 ), as shown in Figure 5.2. While 

the effect of N02 is very small, the profile of CH4 should ideally be well knovvll in order 

to correctly determine the curvature of the background for the HCI retrieval. A profile-

scaling technique, where the profile was scaled by a mUltiplicative factor in order 
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Figure 5.2: Absorption by gases in t he HCI retrieval micro-window. The absorp tions due to HCI , 
CH4 a lld N02 are shown in red , green and blue re.pectivcly. The speclrum shown ill black is th total 
absorption of the gases in the micro-window, as would be observed by a 45crn path length (0.02 cm- 1 

resol ut ion) spectrometer using the moon as a light source. Oscillations in this to a.l spectrurn are a resul t 
of the lirnited inst rumental path leno·th, which causes an abrupt t runcat. ion of the interferogram . The 
spect.ra have been calculated using the simulat ion program of Just us Notholt [Universit,y of Bremen , 
personal communication]. 

to best fit t he data, was used to determine both of these gases during the retrieval. 

Signal to noise ratio 

The SIN of the measurement is llsed for the determination of the measurement covariance 

matrix, S" and the calculation of the averaging kernels. It plays an important role, as it 

serves as the means by which the retrieval evaluates how much information it can take 

from the measurement . 

Two options exist for how to best define the SIN for a retrieval. For comparison of 

the data with model results , the averaging kernels and a priori should be used to smooth 

the model profiles in the same way that the retrieval smoothed the atmospheric profile , 

so that the error due to smoothing can be removed. In the case of a large data set it may 

be preferable to lise one SI- for all of the retrievals even though it means a loss of data 

in some of the measurements . This has the advantage of having only one averaging kernel 

which can then be used for smoothing all of the model resul ts for comparison wi th all of 

the data. Ideally this value should lean towards values consistent wit h the lower-quali ty 
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measurements, so that the retrieval applied to these measurements does not attempt 

to take information out of the noise. For a small number of measurements, individual 

averaging kernels can be calculated for each measurement, allowing the retrieval to be 

optimized. 

the lunar HCI measurements, an individual SIN, calculated as described in Section 

5.1.1, has been used for each retrievaL 

Choice of an a priori profile 

The choice of an a priori profile is inherently going to affect the retrieval, so it is desirable 

to make it as accurate an estimate as possible. HCI has not been widely measured in the 

Antarctic, especially during the winter, and as such, there is limited data available to 

use for the makeup of this profile. The HALOE instrument made measurements of the 

HCl profile over a wide range of latitudes, as outlined in Chapter 1 (Russell et al., 1993; 

Reber et al., 1993). The combined measurements from 1994-2000 have been used to 

create the UARS reference atmosphere profiles, available from the SPARC data centre 

(http://www.sparc.sunysb.edu). Average monthly profiles from October April for 72° 

S equivalent latitude have been used to make a summertime a priori profile between 15 

and 46 km. Between 8 and km, averaged data from MkIV balloon HCl measurements 

made on 4 days from Esrange, Sweden, have been used [Geoffrey Toon, Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory, personal communication]. Below 8 km, where there is no data available, the 

profile has been extrapolated back to a mixing ratio of 1 x 10-11 at 6 km and maintained at 

this value to the ground. Above the summertime profile there is also no data, so the HCI 

mixing ratio has been kept constant at 2.9 x 10-9 , which was the average value calculated 

for the HALOE-based profile at 46 km. The complete assumed profile, hereafter referred 

to as the HALOE profile, is shown in Figure 5.3. 

During the Antarctic winter, the H CI vertical profile is known to change significantly 

as a result of chemical reactions on the surface of PSCs. Because the HALOE a priori 

profile contains only summertime measurements, it cannot reasonably be expected to 

sensible results during the winter. This was clearly the case for the June September 

measurements retrieved with this profile, as the results were seen to go negative in one 

or more regions. As such, a priori profiles with depleted values of HCl were developed 

for use in the winter months. The work of Moore et al. (1990) suggests that HCI will 

react with CION02 on the surface of polar stratospheric clouds in less than one day. As . 

such, real PSC observational data could be used to identify regions where and when the 

a priori profile should be depleted. 

The first polar stratospheric cloud of 2003 was observed by an aerosol lidar at Mc

Murdo Station on May 22nd. It wasn't until June 11th, however, that PSCs became 
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Figure 5.3: Hel a priori profile derived from HALOE summertime mea.surements and other sources. as 
described in the text. 

an a lmost permanent feature of the Antarctic stratosphere [Paola NIassoli , Institute for 

Atmospheric Science and Climate, CNR, Rome, personal communication]. PSCs were 

typically observed between 12 and 25 km. HCI profiles with various amount of depletion 

in t his region were investigated, with the final profiles u::ied for the retrieval of measure

ments made in June and in July - September shown in Figure 5.4. Reassuringly, consistent 

column amounts were obtained wit h a range of a prior-i profiles, showing the final choices 

to be largely arbitrary. 

Secondary gases in he micro-window also required an a priori profile. The CH4 profile 

used was an average of year-ronnd mont hly average profiles from the UARS reference 

atmosphere between 15 and 46 km , from 72°S equivalent latitude. Top a.nd bottom were 

smoothly joined to a profile developed by Geoffrey T()on from MkIV balloon measurements 

measured in the nort hern mid-latitudes (Toon , 1991; Toon et al., 1999) and subsided for 

high-latitude use [Geoffrey TOOll, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, personal communication]. 

Experiments using a winter-months-only averaged profile, and an averaged profile subsided 

by 4 km in the winter showed no significant effect on the HCI retrieved part ial column 

amounts, and hence were excluded. The 1\02 profile used was also that of Toon [Geoffrey 

Toon, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, personal communication]. 
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Figure 5.4: Depleted Hel a priori profiles used during the winter months. The blue profile was used 
for the J une re t.rievals and the red olle for .J uly - Septemher . 

A priori uncertainty 

.Just as important in definin<r the way the retriev[L1 behaves, the a priori uncert aint,y matrix 

is what onstrains the retrieval to t he a priori. For those retrievals which used t he HALOE 

profile (April and ~1ay measurements) , t he actual 2-si O'ma standard d viations from the 

averaged HALOE dat.a were used for t he a pr"ioTi uncertainty, though any valu . les~ 

t han 10% were set at 10%. In t he region b low t he HALOE measur ments: uncertaint ies 

were set at 70%: as t hi. area is a real unknown. Above the HALOE measurements , 

uncertainties were set at 10%, though this value \vas la.rgely arbitrary rill" to the small 

amount of gas an 1 lack of sensitivity of the retrieval in this region. 

For th June profile, the a priori uncertainty profile had the same percentage uncer

t[Lintie~ as the HALO E profile. This g;-we a large ellough absolute uncertainty t hat resul ts 

consistent \vith those obtained with the HALOE a vriori profile could be retrieved. For 

the Jul.')! - September profile, t he uncertaint.y profile was created to match the absolute 

ullcertainty applied to t h J unc profile. If th same percenta<re 11 ncertainti ::; as had beell 

u 'ed for the other two profiles were used with this one, t he absolute variation possible for 

the retrieved profile was so small over the depleted region t hat the retrieval was effectively 

for oed to retrieve the a pr-ior-'i over that region and pllt any changes into the region above, 

creatirlO' instabili t ies and unrealistic part ial column amounts. Using the same a.bsolute 
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values in the a priori uncertainty profile also meant that the retrieval algorithm would 

technically be able to retrieve a similar profile using either of the depleted a priori pro

files, Attempts were made to give all three profiles the same absolute uncertainties, but 

the resulting percentage uncertainties were so high for the depleted profile cases that the 

retrievals became very unstable. These absolute uncertainties were, however, used for the 

error analysis in Section 5.1.5. 

A priori uncertainties for the profile-scaled secondary gases were set to 100% uncer

tainty in the scale factor. The fitting of these gases, and CH4 in particular, is important 

to account for the slope observed in the spectrum. As such, it is desirable that there is a 

large enough uncertainty in the secondary gas profiles that the retrieval is able to move 

these gases around to recreate the slope without having an influence on the HCI retrieval. 

Tests showed that an uncertainty of less than 100% in the CH4 scaling factor meant that 

the retrieval was occasionally forced to account for the slope shown by altering the HCI 

profile, causing large changes in the column amount. Higher values, however, had no 

effect on the retrieved column amount, suggesting that the slope was being adequately 

modelled using the 100% uncertainty figure, 

5.1.4 Spectral fits an9. the sensitivity of the retrieval 

The profile retrieved by SFIT2 is determined by the optimal fit of a synthetic spectrum 

to the measured spectrum. The quality of this depends on noise in the spectrum, 

how closely the a priori profile matches the true state of the atmosphere, and how the 

retrieval has been defined. Examples of the spectral line fits achieved by SFIT2 to the 

measured lunar spectra are shown in Figure 5.5 for example spectra from April, June and 

August. Each of these spectra has an SIN of approximately 40. 

While SFIT2 is a profile retrieval algorithm, the retrieved profiles must be treated with 

caution, as individual layers are not independent. An understanding of the limitations of 

the retrieval can be gained from the averaging kernels, as introduced in Chapter 3. Figure 

5.6 shows two representations of the averaging kernels corresponding to the April 18th fit 

in Figure 5.5. 

The two representations give different information. The left plot in Figure 5.6 shows 

the averaging kernels of individual layers in the fit. area under each of these curves 

shows how much information comes from the measurement for that altitude, and the 

width and position of the kernels gives an idea of the resolution and which parts of the 

atmosphere are contributing to the retrieved profile at that altitude. Note that there is 

no information from the measurement below 7 km, or above 40 km, so the retrieval has 

no sensitivity in these areas (it will return the a priori). Note also that where there is 

information in the measurement, the kernels are much broader than an individual layer, 
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Figure 5.5: Fits obtained by SFIT2 for April 18th (top left), June 14th (top right) and August 8th 
(bottom) lunar Hel measurements. The measured and calculated absorption lines are shown by the solid 
and dashed lines respectively. The residual differences between these two curves are shown in the top 
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Figure 5.6: Averaging kernels corresponding 1;0 the April 18th fi t in Figure 5.5. The left plot shows 
individual averaging kernels for ea.ch profile layer from the ground to 50 km, with layers spaced regularly 
at 2 km intervals. ThE~ averaging kernel for t he ent. ire 12 - 28 klll partial column is shown 011 the right. . 
For furth er di cussion, see texL. 

overlctpping, and may not even peak at their expected altitude. This is due to the limited 

information content of the measurements and clearly shows that the retri ved layers are 

not independent of each other. The right plot in Figure 5.6 is the partial column averaging 

kernel. It is determined from the averaging kernel inforrnation for each layer, weighted 

by the HCl density profile , and then summed over the 12 - 28 km partial column. This 

rep resentation gives an indication of which parts of the atmosphere are affecting the 

quoted partial column amount. Ideally values above and below 28 and 12 km re pectively 

would be zero, but the fact that the values remaill high above 28 km shows that the 

retrieval is unable to differentiate changes at tha height from changes in the 12 - 28 km 

partial column region. As ther" are very few molecules above 28 km , and we expect very 

few changes to occur in this region, this should have little effect on t.he partial column 

amount . The gradual reduction in the averaging kernel values below 12 km shows that 

there may still be some contribu t ion to the retrieved column amount as a result of changes 

low down. Over most of the retrieved column height range , values are close to one. This 

shows that information is being obtained from the meas urements , rather than the a priori, 

and is a good indication that there is sufficient information in the measured spectrum to 

ret.rieve the amount of HCI in this part ial column. Partial column averaging kernels are 

also showll for the June and August fits in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7: 12 - 28 km partial column averaging kernels for the June 14th (left) and August 8th (right) 
fits shown in Figure 5.5. 

Figure 5.7 shows that less information is being taken from the measurement and more 

from the a priori in these months than was seen in April. Because the SIN are similar 

for all the spectra, we can assume that the amount of information in the absorption line 

would be similar for similar amounts of HCI, and hence can conclude that the lack of 

information coming out of the measurements is due to the lack of information in the 

measurements, i.e., that there is so little HCI that the absorption line can provide little 

information. A look at the reduction in the depth of the fitted absorption lines (Figure 

5.5) supports this conclusion. 

5.1.5 Error analysis 

The error analyses for the 12 - 28 km HCI partial column measurements have been carried 

out following the work of Rodgers (1990, 2000) and Connor et al. (1995), as presented in 

Chapter 3. Each term of Equation 3.10 arises from some aspect of the retrieval process 

and can be quantified individually. This section outlines the calculation of each error 

term and determines the effect of that term on the retrieved partial column amount. The 

estimated uncertainty due to each term will be presented in Table 5.2, at the conclusion 

of the section, including a final estimate of the combined uncertainty associated with each 

partial column measurement. 
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Smoothing error 

While for many situations the smoothing error can essentially be eliminated, as outlined 

in Chapter 3, in order to present partial column amounts an estimate of the effect of the 

smoothing error has to be made. 

uncertainty in the partial column amounts due to the smoothing error has been 

determined following the work of Rodgers (Rodgers, 1990), with the smoothing error co

variance given by Equation 3.11. Because the true variability ofthe atmosphere about the 

mean is unknown, the Sa:: covariance matrix used in these calculations has been assumed to 

be diagonal and was constructed using the real variance the HALOE measurements that 

were used to create the April Maya priori profile, as described in Section 5.1.3. 'While 

this variance is likely to be slightly too small, due to the lack of winter measurements in 

the profiles, this is the best source of information on the true state of the atmosphere that 

is available to us. The absolute value of this variance has been used for creating covari

ance matrices for the June September periods, giving these times very large relative Sa:: 

matrices and hence large smoothing errors. Figures quoted in Table 5.2 at the end of the 

section are those relevant for average spectra for each of the April May, June and July 

August periods. the large variation in SIN between individual measurements results 

in correspondingly variations in their smoothing errors, individual smoothing errors 

have been calculated for each retrieved partial column amount. These values are given in 

Appendix A.L 

Model parameter error 

The error in the retrieved partial column amounts due to errors in the parameters as

sociated with the forward model can be calculated for each parameter, b, as outlined in 

Chapter 3. The variance, SF, was determined following the formalism given in Equation 

3.12 for each parameter, as outlined below. Tests were carried out using three spectra, 

one in April, one in June and one in August, each with a SIN of approximately 40, giving 

error estimates for each of the April May, June, and July September periods. The 

results are presented in Table 5.1. 

Temperature Uncertainty in the temperature profile affects the retrieved partial col

umn amounts as a result of the temperature dependence of the absorption and through 

the dependence of pressure, and hence pressure-broadening, on temperature. Temperature 

data for this study was from the NCEP data set (Chapter 4). 

The Kb matrix was determined by perturbing the temperature profile by oT = 2K in 

each of the profile altitude layers sequentially, each time calculating a column of the Kb 

matrix from the difference between the perturbed and unperturbed spectrum, divided by 
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or. 
The covariance matrix, Sb, was created using realistic errors from those quoted with 

the NCEP data for this site (Miller, 2004), i.e., 2.5 K at pressures equal to or greater 

than 40 mb; 3.5 K between 7 and 40 mb; 5 K between 3 and 7 mb; 6 between 1 and 3 

mb; 7 K between 0.5 and 1; and 9 K for pressures less than 0.5 mb. Values in the matrix 

were given by 

(5.3) 

where (J' is the uncertainty at a particular height as explained above, and p is a correlation 
IZi~Z'1 

factor given by p e-~, where Zc is the correlation length in kilometres. An 8 km 

correlation has been a.ssumed for these calculations. 

Zenith angle Each lunar measurement took approximately 10 minutes, during which 

time the angle of the moon could change by up to 0.5°. Uncertainty in the zenith 

angle can cause errors in the airmass calculations, and hence in the partial column amount. 

The zenith angle used for the calculation of the airmass for each individual measurement 

was calculated using information on the number of scans, length of the scans, and the time 

of ZPD The zenith angle used for the retrieval was that which corresponded to 

the average used in the calculation of the averaged spectra. A very conservative 

estimate of the uncertainty in this zenith angle is the variation of the zenith angle of the 

individual measurements through the course of a measurement, approximately ± 0.2°. 

This value was used for Sb. A perturbation of this size was also used for the calculation 

of Kb• Because the zenith angle is a single parameter, Sb is a scalar and Kb is a vector. 

Instrument line shape The retrieval of the RCI profile from an observed spectrum can 

be made because pressure broadening of the spectrum is height dependent. An accurate 

knowledge of the effect of the instrument, the 'instrument line shape', on the spectrum 

is hence essential for an accurate profile retrieval. For these column retrievals, a perfect 

instrument line shape was assumed, which leads to an uncertainty in the retrieved column 

amount. Regular realignment and monthly RBI' cell tests (Ha8e et al., 1999) are carried 

out for this instrument to ensure that the instrument alignment is ma.."'{imized and stable. 

Cell tests carried out during the 2003 winter showed the instrument alignment to be 

stable over the period, meaning that this assumption is likely to cause an approximately 

systematic bias. The tests did, however, show that over the full 250 cm path-length . 

of the instrument, with an 0.65 mm aperture, there was a decrease in the modulation 

efficiency (or movement away from the ideal line shape) of approximately 10%. This 

corresponds to a decrease of approximately 3-4% at 45 cm, the maximum path-length of 

these measurements. For a larger aperture this is likely to be slightly bigger, and as the 

measurements have been made at apertures of 0.65 mm mm, the uncertainty for Sb 
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has been estimated at 10%. The Kb vector has been determined by setting the retrieval 

to assume a linear reduction in the modulation efficiency over the path-length, with the 

modulation coefficient at the maximum path-length equal to a 10% reduction. 

Line parameters Line parameters are from the HITRAN2000 line list, including the 

updates that were released in 2001. Uncertainties in the line parameters will cause sys

tematic biases in the retrieved column amounts. For this error analysis, perturbations of 

the line intensity and air-broadened half-width of the HOI line at 2925.897 cm-1 and the 

large saturated OH4 line at 2927.076 cm-1 were carried out. Uncertainties quoted in the 

line list for the line intensity and air-broadened half-width (Rothman et al., 2003) have 

been used for the Sb scalar for each test. The Kb vector for each parameter has also been 

determined by perturbing the parameter by this amount. 

Interfering gases Because they are included in the state vector, technically the un

certainties due to interfering gases present in the retrieved micro-window are a type of 

smoothing error called an 'interference error' (Rodgers and Connor, 2003). It is, however, 

conceptually simpler to treat them as model parameters. As this results in a conservative 

error estimate compared to the interference error treatment, this is a valid substitution. 

Both OH4 and N02 are fitted the retrieval by scaling the profile by a multiplicative 

factor, with an a priori estimate of this scale factor equal to 1. The uncertainty in the 

quoted partial column amounts due to these gases has been estimated by perturbing this 

scale factor. 

CH4 For determining the Kb vector, the scale factor was perturbed by 20%. For Sb, 

an estimated uncertainty of 34% has been used, determined from the average standard 

deviation of the mean monthly profiles used for creating the a priori profile. 

N02 The Kb vector for N02 has also been determined by a perturbation of 20%. 

Because N02 undergoes depletion in the Antarctic winter, the profile can be expected to 

change significantly, so the uncertainty in the scale factor has been estimated at 50%. 

Net forward model parameter errors The calculated uncertainties in the 12 - 28 

km HOI partial column amounts for each of the forward model parameters are presented 

for the April May, June and July - September periods in Table 5.1. The higher level of 

uncertainty in the April - May period can be attributed to having less dependence on the a 

priori, and hence greater flexibility in the retrieval, due to the larger amount of HOI gas in 

the atmosphere during this time. Uncertainties have been added in quadrature (or linearly 
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in variance), with no distinction made between systematic and random uncertainties, as 

recommended in ISO (1993). 

Uncertainty Source I April - May I June I July - September I 

Temperature profile 2.87% 2.33% 2.18% 
Zenith angle 0.82% 0.64% 0.54% 

Instrument line shape 2.68% 2.04% 1.84% 
HClline intensity 1.92% 1.64% 1.66% 

HCI air-broadened half width 0.59% 0.54% 0.50% 
CH4 line intensity 0.07% 0.04% 0.04% 

CH4 air-broadened half width 0.07% 0.05% 0.03% 
CH4 profile scale factor 1.57% 1.28% 1.27% 
N02 profile scale factor 0.18% 0.19% 0.28% 

Total uncertainty 4.76% 3.83% 3.62% 

Table 5.1: Forward model parameter errors for lunar Hel measurements. The total uncertainty has 
been determined by adding uncertainties quadratically. 

Measurement error 

Also known as retrieval noise, the measurement error is the noise associated with errors 

in the spectral measurement. It has been determined using Equation 3.13. Because the 

measurement noise is uncorrelated and random, S€ was taken to be a diagonal matrix 

with the SIN as the values of 0"-1. Values quoted in Table 5.2 are those for average mea

surements in each time period. Because the SIN varies so much between measurements, 

an individual calculation of the measurement error for each data point was determined 

using the SIN of the measurement. These are listed in Appendix A.1. The difference in 

the uncertainties due to retrieval noise for the April - May, June and July - September 

periods can be attributed to similar absolute uncertainties in the column amounts, which 

result in higher percentage uncertainties in times of depletion. 

Net uncertainty 

The total estimated uncertainty in the 12 - 28 km HCI partial column amounts, as deter

mined using the uncertainties calculated for each error source in the April - May, June, 

and July - September measurement periods, is presented in Table 5.2. 

5.1.6 Solar measurements 

In order to make the solar and lunar measurements comparable, the retrieval of the HCI 

partial column amounts from solar measurements made in 2003 has been conducted as 
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Measurement Smoothing Model Parameter Measurement Total I 
Period Error Error Error Uncertainty • 

• 

April May 7.46% 4.76% 9.37% 12.89% 
June 24.28% 3.83% 11.18% 27.00% 

I July September 42.99% 3.62% 20.93% 47.95% 

i 

Table 5.2: Estimated uncertainties in the 12 - 28 km HOI partial column amounts determined from 
lunar measurements for each of the April May, June, and July - September periods, as described in the 
text. 

described for the April May measurements, using the HALOE a priori profile. A con

stant S IN of 200 has been assumed for all of the retrievals. Error calculations have been 

performed for these measurements in the same way as described for lunar measurements 

in Section 5.1.5, except that the uncertainty in the zenith angle has been reduced to 0.1, 

to reflect the smaller measurement time. While the effect of the instrument line shape 

is greater for higher resolution measurements, this is compensated for by the smaller 

aperture used for solar measurements. As such, an estimate of 10% uncertainty in the 

modulation efficiency over the path-length has been used, consistent with the instrument 

line shape deduced from the cell measurements. Total uncertainties for the solar mea

surements are given in Table 5.3. Quoted measurement and smoothing errors are average 

values. Uncertainties due to individual parameters are listed in Appendix A.2. 

I Measurement 
Period 

I Smoothing I Forward model 
Error Error 

Measurement I Total 
Error Uncertainty 

I 
September April 4.02% 3.80% 1.77% 5.81% 

i 
• 

Table 5.3: Estimated uncertainties in the 12 28 km partial column amounts for solar measurements, 
as described in the text. 

5.2 Nitric acid 

Lunar HN03 measurements have been made on clear nights surrounding the full moon 

in each winter since the winter of 1998. While the analysis of these measurements is 

based largely on the work of Notholt (Notholt, 1994; Notholt et ai., 1997b; Notholt and 

Lehmann, 2003) and has been reported in our paper, Wood et ai. (2004), the analysis 

details for the 2003 winter will be presented here for completeness. In addition, Wood 

et ai. (2004) is based entirely on total column measurements, so results for partial column 

measurements consistent with those presented for Hel will be detailed. Partial column 
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amounts determined over smaller height ra.nges t han the standard 12 - 28 km will also be 

introduced , in order to look for evidence of sedimentation a.nd denitrification. 

5.2.1 The data 

Lunar measurements vvere mELd in 2003 on t he sam e days that He l measurements were 

made, with a measurement set typically being carried out prior to each Hel series . A 

total of 98 H '03 spectra were recorded during t he winter. Signa.l to noise ratios for 

each spectrum were determined from t he 868.65 - 868. 95 crn- 1 and 869.1 - 869.3.5 cm- 1 

wavenumber regions and ranged from 107 to 305, with an average value of 200 . An 

example of a typical spectrum and its corresponding background sky scan are shown in 

Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8: HNO:) absorp ion spect ru m (blue) measured on June 14th, 200:3 using the moon as the li rrht 
source. T he SIN of thE! sp ct~ rum is 200. 8. The corresponding background. ky scan, made at the same 
elevat ion but 10 degrees forward in azimuth is also shown (red ). 

5.2.2 Processing the data 

While the HI\0 3 measurements had SjI\ t hat were sufficiently high that averaging was 

not r ,quired , moonlight measurements rnade in this wavelengt.h region are a ffected by 

the emission of the at rnospher , room and instrument . These emission effects have been 
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corrected for in two ways , as suggested by Noth.olt (1994); Noth.olt et ai. (1997b) and Meier 

(1997). 

Zero-level correction 

Broadband emi 'sion from the room and instrument is seen in t he lunar spectrum as a 

shift of the baseline of the spectrum away from zero (Notholt, 1994). This is shown clearly 

in Figure 5.9. A solar spectrum made on the same day is not affected by this emission. 
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Figure 5.9: HNO:1 solar (green) , luna r (hlue) and sky (red) spec t ra made on April 14th, 2003. The 
broadband emission is clea rly :;een ill the lunar spectra as a zero-level shift corresponding to t.he back
ground sky spectra, but is not seen in t he direCL sml measur ment . 

Correction for the broadband emission has been made empirically u ing the back

ground sky scans. In the 867.5 - 870 cm- 1 wavenumber reo-ion that the ni tric acid was 

retrieved in , average intensit ies of the background sky spectrum and lunar spectrum (in 

regions not absorbing) were determined . The correction was then calculated from the d if

ference between t hese inten ·ities . Th effect of this correction was to incrca e the depth of 

the absorpt ion line by shifting the baseline back to zero. The calculat.ed zero-level shift, 

which was input directly to SFIT2 as a retrieval parameter for each spectrum , ranged 

from 0.10 to 0.43. 

" lhile a zero-level correction was not explicitly included in the solm retrievals, it is 

likely t hat a small zero-level offset is present in those measurements too, causing a slight 

bias in the retrieved column amount.·. This will be further qu nt ified in the error analysis. 
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Atmospheric emission 

As well as broadband emission , t he ni ric acid in the atmosphue is mitting som radiat ion 

specifically in the reo-ions where we see absorption lines in the lunar spect,rum . This is 

vi ible (for strong lines ) in the sky spectra shown in Figure 5.9. This emission is a function 

of the temperature and the amount of nitric acid in th " path , and ideally would be treated 

wi hi n t he forvvard model. As SFIT2 only models absorption, however , the effect of t his 

emi sion must be treated separately. 

While an ideal correction for the atmospheric emission would be the subtract ion of a 

background sky spectrum taken at the same zenith angle but different azimuthal angle 

from the moon , W " would need a spectrum of simila r characteristics and resolut ion to the 

lunar spectrum in order to avoid introducing phase effects . The time required for this 

make. it impract ical (Mei 1', 1997). Instead , we have calculated the emission cont ri but ion 

theoreticall T, as suggested by N otholt et ai. (1997b). 
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Figure 5.10: The conLri u iOIl to t,h lu nar (blue solid ) a nd sola r (red do tcd) absorpt ion li nes from 
mission of the atmosph rc, as d t a iled in t he t x (. Typic<tl . verage winter Lemperalures are 215 K for 

April , 205 K for :\1ay and 193 K for .J une - August . 

The emission ontribution to the a.b 'orption peaks is calculated from the ratio of the 

intensities of an atmospheric blR.ckbody R.nd a lunar blackbody. An average blackbody 

temperature for the atmosphere is calculated by \veight ing t.he tempemture of each layer 

of th atmosphere by the amouut of nitric acid in t hat region , as determined from the 

profile (Notholt et ai. , 1997b). The int.ensity of t his blackbody, a.t 868. 7.5 cm- l (the cent re 

of the retrieval micro-vvindmv) , is then ratioed wi th the in ensity of a. blackbody at t he 

aSSllmed full moon luna r surface temperature , 375 K, a.t the same wR.venumber. This 

shows t he ontribution of the emis' ion to th absorption lines at this wavelength ,0 be 

between 8% early in the winter season and 40/<: in the colder months, as shol;vn in Figure 
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5.10. A simple correction factor from this can be applied directly to the retrieved column 

amounts. A calculation of the effect of this emission in a solar rnea:-:;urement shows that 

the effect is negligible (also shown in Figure 5.10). 

5.2.3 Defining the retrieval 

Choice of micro-window 

As for the HCl measurements , the micro-window used for the HNOa retrievals has been 

chosen to be consistent with the solar retrievals made from the same instrument. In 

this case, the window was 867.5 - 870 em- I. This micro-windovv contains six separa te 

manifolds of HNO:3 absorption lines, allowing the retrieval to make maximum use of the 

information contained in the mea. urement. Minor interfering O'ases in the window are 

H2 0 , OCS, and NHa, a' shown in Figure 5.11 . 
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Figure 5.11: Ab~orp lion by ga.':ie~ in the HN03 retrieval micro-window. The absorptions due to I'I~03 , 

I-hO, NH3 and OCS are shown in red, green, blue and cyan respectively, wi th the total absorption 
including instrumental effects, as det.a iled in Figure 5.2, shown in bl a.ck. The spectra shown are t ransmit
tance spectra calculated using the simulation program of Jus tus Notholt [Universit,y of Bremen, personal 
communica.tion] as detailed in Figure 5.2 . 

Signal to noise ratio 

Individual SIN calculated for each spectrum , as outlined in Section 5.2.1 , have been used 

to accurately constrain the retrieval measurement uncertainty. 
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Choice of an a priori profile 

Unlike HCI, H\TO:3 has been measured during the winter months before, wi th both the 

CLAES (Roche et al. , 1993b, 1994) and the \ilLS (San tee et al. , 1995, 1998, 1999) in, t r 1-

ments on board t he Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite. As such, there is good quali ty 

a priori information available to use for the determination of the a priori vertical profile. 

It was decided t.o use just one a priori profile for all of the r trievals, incorporating the 

year-round variability captured in the satellite measurements. 

Th chosen a priori vertical mixing ratio profile was all annual average of Hl\O:3 profiles 

from 72°S equiva lent latitude made by the CLAES instrument. on board the UARS satellite 

bet'vveen October 1991 and May 1993. This dat a was from monthly average profiles 

in th SPARe reference atmosphere proj ct, available at http) /www.sparc.sunysb.edu. 

Above 40 km, an averaoe of two standard mixing ratio profiles, the Toon profile described 

previously and t,he ,·tandard r -fmoJ95 profile (based on the US standard atmosphere) , 

was u, ed . Below 14 km , the CLAES profile was smoothly interpolated to an a priori 

mixing ratio below 8 lun of 5 pptv, consistent wit h that recorded at smface level at the 

. 'eumeyer Antarctic station (Jones et al., 1999). The complete profile is shown in Figure 

5.12. 
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Figure 5.12: II.\" 03 a priori profi le derived h-orn monthly averaged LA BS meaf:1lI'ernents and other 
sources, as described in t;he text. 

The interfering gas 5 H20 , OCS and NH3 were again profile scaled, with their a prioTi 

profiles from the refrnod95 profiles, t hough the H20 has I een divided by 10 from the US 
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standard atmosphere in order to give a more realistic Antarctic profile. 

A priori uncertainty 

As with the HCI summer profile, uncertainties in the HN03 a priori profile were based 

on the variability of the profiles that went into the annual mean. Two-sigma standard 

deviations from the averaged monthly mean CLAES profiles were used. At other altitudes, 

the uncertainty was set to 20%. 

A priori uncertainties for the profile-scaled secondary gases were set at 100% uncer

tainty in the scale factor, as for the HCI retrievals. 

5.2.4 Spectral fits and the sensitivity of the retrieval 

The HN03 lunar measurements were also retrieved using SFIT2 (Wood et al., 2004), with 

12 28 km partial column amounts determined for this study. Examples of the lunar fits 

are presented in Figure 5.13 for typical spectra from each of the April - May, June and 

July August periods. Each of the fitted spectra has an SIN of approximately 200. 

Averaging kernels are shown in Figure 5.14 for the April fit with both the multi-layer 

and partial column representations, as discussed in Section 5.1.4. A comparison of the 

multi-layer averaging kernels (left plot) with those characterizing the HCI retrievals for 

the same day (Figure 5.6, left plot) shows the HN03 measurements to contain signifi

cantly more information than the HCI measurements, as seen by the larger number of 

curves with an area beneath the curve greater than zero. Additionally, those layers where 

information is coming from the measurement have narrower curves, indicating better res

olution, and are more centred on the correct height layer, indicating that there is some 

profile information contained in these mea."lurements that was not seen in HCI aver

aging kernels. This increase in the information contained in the measurement is largely 

due to the increase in the signal to noise ratio of the measurements (200 vs. 40 for the 

H CI measurements). 

The partial column averaging kernel (Figure 5.14, right plot) shows that the correct 

region is contributing to the partial column amounts. As with the HCI measurements, 

changes above the 12 - 28 km region are not likely to be distinguished from those within 

the region, and there is likely to be some effect on the column amounts if there are changes 

below 12 km. The averaging kernel also shows the information in the 12 28 km region 

to be coming from the measurement, rather than the a priori, as seen by values close to 

one over the height range. Averaging kernels for the June and July - August periods are 

shown in Figure 5.15 and also show the information to be coming from the measurements 

over most of the altitude region, though the region of sensitivity decreases in the winter 

due to the reduction in the amount of gas phase HN03 present. 
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Figure 5.13: Fits obtained by SFIT2 for April 18th (top June 14th (top right) and July 15th 
(bottom) lunar HN03 measurements. Note the different transmittance scales on these graphs. The 
measured and calculated absorption lines are shown by the solid and dashed lines respectively, and the 
residual differences between the two curves are shown in the top 
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Figure 5.14: Averaging kernels corresponding to the April 18th fit in Figure 5.13. The left plot shows 
indiviclual averaging kernels for each profile layer from the ground 050 km , with layers spaced regularly 
at 2 km intervals. The averaging kernel for the entire 12 - 28 krn partia l column is shown on the right. 
Fur further discussion, se text. 
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5.2.5 Error analysis 

The error analysis has been carried out for the 2003 measurements in the same way as 

explained in the Hel section, and hence will only be presented briefly here. 

Sr.noothing Error 

The smoothing error has been determined using the formalism of Rodgers (1990), as shown 

in Equation 3.11. The Sa: matrix used for the determination of the smoothing error was 

equal to a priori covariance matrix described in Section 5.2.3, except with greater 

uncertainties in the troposphere to reflect our real uncertainty in this Individual 

smoothing errors have been determined for each spectrum, reflecting the in quality 

of the measurements. These are presented in Appendix A.1. An average smoothing error 

for winter period is quoted in Table 5.5. 

Model parar.neter error 

Model parameter error estimates have been made using a sample spectrum from each 

of the April May, June and July - August periods. Each spectrum had an SIN of 

approximately 200. In addition to the parameter errors included in the section, 

additional considerations have been made for the emission corrections. All results are 

presented in Table 5.4. 

Ter.nperature Uncertainty in the partial column amOlmts· due to in the 

temperature profile is slightly more complex in the HN03 case than for Hel, as the tem

perature effects the retrieval and the emission correction factor. The uncertainty has been 

quantified in a similar way to that given in Section 5.1.5, with a perturbation of 2 K at 

each level, but the perturbed temperature profile has also been used to determine the cor

factor. Because the correction factor is applied after the profile has been retrieved, 

the combined GyKb vector (Equation 3.12) has been determined from the derivative of 

the emission-corrected partial column amount with respect to temperature, rather than 

~~~.'.~'.b Kb and then multiplying it with the gain matrix. This is mathematically 

equivalent and gives consistent results with the alternative method if correction fac-

tor is not included. The Sb matrix determined from the uncertainty quoted with the 

temperature data set (Miller, 2004), as given in Section 5.1.5, has then been used 

to determine the quoted uncertainty. 

Zenith angle HN03 lunar observations, like the corresponding Hel observations, each 

approximately 10 minutes. As such, the uncertainty due to the determination of the 
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zenith angle has been calculated as explained in Section 5.1.5, with a value of 0.20 used 

for the Sb scalar and the calculation of the Kb vector. 

Instrument line shape The instrument line shape has been assumed to be perfect for 

the HNOg retrievals. The uncertainty in this assumption has been estimated using a 10% 

reduction in the modulation efficiency over the path-length, as explained in Section 5.1.5. 

Line parameters The line parameters used for this retrieval are also from the 

TRAN2000 line list, as explained previously. Uncertainties in the partial column amounts 

due to the line parameters have been estimated by perturbing both the air-broadened half 

widths and the line intensities of the HNOg lines in the micro-window by 5%. An uncer

tainty of 20% has been used for Sb for the air-broadened half widths, consistent with the 

uncertainty given in the line list (Rothman et al., 2003). An uncertainty of 14% has been 

used for Sb for the line intensity, as determined by laboratory studies of the HNOg line 

intensity in this region (Toth et al., 2003; Rothman et al., 2003). 

Interfering gases As for the HCI retrievals, interfering gases in the HNOg retrieval 

microwindow have been fitted using profile scaling with a single multiplicative factor. 

The a priori estimate for this scale factor has been set to 1. The uncertainty due to the 

gases has been estimated by perturbing the scale factor by 20% for the calculation of K b , 

and a realistic estimate has been made of the variability of each gas for the determination 

of Sb. 

H 2 0 While the Antarctic atmosphere is naturally very dry due to the cold condi

tions, almost complete dehydration has been observed to occur in the Antarctic winter 

stratosphere (Kelly et al., 1989; Ramaswamy, 1988). As such, the variability in the profile 

is likely to be large, and an estimated uncertainty of 100% has been used for the Sb scalar. 

OCS Carbonyl sulfide is primarily a tropospheric gas, produced by phytoplankton 

in the open oceans. As such, its production is very light dependent, giving large dif

ferences in the ocean-surface OCS concentrations at high latitudes between the summer 

and the winter (Preiswerk and Najjar, 2000). OCS retrievals from ground-based solar 

FTIR spectra have been carried out at Arrival Heights, and these also show considerable 

variation in the profiles, both near the surface and higher up in the stratosphere [Stephen 

Wood, NIWA, personal communication]. As such, an uncertainty of 100% has been used 

for the determination of the OCS Sb scalar. 
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NH3 Ammonia is primarily a tropospheric gas, with the majority of NH3 in the 

atmosphere due to anthropogenic emissions. As Antarctica is largely of anthropogenic 

emissions, the profile can be expected to be relatively stable, and an estimated uncertainty 

of 50% has been used the determination of Sb' 

Zero-level correction For lunar measurements, the background radiation can be mea

sured with an estimated uncertainty of ± 5%. As the calculated zero-level correction is 

input directly as a parameter to SFIT2, a perturbation of 0.01 in the zero-level shift, 

equal to 5% of the average value, has been used to determine the Kb vector and as the 

estimation of the uncertainty for the Sb scalar. This is also a rea..'lonable assumption for 

the uncertainty in the zero-level for the solar measurements, which is assumed to be zero 

for the retrieval process. 

Net forward model parameter errors The calculated uncertainties in the 12 - 28 km 

HN03 partial column amounts for each of the forward model parameters are presented for 

the April May, June and July - September periods in Table 5.4. As with the HCI error 

analysis, uncertainties been added in quadrature with no distinction made between 

systematic and random uncertainties, as recommended in ISO (1993). It can be seen that 

there is very little ,",o"ror,,,o in the uncertainties determined for various months. This 

is as expected, as a constant a priori profile has been used for all of the lunar retrievals. 

As such, an average value for the entire ""inter period has been calculated and is presented 

in Table 5.5. 

Uncertainty Source I April -~~y I June I July - September I 

Temperature profile 4.77% 4.72% 4.56% 
H20 profile factor 0.05% 0.03% 0.04% 
OCS profile scale factor 0.08% 0.11% 0.08% 
NH3 profile scale factor 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 

Zenith 1.09% 1.25% 0.79% 
Instrument shape 0.25% 0.10% 0.37% 
HN03 line intensity 13.80% 13.72% 13.81% 

HN03 air-broadened half width 4.19% 4.27% 3.96% 
Zero-level correction 0.89% 0.91% 0.90% 

Total uncertainty 15.26% 15.20% 15.13% 

Table 5.4: Forward model parameter errors contributing to the retrieved partial column amounts. Note 
that the temperature profile uncertainty also includes the uncertainty in the emission correction factor. 
The total uncertainty has been determined by adding uncertainties quadratically. 

The high uncertainty associated with the temperature profile can be attributed to the 

profile information contained within the measurements. Because the temperature affects 
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the pressure broadening of the line, altitude information requires an accurate knowledge 

of the temperature at each height, and uncertainty in profile carries through to the 

retrieved partial column amount. The variation seen the uncertainty as a result of 

zenith angle is more a result of the zenith angle for the representative spectra used for 

the tests than a function of time of year, with the uncertainty in the zenith angle being 

higher for measurements made through large airmasses. By far the biggest uncertainties 

are those relating to the line parameters. As the uncertainty in the intensity is (nearly) 

equal to the uncertainty in the partial column amount as a result of the uncertainty in 

the intensity, it is clear that the lack of information about the line parameters is the 

biggest limiting factor in the measurements. The effect of the line parameters is, however, 

systematic, so while the partial column amounts contain this uncertainty, trends in the 

amounts can be determined with a lot more confidence. 

Measurement error 

The measurement error has been determined from Rodgers (1990), as shown in Equation 

3.13. As with the HCllunar mea.<;urements, the SIN for the lunar HN03 measurements 

vary considerably and as such the measurement error has been determined for each ob

servation. These are presented in Appendix A.L An average measurement error for the 

winter period is presented in Table 5.5. 

Net uncertainty 

The total uncertainty in the 12 28 km HN03 partial column amounts is presented in 

Table 5.5. Because a constant a priori profile has been used though the winter, 

there is no clear monthly variation in the uncertainties. As such, an average uncertainty 

for all of the lunar observations has been determined. 

Measurement 
Period 

April - September 

Smoothing Model Parameter 
Error Error 

2.61 % 15.20% 

Measuremen 
Error 

2.06% 

rtainty 

15.56% 

Table 5.5: Estimated uncertainty in the 12 - 28 km HNOs partial column amounts determined from 
lunar measurements, as described in the text. 

5.2.6 Solar measurements 

Solar measurements made using the Arrival Heights instrument have also been processed 

to make them comparable with the lunar observations, as outlined in Wood et al. (2004), 
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with the 12 - 28 km partial column amounts determined for use in this comparison. The a 

priori used for the retrievals was the same as that given in Section 5.2.3, and the SjN has 

been set at a constant 300. Corrections have not been made for emission of the broadband 

or atmospheric emission, as these are negligible compared to the direct intensity of the 

sunlight, as shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. An estimate of the uncertainty resulting from 

neglecting these sources however, included in the error analysis. 

The error analysis for the 12 - 28 km partial column amounts was carried out exactly 

as given in Section 5.2.5, though a smaller zenith angle of 0.1 has been used to reflect 

the shorter measurement time of the solar observations, and the solar, rather than lunar, 

temperature has been used for the emission correction factor calculations. The net un

certainty in the partial column amounts due to the various error sources is presented in 

Table 5.6. Additionally, the uncertainties due to forward model parameters are presented 

in Appendix A.2. 

I 
Measurement Smoothing I Forward model urement Total I 

Period Error. Error li'!rror Uncertainty 

September - April 0.85% 15.49% 0.70% 15.53% 

I 

Table 5.6: Estimated uncertainties in the 12 - 28 km partial column amounts for solar HN03 measure
ments. 

5.2.7 Partial columns over smaller height ranges 

As shown in Figure 5. there is some profile information contained in the winter HN03 

measurements. There is even more in the solar measurements, which are at a higher res

olution than the lunar observations as well as having higher SjX Because denitrification 

mechanisms remain one of the more poorly understood aspects of polar ozone depletion 

(Eyring et al., 2004), it is of considerable interest to have height-resolved, ground-based 

HN03 measurements. As such, the nitric acid measurements made during 2003 have been 

broken down to the full extent of the information contained in the measurements, in order 

to look for evidence of denitrification, sedimentation and nitrification. 

Which partial columns? 

To look for evidence of denitrification and nitrification, narrow partial columns are needed 

in order to avoid out any results caused by denitrification at one height and 

nitrification at another. High-resolution satellite, aircraft and balloon measurements of 

HN03 in the Arctic suggest that denitrification there occurs in a height range of only 2 3 

krn, with nitrification directly below (Arnold et al., 1998; Waibel et al., 1999; Kondo et al., 
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2000; lrie et al., 2001; Popp et al., 2001). This range is sufficiently small, with conflicting 

processes happening so close together, that the MLS instrument, with a vertical resolution 

of rv 6 km, was unable to observe it (Santee et al., 1999; Tabazadeh et al., 2001), or, in 

the very cold winter of 2000, observed some 40% less denitrification than in-situ aircraft 

measurements (Santee et al.) 2000; Popp et al., 2001; WMO, 2002). Denitrification in the 

Antarctic is known to be much more widely spread than in the Arctic (e.g., Santee et at., 

1999), but nevertheless the best results will come from the smallest resolvable altitude 

ranges. That said, it is also very important not to over-interpret the profiles obtained 

from the FTIR measurements. 

With this in mind, the degrees of freedom of signal, ds , for a range of partial columns 

between 10 and 30 km has been determined for several typical solar and lunar nitric acid 

measurements made in 2003, as outlined in Chapter 3. The smallest possible partial 

columns with ds values greater than 0.7, showing more information to be coming from 

the signal than the noise, have been determined. The partial columns, with their average 

associated ds values, are shown in Table 5.7. Smaller columns are possible for the solar 

measurements, as the higher resolution of the observations gives them better vertical 

resolution. 

Source I Partial column I ds 

Moon 10 - 20 km 0.83 
Moon 20 - 28 km 0.78 
Sun 10 - 16 km 0.86 
Sun 16 - 20 km .0.72 
Sun 20 - 24 km 0.82 . 
Sun 24 - 28 km 0.77 • 
Sun 10 - 20 km 1.54 
Sun 20 - 28 km 1.54 

Table 5.7: Smallest resolvable partial columns from lunar and solar HN03 observations, as determined 
from the degrees of freedom of signal, ds • 10 - 20 km and 20 28 km solar partial columns are shown for 
comparison. 

'While the partial columns resolvable from the lunar measurements are large compared 

to the partial columns resolvable from the solar measurements, it is hoped that the lu

nar altitude ranges will provide some information about where denoxification processes 

are occurring early in the winter (permanent loss of nitrogen, denitrification, cannot be 

identified purely from gas phase measurements at this time of year). The much better 

resolution of the solar measurements, with the correspondingly smaller partial columns, 

should provide additional information on denitrification and nitrification occurring in the 

spring. 
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Sensitivity of the retrievals 

Partial column averaging kernels for each of the partial columns listed in Table 5.7 are 

presented in Figure 5.16 for typical lunar and solar HN03 measurements. 
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Figure 5.16: Par ia l column averaging kernels corre 'Poneling to the June 14th lunar (left) anel J anuary 
12th sola r (right) measurement.s. Columns are as fo llows: 10 - 20 krn, black ; 20 - 28 km , red: 10 - 16 km, 
pink; 16 - 20 krn , cyan: 20 - 24 km , blut: 24 - 28 km, green. 

It can b se n that these partial columns are not completely individually resolved 

and that the retrieval has difficulty in the distribution of the changes, especially between 

the 20 - 24 and 24 - 28 km solar partial columns. It should be remembered that th 

interpretation of t he partial column averaging kernels is the effect of a change at that 

height on the retriev d column arnount. As such , a llegative averaging kernel makes 

physical sense - an increase in the gas profile at this altitude will b int.erpreted as a 

decrease in the ret.rieved column amount. This means t hat increases above 30 km will 

be interpreted as an illcrease in the 24 - 2tS km partial column arnoullt alld a de rease 

in the 20 - 24 km partial column amount. A look back at the HN03 profile (Figure 

5.12), however, shows that above 30 km there is very little HN03 in the atmosphere , and 

as this is above the altitude range of PSCs, changes to the IYas in this region are likely 

to be negligible. Regardless , care should be taken in the interpretation of the partia l 

column amounts , and an accurate estimate of the smoothing error, which accounts for 

the smoothing of the profile as well as the contribution to the retrieved column amount 

of changes in other regions, is essential. 
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Error analysis 

The error analysis for each of the partial column amounts has been carried out as presented 

in Section 5.2.5. Results are summarized in Table 5.8, with the errors associated with 

individual forward model parameters given in Appendix A.3. 

Partial smoothinj Forward model Measurement Total 
Column Error Error Error Uncertainty 

10 - 20 km (1) 10.4% 13.2% 8.4% 18.8% 
20 - 28 km (1) 14.0% 22.3% 8.2% 27.6% 
10 - 20 km (s) 10.1% 12.9% 6.2% 17.5% 
20 - 28 km (s) 12.0% 23.9% 5.8% 27.4% 

10 - 16 km (s) 25.0% 47.6% 12.7% 55.3% 
16 - 20 km (s) 26.7% 35.3% 6.8% 44.8% 
20 - 24 km (s) 24.7% 27.7% 10.0% 38.5% 
24 - 28 km (s) 25.6% 67.7% 9.9% 73.0% 

i 

Table 5.8: Estimated uncertainties in the narrow partial column amounts of HNOa, for lunar (1) and 
solar (s) measurements. 

While the total uncertainties are large, especially for the 4 km partial column lay

ers) the uncertainties are again dominated by the systematic uncertainties in the line 

parameters. Excluding the uncertainties associated with the line parameters, the total 

uncertainty is less than 30% for the smallest partial columns and less than 20% for the 

slightly larger columns. 





Chapter 6 

Results and Discussion 

As outlined in Chapters 4 and 5, measurements the stratospheric trace gases HCI 

and HNOs have been made from Arrival Heights throughout the 2003 year. In this 

chapter, these results will be presented in conjunction with the meteorological analyses 

and potential vorticity information introduced in Chapter 4, allowing a complete picture 

of the evolution of the trace gases through 2003 to be developed. 

The chapter has been divided into two sections. The first section presents the 12 28 

km partial column measurements of both HCI and HNOs. It has been structured tempo

rally, with measurements presented for each of the pre-winter, early winter, late winter, 

and spring periods. The second section focuses specifically on the HNOs measurements, 

with partial columns broken down into narrower altitude regions in order to investigate 

the processes of denoxification, denitrification and nitrification. 

6.1 The 2003 Antarctic winter 

Figure 6.1 shows the 12 - 28 km HCI and HNOs partial column measurements made 

2003. In order to better quantify the conditions resulting in the observed trends, these 

have been shown with Ertel's potential vorticity on the 450 K potential temperature 

surface and the temperature at 50 hPa. Both of these measurements correspond to an 

altitude of approximately 19 km (Le., in the centre of the partial column being observed) 

and have been determined for the Arrival Heights site as introduced in Sections 4.2.1 and 

4.2.2. The potential vorticity identified as the vortex edge using the Nash PV criteria 

(Nash et al., 1996) has also been shown. 

Indications of the threshold temperatures at which polar stratospheric clouds are likely 

to exist have been shown in Figure 6.1d. This information is important for the interpre

tation of reductions in the gas phase HNOs and the corresponding destruction of HCI, 

which is known to occur on the surface of nitric acid-containing P8Cs (e.g., Solomon 

et al., 1986; Solomon, 1999; WMO, 1994, 1998). Typical early winter conditions of 9 ppb 

of nitric acid, as determined from the May HNOs profile retrievals, and 4 ppm of water 

vapour, as given in the ILA8 water vapour climatology for 72°8 in May (SPARe, 2000) 

have been used for determining these threshold temperatures. TN AT and have been 

calculated on the 50 hPa surface using the Hanson and Mauersberger relation (Hanson 
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Figure 6.1: a) a.nd b) HCI alld HN0 8 12 - 28 km part ial column amounts, incorporating hoth solar and 
lunar observatiolls. Error bars are as discussed in Sec ions 5.1.5 alld :3.2.5. c) Potential vorticity on the 
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also shown , as calculated [o r typical early-winter conditions. 
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and Ma'uersberyer, 1988) and the Marti and ~ilauserbergU' relation (Marti and Mauers

berger, 1993) respectively, TsTs has been assumed to be 3,5 K below TVAT , consistent 

within the rd,nge of re '\llt obtained from models (e.g., Tabazadeh et at. , 1994a; Luo 

et at., 1995; Carslaw et al., 1995) and measurements (e.g., Rosen et at., 1997; Beyerle 

et at., 1997; WMO, 1998). 

Figure 6.1 shows ,he general trend to be of stable condit ions through the summer 

followed by a rapid loss of HCl and HN03 when temperatures drop below PSC existence 

thresholds. Loss of gas phase HCI and HN03 is nearly total through the winter months. 

Spring is characterized by a rapid increase in the HCI partial column amount as chlorine 

is deactivated, accompanied by a slow increase in the HN03 partial column amount as 

the nitric acid recovers from the extensiv denitrification that has occurred during the 

\-\Tinter. The sections that follow will look at each phase of the 2003 year in more detail. 

6.1.1 Pre-winter (days 1 - 120) 
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Figure 6.2: As for Figure 6.1, except over only days 1 - 120. Hel and H\'03 plots show measurements 
obtained using the sun (red) and moon (blue) a.') a light source. 

Prior to the onset of the polar night, the HCl and H -03 measurements are repre

sentative of stable , well-mixed conditions in the stratosphere. Figure 6.2 shows the data 
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presented Figure 6.1, focusing on the start of the year until the end of April. During 

this the potential vorticity values corresponding to the vortex edge remain near zero 

(Figure 6.2c), indicating that the polar vortex has not yet developed, and of air 

between the polar and mid-latitudes is unrestricted. Continuous sunlight in the polar at

mosphere means that temperatures are well above PSC existence thresholds (Figure 6.2d), 

and dynamics and photochemical processes drive the observed HCI and HN03 trends. 

The HCI partial column amount observed over Arrival Heights remains fairly stable 

through this time (Figure 6.2a), with values of rv 4.4 X 1015 molecules cm-2 . HCI is a 

very stable in the stratosphere (Wayne, 2000), with its long lifetime resulting in a 

latitudinal gradient driven by global dynamics, as indicated in Chapter 2. Small variations 

in the observed HCI column amounts can be attributed to this latitudinal gradient as a 

of movement of the air prior to its observation. HCI concentrations in the partial 

column increase towards the poles (Russell et ai., 1996; Beaver and Russell, 1998), so 

coming from low latitudes will contain less HCI than air coming from higher ones. 

The dip in the HCI partial column amounts on days 64 - 66 (March 4th 6th) is a good 

example of this effect. The trajectory of air parcels me&"lured over Arrival Heights has 

been shown for the five days prior to these observations in Figure 6.3. These trajectories 

have been calculated for air parcels arriving on the 450 K potential temperature surface 

using the Goddard Auto-mailer back-trajectory model (Schoeberl and Sparling, 1994; Lait 

et ai., 2004). The trajectory of air parcels on the days on either side of the dip, which are 

more typical of the trajectories of air parcels usually observed at the site, are also shown. 

Nitric acid partial column amounts (Figure 6.2b) also show small fluctuations due to 

the source region of the air parcel being observed. While not as dramatic as the dip 

shown in the HCI measurements, the HN03 measurements also capture the movement of 

from lower latitude regions on days 64 - 66. In addition to the small-scale dynamically 

driven variations, however, the overall trend observed in the HN03 partial column amount 

is driven by photolytic processes. The first sunset observed at Arrival Heights in 2003 

occurred on February 20th (day 51), with a rapid transition to 24-hour darkness from 

April 24th (day 114). Prior to the first sunset, the HN03 partial column amount remains 

fairly constant at rv 1.3 X 1016 molecules cm-2 . As the day length shortens, however, 

photolysis of HN03 to NOx decreases. Additionally, KOx is efficiently converted to N2 0 5 

and then to HN03 during the night (e.g., Findlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 1986; Weisenstein 

ai., 1991; Wayne, 2000). This results in the gradual increase observed from day 60 

to day 120 in Figure 6.2b and the continued increase in the nitric partial column 

amount into the ""inter (Figure 6.1 b ). As the days get shorter, temperatures also begin 

to decrease (Figure 6.2d) and the polar vortex begins to develop. 

In addition to the trends outlined above, Figures 6.2a and 6.2b show a short period 

of overlap between solar and lunar observations. These are excellent agreement, even 
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capturing the fluctuation observed it the nitric acid partial column amounts between days 

100 and 110 as the vortex forms (Figure 6.2c). 

6.1.2 Early winter (days 120 - 145) 

With the establishment of the polar vortex ("'-' day 125, Figure 6.1c), mixing of air from 

the polar regions with warmer mid-latitude air is no longer possible and the temperature 

of the air decreases further due to radiative cooling (Figure 6.1d). The 24-hour darkness 
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means the amount of HN03 continues to increase, with partial column values reaching a 

winter maximum of 2.5 x 1016 molecules cm-2 in May (days 139 and 140). 

While high nitric acid partial column amounts suggest that polar stratospheric clouds 

have not yet formed, and temperatures at 50 mb are not yet low enough for con

densation (Figure 6.1d), depletion is observed in the HCI partial column on days 139 and 

140 (Figure 6.1b). The May average HCI partial column amount is equal to 3.7 x 1015 

molecules cm -2. This is equivalent to a 16% depletion of the average amount recorded in 

the column from January until April. 

To confirm that polar stratospheric clouds were not present elsewhere in the partial col

umn, temperature profiles above Arrival Heights for the days leading up to and including 

the measurement days are shown in Figure 6.4. Temperatures above Arrival were 

clearly too warm for nitric acid condensation. Additionally, lidar observations were made 

McMurdo Station on day 139 and showed no evidence of polar stratospheric clouds at 

any height [Paola Ma..'>soli, Institute for Atmospheric Science and Climate, CNR, personal 

communication]. Preliminary backtrajectory analyses carried out for the days preceding 

the observations also suggest that processing on polar stratospheric clouds in the air parcel 

prior to the observations was unlikely. 
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Figure 6.4: Temperature profiles above Arrival Heights on day 136 140, from the NCEP temperature 
data (Section 4.2.1). Day 136, red; day 137, green; day 138, blue; day 139, cyan; day 140, pink. Dashed, 
dotted and dash-dotted lines show TNAT, TSTS and Tice respectively. 

Without polar stratospheric clouds present to provide a surface for heterogeneous 
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chemistry, an alternative explanation for the observed chlorine activation is necessary. 

Hanson et al. (1994) used a simple model to show that the reactions of CION02 and 

HOCl with HCI at temperatures below about 200 K could cause some chlorine activation 

on background sulfate aerosols, prior to the onset of PSCs. In agreement with this, 

temperatures below 200 K were observed over a substantial portion of the partial column 

for several days prior to the May measurements (Figure 6.4). As such, it seems likely 

that reactions occurring on background sulfate aerosols were responsible for the observed 

decrease in the HCI partial column. 

6.1.3 PSC onset (days 145 - 170) 

By the time FTIR measurements could be made in June, temperatures over Arrival 

Heights were sufficiently low that polar stratospheric clouds were almost certainly present 

over a large portion of the partial column. At 50 mb, the temperature was first observed 

to fall below TNAT on day 148 and below T STS on day 150 (Figure 6.1d). The first PSC 

was recorded by lidar measurements on day 153 and was a liquid cloud between 19 and 

20 km (f'V 50 mb) [Paola Massoli, Institute for Atmospheric Science and Climate, CNR, 

personal communication]. 

If we had had nitric acid measurements during that time, we would have expected to 

see a rapid depletion of the gas phase nitric acid as PSC particles were formed, followed by 

fluctuations as temperatures decreased and increased about T STS, allowing liquid particles 

to form and re-evaporate. Temperatures during this time have been highlighted in Figure 

6.5 and are seen to settle to values consistently below TSTS (and T NAT ) on day 162. Lidar 

observations during this period also showed clouds to be forming and disappearing, before 

becoming a permanent feature of the stratosphere from day 162 [Paola Massoli, Institute 

for Atmospheric Science and Climate, CNR, personal communication]. 

Whenever PSCs were present, we would also expect to see depletion in the HCI partial 

column as chlorine was activated. The dominant chlorine activation reactions 

ClON02 +HCl (6.1) 

and 

(6.2) 

have been shown to occur rapidly on both solid and liquid PSCs (Molina et al., 1993; 

Hanson and Ravishankara, 1994; Ravishankara and Hanson, 1996; WMO, 1994, and ref

erences therein). While the exact reaction rates for these and other contributing reactions 

are still uncertain, especially on solid surfaces (WMO, 1998, 2002), the reactions are rapid 

and the full chlorine activation of an air parcel is expected to occur within a day (Moore 
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et al., 1990; Newman et ai. , 1993) . 

Unfor t unately no measurements \-vere possible around the PSC onset period , and by 

day 165, when the moon \-vas sufficiently full for the first FTIR measurements to be made, 

significant depletion had occurred in both t he gas phase HN03 and HCI partial columns 

(Figures 6.1a and 6.1b). 

The ni tric acid partial column amOllnts record d in June are v ry scattered , with 

values as high as 2.0 x 1()16 molecules cm- 2 and as low as 1.2 x 1016 molecllles cm- :l 

occurring during the three-day period (Figure 6.1b). In cont ras t, the HCI partial column 

amounts show very lit t le scatter (Figure 6.1a) , recording a constant value of", 1.7 x 1015 

molecules cm - 2. This inconsistency call be explained by the PSC type. While the gas 

phase nitric acid uptake varies depending on the pha'e of the PSC part icle, t.he chlorine 

activation reactiolls which destroy HCI have been shown to occur rapidly Oll all PSC 

types, a.s outlined above. The link between the HN0:3 column amount and the PSC type , 

as well as the rat.e of depletion observed in the H:'-J03 measurement· during the PSC on et 

time, will be furth er investigated in Chapt "r 8. 

In order to account for the depletion observed in the HCI partial columll , calculations 

have been made based on the HALOE summertime profil . These calcula tions suggest 

that complete conversion of HCl to active ::;peci s must have occurred in the 16 - 24 km 

region where temperatures were sufficient ly lo,v for PSCs to form. While the limi tation of 

th is calculation should be noted , as it has been based on an average, unsubsided profile, 
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the result is in agreement with the complete activation predicted by Newman et al. (1993). 

A more detailed quantification of the extent of activation in the region requires a chemical 

transport model with PSC formation and heterogeneous chemistry rates. A comparison 

of the data with output from the chemical transport model SLIMCAT will be presented 

in Chapter 7. 

6.1.4 Late winter (days 190 - 250) 

By the July full moon (days 190 - 196), polar stratospheric clouds had been present 

throughout the partial column region for some time, and nearly all the chlorine has been 

activated by HCI-destroying reactions on their surfaces. HCl partial column amounts 

are essentially zero (Figure 6.1a). Likewise, HN03 partial column amounts are at very 

low levels (Figure 6.1b), indicating almost complete conversion of the HN03 to non-gas 

phases. While denitrification due to the sedimentation of HN03-containing particles may 

well have occurred by this time, temperatures are still sufficiently low that the particles 

cannot evaporate back to the phase (Figure 6.1d). As such, denitrification cannot be 

observed by these measurements. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the August full 

moon measurements (days 220 - 228). 

The September full moon measurements (days 249 253) are a little unusual, in 

that while values are still considerably lower than pre-vortex values, a spike is seen in 

the HN03 measurements (Figure 6.1b). Potential vorticity data (Figure 6.1c) shows 

Arrival Heights to still be well within the vortex, and the temperature plot in Figure 

6.1d suggests that it is still too cold for the clouds to be evaporating. By this time of 

year, however, the Antarctic atmosphere is typically dehydrated (e.g., Kelly et al., 1989; 

Morrey and Harwood, 1998; Randel et al., 1998; Nedoluha et al., 2000; SPARC, 2000), 

and the combination of less water vapour and less phase HN03 combine to reduce the 

NAT and ice condensation temperatures. Figure 6.6 shows an enlarged plot of the data, 

with PSC formation temperatures more typical of spring conditions indicated in Figure 

6.6d. T NAT , Tice and T sTs have been determined as outlined at the start of the chapter 

but use values of 3.4 ppb of HN03 and 2 ppm of water. The HN03 amount has been 

determined from the September lunar and solar retrievals, and the water is as given by 

POAM (SPARC, 2000) and by balloon measurements (Rosen et aI., 1988b). 

Evaporation of PSC particles does not happen instantaneously, but depends on the 

particle composition, size, surface area and temperature (Wofsy et al., 1990; Tolbert and 

Middlebrook, 1990; Middlebrook et al., 1996). As we have little knowledge of any of 

these parameters, the formation temperatures should only be used as an indication of 

evaporation temperatures. There is, however, a fairly good correlation between the spike 

seen in the temperature around day 250 and the spike observed in the HN03 partial 
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column amount· on days 252 and 253, indicating that gas phase nitric acid has been 

released by evaporation of PSCs. The return to low HN03 partial column amounts in the 

following days additionally corresponds to the temperature decreasing back below T NAT . 

The spike presents an interest ing ca, est udy for the location of the ni ric acid remaining 

in the column in the spring, which will be looked at in more d tail in Section 6.2 , and 

the relationship between gas phase nitric acid measurements and PSCs, which will be 

investiO'ated in Chapter 8. 

Lunar and solar measurements made on the same days during this time again show 

good agreement, par t icularly for the HN0 3 part ial column amounts . The differences 

hetween the solar and lunar He l measurements are more significant , but they are unsllI'

prising if rapid chlorin act ivation is occurring, as the solar and lunar rneaS lll'ernents ha.ve 

been made at different times of the day and through different airmasses. 

6.1.5 Spring (day 250 onwards) 

From September onwards, the sun is once again visible from Arrival Heights , and rnca

surements are made daily using direct sunlight, . The return of the sun drives many of the 
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springtime processes, not only through the increase in temperature, but also through its 

ability to photolyse compounds that have built up during the winter. While the processes 

directly involved in ozone depletion in the spring are outside the realm of this project (and 

well understood, see e.g., Solomon, 1988, 1900, 1999), deactivation of chlorine and the 

subsequent partitioning of the chlorine reservoir species remain an interesting subject that 

can be well addressed by observations. This section will look specifically at the HCI 

and HN03 measurements made at Arrival Heights during 2003, but will also introduce 

0 3 and CION02 data made from the site in order to compare and contrast the observed 

results with southern and northern hemisphere studies in the literature. 

Chlorine deactivation is driven predominantly by two reactions: 

ClO + N02 + M ----t ClON02 + M (6.3) 

and 

Cl+ (6.4) 

"While these two processes are able to occur early in spring, the subsequent re-activation 

of the reservoir species on PSCs masks any recovery associated with the processes until the 

clouds are no longer present. \Vith the increase of temperatures above the PSC threshold, 

however, the active chlorine is rapidly converted back to its inactive reservoir forms. 

In the absence of denitrification, Reaction 6.3 is a much faster reaction than Reaction 

6.4 (Wayne, 2000). This leads to the active chlorine being partitioned more quickly into 

CION02 than into HCI, with chlorine nitrate amourits tending to 'overshoot' their pre

winter amounts, reaching a more typical balance with HCI later in the season (Roche 

et al., 1994; Santee et al., 1996; Blumenstock et al., 1997). This is shown in Figure 6.7, 

taken from WMO (1994). 

\Vhile Figure 6.7 is in good agreement with observations made in the Arctic (e.g., 

Webster et al., 1993b; Santee et al., 1996; Notholt et al., 1997b), conditions in the Antarctic 

spring are quite different. Figure 6.8 presents springtime measurements of HN03 (Figure 

6.8a), HCl (Figure 6.8b), ClON02 (Figure 6.8c), 0 3 (Figure 6.8e), potential vorticity 

(Figure 6.8f) and temperature (Figure 6.8g) over Arrival Heights. 

Additionally, the ratio of CION02 to HCI has been shown (Figure 6.8d). CION02 

measurements have been made using the same instrument and at the same time as the 

HN03 and HCI measurements, and are thus completely comparable. The data avail

able from the NDSC database (http://vrww.ndsc.ncep.noaa.gov) and has been processed 

using SFIT2. The large error bars are due to the difficulty of retrieving CION02 col

umn amounts from spectra. Ozone measurements have been made using the Dobson 

spectrophotometer at Arrival Heights and, unlike the FTIR observations, are total col

umn measurements. These have been provided by Silvia Nichol [National Institute of 
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Water and Atmospheric Research, personal communication], but are also available from 

the NDSC database. 

Looking first at the time when temperatures are still cold enough that PSCs may 

exist (i.e., up to day 270), the most obvious feature is spike in the trace gases on 

days 252 and 253. While this has already been discussed Section 6.1.4, it is especially 

interesting to see the spike in the CION02 measurements (Figure 6.8c). This is likely to 

be a response to photolysis of the evaporated HN03 , which provides N02 for Reaction 

6.3. The subsequent drop in temperatures following the spike (Figure 6.8g), coupled 

with a decrease in HN03 (Figure 6.8a), is consistent with PSCs reforming. While the 

HCI partial column amounts at this time are too variable to be definitive, the CION02 

column amounts drop again at this time (Figure 6.8c), suggestive of continuing chlorine 
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activation. 

Ozone measurements during this period (Figure 6.8e) show ozone hole values of less 

than 220 Dobson , consistent with almost complete ozone loss in the 12 25 km 

region of the partial column (e.g., Hofmann, 1988; Gardiner, 1988; McCormick and Larsen, 

1988). This is in agreement with Antarctic-vvide observations showing the ozone hole to 

be at its peak of approximately 34 million square kilometres (WMO, 2003a), the 

largest on record (WMO, 2003b). 

As temperatures above the PSC formation threshold, the scene is set for chlorine 

deactivation. CION02 leads the reservoir species' recovery, as evident in both the C10N02 

and the C10::-rOdHCl ratio plots (Figures 6.8c and 6.8d), but this is quickly overtaken 

by a very rapid in the HCI partial column amount (Figure 6.8b). A small decrease in 

the C10N02 with the HCI rise is also observed. Douglass et al. (1995) used a box model 

to study the chemical changes occurring during this and compared the results 

with HALOE observations. While their model predicted an increase in the CION02 in 

late August and September, prior to the rapid HCI recovery, they commented that this 

calculated increase was not observed in the data (Douglass al., 1995). While the error 

bars are large on our C10N02 observations, we believe that 

by our data, supporting the trend observed in their model 

increase has been captured 

What is not observed is a rapid increase in the H::-r03 partial column amount, which 

would be expected if polar stratospheric clouds were evaporating. Rather, the 

partial column values stay very low, consistent with those observed throughout the win

ter (Figure 6.8a). This is evidence of substantial denitrification having occurred in the 

column. While this will be further investigated in Section 6.2, it is important for the 

understanding of how the chlorine reservoirs are re-partitioned. 

Model simulations of vortex air transported to warmer mid-latitudes by Prather and 

Jaffe (1990) show that after warming, CIO decays and CION02 increases, consistent with 

the picture painted in Figure 6.7. In the ca.."le of denitrified air with ozone depletion, 

however, NOw levels reach a critical threshold first few days, and the CI-CIO

CION02 partitioning shifts in favour of CI, leading to a rapid increase in HCI formation. 

To translate these results to the Arrival Heights atmosphere observed in Figure 6.8, 

we look at the production of chlorine nitrate. Reaction 6.3 we see that CION02 

forms when CIO and ::-r02 are present. CIO is a dominant chlorine species at this time 

of year (Santee et al., 1996), but the ::-r02 concentration is driven by the photolysis of 

HN03 . As evident in Figure 6.8a, there is a lack of H::-r03 for photolysis, and as such, 

the NOw threshold suggested by Prather and Jaffe (1990) will be quickly reached and 

IThe Dobson unit (DU) is the traditional measurement unit of the total column ozone amount, with 
1 DU equal to 2.69 x 1016 molecules cm-2 . The 'ozone hole' is defined as the region where the total 
column amount of ozone is less than 220 DU, as compared to the pre-ozone hole springtime value of rv 

300 m; ( Wayne, 2000). 
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010N02 production limited. This is observed in Figure 6.8c, with 010N02 reaching its 

maximum amount around day 265 (Figure 6.8c). 

At this time, HOI is seen to rapidly increase (Figure 6.8b). In order to understand 

this increase, we look at the rate of HOI formation, which is given by 

d[HCl] 
dt 

(6.5) 

where kl is the rate of Reaction 6.4 (Grooss et al., 1997). 

Because the concentration of OH4 remains fairly constant, Equation 6.5 shows the rate 

determining factor to be the concentration of 01. In a denitrified atmosphere with ozone 

loss, 01 creation is dominated by the photolysis of 010 and its dimer, 0120 2 (Prather 

and Jaffe, 1990; Douglass et al., 1995). Additionally, the destruction of 01 through the 

reaction CI + 0 3 -t CIO + O2 is limited. As such, the 01 + 010 partitioning will be 

shifted towards 01, as predicted by Prather and Jaffe (1990), and the HOI formation will 

be rapid. Additionally, a lack of ozone will shift the partitioning of any NOx towards KO, 

as photolysis drives the production of NO from N02 , but reaction with ozone drives N02 

production from ~O (Grooss et al., 1997). This serves to further reduce the production 

of 010N02 , favouring the formation of HOI. Model analyses show the 01/010 ratio to be 

up to 30 times higher in the southern hemisphere than in the northern hemisphere, and 

NO/NOx is lower in the north, even for similar concentrations of HN03 (Douglass et al., 

1995). 

From these calculations and predictions, we can see that the partitioning of the chlorine 

reservoir species observed in Figure 6.8 is being driven by two processes: denitrification 

resulting from the sedimentation of PSO particles slowing the recovery to chlorine nitrate; 

and ozone loss speeding the recovery of HOI. observed pattern is in reasonably good 

agreement with Antarctic observations made from the UARS instruments (Douglass et al., 

1995; Santee et al., 1996), but is in stark contrast to Arctic observations, as shown in 

Figure 6.7. 

Once the chlorine has all returned to its reservoir species but before the vortex breaks 

down (i.e., from day 280 to 340, Figure 6.8), the two chlorine reservoir gases are seen to be 

a fairly stable equilibrium, in contrast to the repartitioning shown during this period in 

Figure 6.7. While Figure 6.8b clearly shows the HOI partial column amount to be greater 

than pre-vortex values, this can be attributed largely to the subsidence of air within the 

vortex, and the ratio of 010N02 to HOI shown in Figure 6.8d remains fairly constant 

throughout the period. It does, however, show the partitioning of the chlorine species to 

be slightly more in favour of HOI during this time than in the non-perturbed air seen when 

the vortex has broken down (Figure 6.8d). This may be purely dynamical, as the vertical 

profile of HOI has more gas at higher altitudes than the 010N02 profile, but without a 
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detailed transport model or comparable tracer observations, this can only be speculation. 

Regardless, the extent of the partitioning towards HCl is not large enough to support 

model predictions and observations that show complete conversion of Cly to HCl in a 

denitrified spring (Gmoss et al., 1997). The ClONOz partial column amounts during this 

time are definitely not negligible and are, in fact, comparable to the observed extra-vortex 

values. \iVhile large uncertainties in the ClONOz measurements limit the conclusiveness of 

these observations, it appears that the gases have reached a stable partitioning within the 

partial column without over-forming HCl, eliminating the need for re-partitioning later. 

Also during this time, wave driving causes the polar vortex to become less circular 

and less stable (Waugh and Randel, 1999; Waugh et al., 1999). The edge of the vortex 

occasionally moves so that Arrival Heights is no longer within it. When this happens, 

the air being sampled is no longer vortex air but is representative of the air around the 

outside edge of the vortex. An example of this is the spike observed in the nitric acid 

amount on day 280 (Figure 6.8a), corresponding to the potential vorticity over Arrival 

Heights moving outside the vortex edge (Figure 6.8f). The large jump in the amount of 

nitric acid can be associated with the collar region a dynamically driven band of air 

containing very high values of HN03 immediately outside the polar vortex (Roche et al., 

1993b,1994). in the year these excursions become more and similar spikes 

are observed in the nitric acid partial column amounts on several days before the vortex 

breaks up completely around day 340 (December 6th). 

With the breakup of the vortex, mixing of mid-latitude air causes the amount of HCl in 

the partial column to rapidly return to typical summer equilibrium values (Figure 6.8b). 

The HN03 partial column amount has been gradually increasing throughout the period, 

but with the vortex breakup, mixing with extra-vortex air causes the amount to rapidly 

increase to values consistent with those observed at the start of the year (Figure 6.1b). 

By the end of the year, both HCl and HN03 partial column amounts are completely 

comparable with those observed before the vortex formed (Section 6.1.1). 

6.2 A closer look: Evidence of HNOa redistribution? 

Denitrification has been observed in the Antarctic spring stratosphere since the first 

ozone-loss campaigns occurred in Antarctica in the 1980s (Keys and Johnston, 1986; 

Wahner al., 1989a; Fahey et al., 1989b). By preventing the return of active chlorine 

to the C10NOz reservoir, as outlined in Section 6.1.5, complete denitrification occurring 

in Antarctica has been estimated to account for a 10% increase in the observed ozone 

loss (Fortmann et al., 1996; Brasseur et al., 1997). The for denitrification, 

however, are still not well understood (Eyring et al., 2004). While denitrification is clearly 

observable in the 12 - 28 km partial column amounts presented in Figure 6.1, by dividing 
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the columns up further, additional information on the red istributioll of nitric acid within 

the stratosphere can be gained. 

FTIR measuremeIlts provide an advantage over ~ atellite observations in that they 

are very localized measuremeIlts and are thus less likely to average over the vortex and 

vortex-edge regions. 'While the partial column measurements are not as well resolved as 

in-si tu measurements, the ease of making FTIR observations means that there is much 

more information available from which to draw conclusions. This section will look at 

two different sets of partial columns: slightly larger columns including lunar observations 

which will provide information Oll the location of ear ly denoxification; and smaller solar

only part ial columns \vh ich will be used to look at the redistribution of nitric acid within 

the stratosphere. 

6.2.1 10-20 km and 20-28 km solar and lunar partial columns 
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Figure 6.9: 10 - 20 km (blue) and 20 - 28 km (red) partial column measurements from solar and lunar 
HN03 observations. 

Figure 6.9 shows 10 - 20 and 20 - 28 km HNO:3 partial colurnn amounts, as described 

in Section 5.2.7. The choice of t hese partial columns is such that useful information can 

be derived from the lunar measurements as well a: from the higher-resolution solar ones. 
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From the beginning of the year until the onset of polar stratospheric clouds, the 

nitric acid amount follows the trends outlined in Section 6.1.1 in both ranges, 

showing that the nitrogen partitioning processes that lead to a winter HK03 maximum 

are occurring throughout the stratosphere. The lower 10 20 km partial column amounts 

show more variability than the 20 - 28 km column amounts. This can be explained by 

dynamical variation in this region due to the mixing of air from the troposphere. During 

the summer the tropopause is very close to the bottom boundary of the partial column, 

and as shown by the averaging kernels (Figure 5,16), there is not a clear distinction made 

between in the nitric acid at 10 km or changes slightly lower down. 

amount of HN03 in both partial columns is seen to reach peak in May (days 

139 and 140), consistent with the trend seen in the larger partial column (Figure 6,lb), but 

June measurements (days 165 - 167) show a significant difference between the higher and 

lower height ranges, Depletion of the gas phase partial column amount (denoxification) in 

the 20 28 km range is nearly total, while depletion in the 10 20 km range is significantly 

less. 

reason for this is two-fold. First, the density-weighted summertime nitric acid 

profile is sharply peaked at about 20 km. With the formation of the polar vortex, diabatic 

descent within the vortex causes this profile to subside, moving peak into the lower 

partial column. Diabatic descent in the Antarctic stratosphere been estimated at 0.4 

0.9 km per month, with a subsidence within the upper partial column of approximately 

3 km by June (Rosenfield et al., 1994). Second, temperatures during this time fall below 

the PSC existence thresholds, as indicated in Figure 6.10. 

As a result of subsidence, nearly all of the nitric acid in the 20 28 km partial column 

is region below 25 km, where temperatures are sufficiently low for the nitric acid to 

have condensed into solid NAT, liquid STS or even ice clouds. This explains the nearly 

complete loss of gas phase nitric acid in this partial column. In the 10 - 20 km partial 

column, temperatures are sufficiently low for PSC formation over the upper half of the 

in agreement with lidar observations showing PSCs to typically be located between 

and 28 km during June (Adriani et at., 2004). The lower half of the partial column, 

however, is still too warm for PSC formation. Combined with an increase in the nitric acid 

this region due to subsidence, this warmer region the column can still be expected to 

contain significant amOlmts of uncondensed contributing to the nitric acid observed 

m 10 20 km partial column. 

HK03 partial column amounts through the rest of winter paint a similar picture. 

In the higher 20 - 28 km altitude range, removal of the gas phase nitric acid is nearly 

complete, with little variation observed in the column. Lower down, the 10 - 20 km partial 

column amounts remain higher and show more variation than in the upper region. 

As outlined above, much of the observed difference between the 10 - 20 and 20 - 28 
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Figure 6.10: Temperature profi les for days 163 (red), 164 (green) , 16.5 (blue) , 166 (cyan) and 167 (pink) , 
from t he NCEP meteorological analyses (Sect ion 4.2.1). FT IRmeasurements were made on days 16.5 
- 167. NAT (dashed), STS (dotted) and ice (dash-dotted) condensation t<~rnpera.tures for early winter 
condi t, ions, as outlined al the star t of the chapter, are also shown . 

km part ial column amounts can be att ributed t.o subsidence and the temperature in the 

region. Simple calculations, however, suggest that some of the partial column amounts 

observed in the 10 - 20 km region during July and August are higher than expected, 

even if assuming a subsided , deni trified and dehydrated atmosphere. While this is by no 

means conclusive, it seems likely that polar stratospheric cloud particles that, have formed 

higher up have subsequently sedimented into the 10 - 20 km region, where the warmer 

temperatures have caused them to evaporate , contributing to the observed partial column 

amounts. Sedimentat ion rates of approximately 2 km day- 1 for 10 pm ice or large \fAT 

particle, or 0.05 km day- l for typical 0.5 11m solid t\AT part icles (LaTsen, 2000), indicate 

that this a reasonab le assumption. 

The September spike, on days 250 - 254 , is again an interesting case study. Figure 6.9 

clearly shows the spike to be occurring in the lower partial column, with the observed 10 

- 20 km gas phase nitric acid amounts rising dramatically to values mOl' consistent with 

those observed in March. Temperature profiles for the days around the spike are given in 

Figure 6.11. 

The increase in temperat ures above T N A.T on these days corresponds nicely to the 

spike, and at fir t glance it would seem that what is being observed is the evaporation of 

a la.rge number of PSC pa.rticles in the partial column. Where t his fails, however , is in 
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Figure 6.11: Tempel'aL1lI'e pl'of1le" for days 249 (red), 250 (green), 25] (blue) , 252 (cyan) 253 (pink) a nd 
254 (yello"v) , from the:--J EP meteorological ana ly es (Section 4.2.] ). The .. pike was observed on days 
250 - 25/1. TN AT (dashed line), as determined for denitri f1ed , dehydrated spring condit.ions, i .... hown as 
an indication of likely PSC evaporation cOlldiLions. 

th subsequent days, as nitric acid amounts in thi ' partia l column drop significantly and 

remain at low levels (Figure 6.9). Figure 6.11 clearly shows the coldest temperatures to 

be occurring around 19 km, or 50 mb, but Figure 6.8g 'howed temperatures at 50 rnb to 

increase above T NAT , and remain above T NAT , from day 270. No correspon ling increase 

in the 10 - 20 km partial column amOUllt ill Figure 6.9 is observed. Instea.d values remain 

low, even though temperatures are warm enough for PSC vaporation. This is clear 

evidence of denitrification in the partial column and can be attributed to the permanen 

loss of nitric acid due to sedimentation of P C particles. The upp r partial colulIln 

amount likewise shows no clear jump .vhen he temperature increase', 'howing it too is 

denitrified. ,J! st days PI' viollsly, ho\ovev -r, t h -" re was enough nitric acid in the column to 

create a spike of gas phase nitric acid co!'nparable to the pre-PSC partial columu amount , 

a.nd the question remains as to what is responsible for it . While the followiIlg section will 

again identify the spike, f rther investigat ion will be postponed until Cha,pter 8, 

In addition to providillg information abou the location and extent of winter denoxi

fi ':ttiOll an I spriugtim -' 1 Ilit.rifi atioll , Figure 6.9 also provides some informatioll about 

the recovery of the nitric acid. Both the 10 - 20 and 20 - 28 krn partial COlUlllU amounts 

sho\va oradual increase in the spring due to photolytic processes, with the processes bing 

much more prououuced higher up. Brief excursions outside the vortex show up clearly, as 
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already described in Section 6.1.5. The vortex breakup on day 340 is evident in both par

tial columns, with rapid increases in the observed nitric acid amounts due to the mixing 

of nitric acid-containing extra-vortex air. 

6.2.2 10-16 km, 16-20 km, 20-24 km, and 24-28 km solar partial columns 

Figure 6.12 shows the amount ofHN03 in the more finely divided partial columns obtain

able from higher resolution solar measurements. Early in the year, the amount of nitric 

acid in each of the lower three columns is comparable, though as a result of the close 

proximity to the tropopause, the lowest partial column amounts again shows considerable 

variability during this time. The 24 - 28 km partial column contains much less nitric acid 

than the lower columns, consistent with the atmospheric profile shown in 5.12. Of most 

interest in this plot are the springtime measurements. Figures 6.1 and 6.9 have already 

shown the greater partial column to be seriously denitrified, but Figure 6.12 allows the 

distribution of the denitrification and any nitrification to be observed. 

The 24 - 28 km partial column shows the most obvious denitrification. The phase 

nitric acid has nearly completely removed during the winter, and recovery is very 

gradual, with no clear signature of PSC evaporation causing a subsequent increase in the 

partial column amount at any point. 

Slightly lower, the 20 - km gas phase nitric acid has also been completely removed 

during the winter. Again, no clear increase due to the evaporation of PSCs is observed, 

showing the loss of nitric acid in this partial column to be permanent. 

The 16 - 20 km partial column shows the first evidence of some nitric acid remaining 

in the column. While the first observations of the spring show very low values, consistent 

with nitric acid being completely removed from the gas phase, a rapid increase in nitric 

acid in the partial column is observed around day 270. This is consistent with the timing 

of PSC evaporation predicted by the 50 mb temperature plot (Figure 6.8g). The partial 

column amount continues to grow following this increase, when nitrogen partitioning and 

photolytic processes at this time of year would normally suggest HN03 destruction rather 

than creation. As such, it can be assumed that not all of the nitric acid that was in the 

partial column prior to PSC formation has been released back to the gas phase and that 

some has been permanently lost. Nonetheless, this is first altitude where any 

sign of springtime denoxification, rather than denitrification, has been seen. 

The 10 .;. 16 km partial column does not show any signs of denitrification or denoxi-

fication at alL first measurements clearly show the September spike to be occurring 

in this region, consistent with the theory suggesting evaporation as its main cause. Sub

sequent measurements are again lower than the spike, showing it to be an unusual event 

rather than a permanent process. The general trend in the partial column amount fol-
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lowing the spike is a decrease, consistent with expectations that HN03 will be photolysed 

as the day length increases. With the exception of the September spike, which is a clear 

example of nitrification in the partial column, there is no large increase in the partial 

column amounts compared to pre-winter amounts. provides evidence that the nitric 

acid in the 10 - 28 km region has not just all settled to the lowest regions of the column 

but has mostly been removed from the stratosphere. 

Frequent spikes are observed in the 10 - 16 km column, corresponding to the sampling 

of extra-vortex air as indicated in Section 6.1.5. Corresponding coincident spikes are also 

observed in the 16 20 km column and, to a lesser extent, in the 20 24 km column. 

What does this tell us? The theory proposed for polar stratospheric denitrification 

is the sedimentation of nitric acid-containing PSC particles (WMO, 1994, 1998). This 

requires particles to grow sufficiently large that they are able to sediment into lower re

gions of the column, or out of it altogether. This process is still not well understood, and 

models still struggle to capture the observed denitrification (Eyring et al., 2004). Recent 

observations in the Arctic of large NAT-containing particles, coined 'NAT rocks' (Fahey 

et al., 2001), have provided an additional insight into these processes and are currently 

being incorporated into models [::\1artyn Chipperfield, University of Leeds, private com

munication]. While the FTIR measurements presented in Figure 6.12 are not able to 

provide direct evidence of any of these processes, they do clearly show denitrification to 

have occurred high in the column, in the 20 to 28 km range. They also show some nitric 

acid to remain in the 16 - 20 km region and show values even higher than expected in 

the 10 16 km column, especially in the September spike. They provide good evidence of 

sedimentation of nitric acid in the column and are suggestive of nitrification occurring in 

the lowermost regions as nitric acid-containing particles encounter warmer temperatures 

and evaporate. 

6.2.3 Applications 

While these FTIR measurements do not in themselves provide information that is new 

or unexpected, their biggest advantage is in the additional information they present to 

the modelling community. Observations provide important verification that the dynamical 

and chemical processes are being modelled.sufficiently well to capture the true state of the 

atmosphere. By breaking the single partial column into multiple partial columns, better 

constraints on the location and extent of denoxification, sedimentation and the subsequent 

denitrification occurring within the region during 

provided. 

winter and spring periods have been 

High resolution solar FTIR measurements have been made at Arrival Heights, and 

at many other sites around the world, for some years. The range of trace species that 
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can be measured from these observations makes them an incredibly useful data source. 

While total or large partial column measurements provide good indications of the trends 

observed in the stratosphere or troposphere, the ability to retrieve the amount of gas in 

smaller partial columns, as shown here, provides additional information that can usefully 

be incorporated into our understanding and modelling of the processes that drive our 

atmosphere. 

6.3 Conclusions 

Partial column measurements of stratospheric reservoir species HCI and HN03 made 

using a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer from Arrival Heights, Antarctica, have 

been presented in this chapter. The inclusion of wintertime spectroscopic measurements of 

HCI, made using the moon as a light source, is a first for the Antarctic region. The partial 

column amounts of the two gases have been presented in conjunction with meteorological 

data, allowing the processes driving their formation and destruction to be investigated 

and a complete picture of their evolution through the year to be developed. 

Section 6.1 presented 12 - 28 km partial column measurements of the trace gases and 

looked in detail at the trends observed in the gases during each phase of the year. 

Prior to the formation of the polar vortex, January - April measurements showed 

conditions that were predominantly stable, with the main trends in the HCI and HN03 

partial column amounts driven by dynamics and the change from 24-hour daylight in the 

Antarctic summer to 24-hour darkness in the Antarctic winter. With the formation of 

the polar vortex and the subsequent cooling of the stratosphere, processes unique to the 

polar regions began to dominate. Prior to the formation of polar stratospheric clouds 

over Arrival Heights, a small reduction in the HCI measurements was observed during the 

May full moon measurements. This was attributed to chlorine activation occurring on 

background sulfate aerosols at temperatures below 200 K. 

The formation of PSCs over the region between the May and June full moon periods 

was the dominant process observed in the 2003 year. The HN03 gas phase partial column 

amount was rapidly reduced as nitric acid was incorporated into PSC particles. HCI 

amounts also showed a rapid reduction, consistent with the complete conversion of HCI 

to active chlorine species in the region where temperatures were below T NAT . The June 

measurements were unusual in the scatter observed in the HN03 column amounts. This 

was attributed to the phase of the PSCs, which is to be further investigated in Chapter 8. 

HCI measurements showed no such scatter, consistent with chlorine activation reactions 

occurring rapidly on both solid and liquid clouds. 

The rest of the polar winter was characterized by extremely low amounts of both HCI 

and HN03 observed in the partial column. This was consistent with expectations that 
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chlorine would be entirely activated in the region and that gas phase HN03 would be 

incorporated into aerosol particles. While denitrification may well have been occurring 

during this time, it wasn't until the temperatures increased above the NAT existence 

temperatures in September that this was able to be confirmed by these measurements. 

Nonetheless, extreme denitrification was observed in the column. 

The spring period was looked at in some length in Section 6.1.5. Measurements of 

ozone and chlorine nitrate made from the same site provided additional information for the 

processes resulting in chlorine deactivation. Measurements clearly showed the deactivation 

to be dominated by conversion of active chlorine to HCI, in contrast to Arctic observations 

showing chlorine recovery to be first to ClON02. They did, however, show a small increase 

in the ClO:\f02 to be occurring prior to the period of rapid HCI creation, as predicted 

by several models but not observed in previous measurements. Additionally, while the 

deactivation was predominantly to HCI, the partial column amounts of CION02 were not 

negligible, and an equilibrium between the two gases was established from the outset. 

With the breakdown of the polar vortex late in the year and the subsequent mixing 

of air from mid-latitudes, both HCI and HN03 partial column amounts were shown to 

return to levels consistent with the beginning of the year. 

Section 6.2 went a step further and looked at nitric acid to the full extent of the height 

resolution contained in the FTIR measurements. This clearly showed denoxification to be 

occurring first at high altitudes the stratosphere, consistent with subsidence, temper

ature and PSC observations made in the region. Additionally, these measurements were 

able to show extensive denitrification to be occurring above 20 km. Some, but not all, 

of the HN03 in the 16 - 20 km region was depleted during the winter, with the amount 

of H:\f03 in this partial column showing a rapid increase above PSC evaporation tem

peratures. The 10 - 16 km region showed evidence of nitrification, as expected by the 

sedimentation of particles in the region. While these observations were not new or unex

pected, the use of FTIR measurements to look at small height ranges has generally been 

unexplored. The potential application of these, and other measurements made by FTIR 

instruments, to model verification are seen as an important addition to our understanding 

of ozone loss and climate change processes. 

In conclusion, measurements of the stratospheric trace gases HCI and HN03 from 

Arrival Heights through the 2003 year have provided observational evidence of a wide 

range of processes occurring during the polar night. This is important verification of our 

current understanding of the processes which ultimately result in springtime ozone loss. 
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Chapter 7 

Comparison with the SLIMCAT Off-line Chemical 

Transport Model 

Because there have been so few trace gas measurements made during the Antarctic winter, 

much of our current understanding of the processes occurring during this time has come 

from models. In this chapter the HCI and HN03 measurements presented in Chapter 6 

will be compared to model output from a recent run of the three-dimensional chemical 

transport model, SLIMCAT. 

The chapter will begin by introducing the SLIM CAT model, specifically focusing on 

the model parameterizations that are important for characterizing polar ozone depletion. 

This will be followed by a description of the techniques used to make the SLIM CAT 

model output comparable to the measured partial column amounts, following the work of 

Connor et al. (1994, 1995); Rodgers and Connor (2003). Finally a direct comparison of 

the modelled and measured 12 - 28 km HCl and HN03 partial column amounts will be 

presented. 

7.1 SLIMCAT 

SLIM CAT is an off-line three-dimensional chemical transport model. This is different from 

a so-called general circulation model in that the chemistry component is not integrated 

into the dynamical model, but is performed separately for each dynamical time-step ('off

line'). model was written by Martyn Chipperfield from the University of Leeds, 

UK. It is described in depth in Chipperfield (1999), Chipper field (1996b) and Chipper field 

(1996c), with the latest updates described in Chipper field (2005). SLIM CAT is well known 

in the atmospheric modelling community and has been used for many studies of ozone 

and ozone-related gases in both the polar and lower latitude regions (e.g., Chipperfield 

and Jones, 1999; Solomon et al., 2002; Stowasser- et al., 2002; Chipper field, 2003). 

While the model output used for this comparison has been provided directly by Martyn 

Chipperfield, a brief overview of the dynamical and chemistry schemes employed by the 

model will be given for completeness. Special attention has been paid to the heterogeneous 

chemistry scheme used to account for chemical processing on polar stratospheric clouds. 

101 
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7.1.1 Dynamics and radiation 

Transport in SLIM CAT is determined using real wind and temperature data from me

teorological analyses. Horizontal transport is determined directly from analyses, 

with values interpolated linearly in potential temperature to match the SLIM CAT grid. 

SLIMCAT recently been converted to allow model layers to extend to the surface 

(Feng et al., 2004; Chipperfieid, 2005). As such, a hybrid vertical co-ordinate scheme 

has been with isentropic levels used in the stratosphere and terrain-following sigma 

co-ordinates allowing the model to extend through the troposphere to the ground. With 

the of the model to the ground, the vertical transport scheme has also been 

modified from the original radiation scheme of Shine (Shine, 1987) to a Delta-Eddington 

approximation based radiation scheme (Joseph et ai., 1976; Briegleb, 1992). radia

tion accurately computes the absorbed solar radiation and calculates fluxes at the 

layer interfaces in both the upward and downward directions (Briegleb, 1992). 

are several tracer advection schemes incorporated in SLIMCAT (Chipperfield, 

1996a; Chipper field and Nikiforakis, 1997). The standard scheme, and one used here, is the 

second-order moments scheme of Prather (1986), based on the exchange of mass between 

boxes. mass in each layer is determined from the isentropic density using the full 

three-dimensional analyses, and both the tracer mass and the total mass are advected. 

Because the scheme does not constrain horizontal and vertical motions, the isentropic 

density is used to reinitialize the mass of the box on each time-step to ensure that the 

net transport in or out of the box matches the expected mass. Tracers within are scaled 

to conserve volume mixing ratios (Chipperfield, 1996a). 

7.1.2 Stratospheric chemistry 

For each dynamical time-step, the chemical scheme may be called several times. Details of 

the chemistry are given in Chipperfield (1996c) and Chipperfield (1999). The model uses a 

limited number of chemical families containing species which are in rapid photochemical 

equilibrium, in order to reduce the number of gases that must be advected. The partition-

of individual species within the family is given in Chipper field (1999, 1996c). Species 

showing a strong diurnal variation, as well as other short-lived species, are integrated sep

arately. Long-lived and source gases are integrated according to continuity equations, and 

the concentrations of several gases, including oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen, are treated . 

as Reactions are generally computed using the photochemical of Sander et ai. 

(2003), with photolysis rates calculated using a scheme based on Lary and Pyle (1991). A 

four-dimensional lookup table is used to interpolate photolysis rates to a particular time 

and location in the atmosphere. 
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Heterogeneous chemistry 

Reactions occurring on the surface of NAT, liquid STS, and ice PSC particles are included 

in the SLIM CAT model. PSC formation is based on the assumption that particles are in 

equilibrium rather than on a full microphysical scheme. 

Solid NAT cloud formation is based on the equilibrium equation of Hanson and 

Mauersberger (1988). Model mixing ratios of H20 and HN03, as well as temperature 

fields, are used to determine whether clouds and the subsequent heterogeneous reactions 

are thermodynamically possible. The available surface area for heterogeneous reactions 

on solid clouds is calculated from the amount of HN03 condensed. Gas diffusion limita

tion is also included to account for the potentially large size of NAT PSC particles. Of 

particular importance to this research is the reaction rate on solid clouds of Reaction 6.1, 

between the chlorine reservoir species HCI and CION02 , which has been determined from 

Hanson and Ravishankam (1994). 

In this version of the model run, a bimodal distribution of the NAT particles has been 

assumed, as detailed in Davies et al. (2003). This is to include the effect of large nitric 

acid containing particles (:\.JAT rocks) observed in the Arctic atmosphere (Fahey et al., 

2001). In this scheme, HN03 is first condensed into small NAT particles with a radius of 

0.5 pm, to a maximum number density of 1 particle cm~3. Any condensed HN03 above 

this limit is condensed into the large mode particles, which have an assumed radius of 10 

pm [Martyn Chipperfield, University of Leeds, UK, personal communication]. 

The composition of liquid PSC aerosols has been determined from the analytical 

scheme of Carslaw et al. (1995) using the model temperature and H2S04 fields. Ear

lier versions of SLIMCAT had no heterogeneous reactions occurring on supercooled liquid 

aerosols below the NAT condensation point. The model h&'3 recently been extended to in

clude these reactions at all appropriate temperatures, resulting in more realistic chlorine 

activation in the Arctic [Martyn Chipperfield, University of Leeds, UK, personal com

munication]. Reactions of HCI and ClON02 on the liquid clouds again come from the 

parameterizations of Hanson and Ravishankam (1994), using the HCI solubility of Luo 

et al. (1995). 

The existence of ice particles is tested using the saturation pressure of H20 over 

ice, with particles assumed to form whenever thermodynamically possible (Chipperfield, 

1996c). HN03 is removed from the gas phase in the the presence of ice particles by 

assuming a coating of NAT and using the NAT equilibrium expression of Hanson and 

Mauersberger (1988). The available surface area for heterogeneous reactions occurring 

on the ice crystals is determined from the amount of H20 that is condensed, with the 

assumption that ice particles have a radius of 10 pm. 

Denitrification and dehydration are treated using a simple sedimentation scheme. In 
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this model run, the larger mode NAT and ice particles are sedimented from the model 

layers using fall velocities appropriate for particles of radius 10 Mm. In the layer below, 

the sedimented particles may evaporate, be involved in further heterogeneous reactions or 

continue to sediment, depending on ambient conditions (Chipperfield, 1999). The small 

mode NAT and liquid aerosol particles are assumed to not sediment [Martyn Chipperfield, 

University of Leeds, UK, personal communication]. 

7.1.3 Model initialization 

The SLIMCAT model run used for this comparison has been determined at a horizontal 

resolution of 7.50 latitude by 7.50 longitude, with 24 levels included from rv 60 km to the 

surface. The model was initialized on January 1st, 1977, and has been forced using 6-

hourly European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses. ERA-

40 reanalyses (ECMWF, 2002) were used until December 31st, 1999, and operational 

analyses were used from January 1st, 2000, onwards. A chemical time-step of 20 minutes 

was used, with a 30 minute dynamical time-step. The initial chlorine loading was taken 

from the WMO (2002) halocarbon scenarios, with an additional 100 pptv assumed to 

come from short-lived species applied as a boundary condition at the surface. The model 

transport and chemistry determine the distribution of the species [Martyn Chipperfield, 

University of Leeds, UK, personal communication]. 

Model data has been saved at 0 UT every 2 days and linearly interpolated to the 

Arrival Heights site from the four nearest model grid-points at each output time. 

7.2 Preparing SLIMCAT output for comparison with FTIR mea

surements 

SLIMCAT output contains high resolution vertical profile information on a 24-layer hy

brid vertical co-ordinate grid. To make it comparable with the FTIR partial column 

measurements, the model data must be converted to altitude-dependent partial column 

amounts and smoothed to match the lower resolution of the FTIR measurements. 

7.2.1 Determining partial column amounts 

Partial column amounts in the 12 - 28 km region have been determined from the SLIM CAT 

model profiles for both HCl and HN03 . These calculations have been made using the 

hydrostatic equation, the ideal gas law, and an assumption that the gas mixing ratios are 

constant within each layer. Pressure and geopotential height information included in the 

SLIMCAT output has been interpolated to the SFIT2 standard vertical profile, with 2 km 

spacing throughout the stratosphere, for use in the calculations. Partial column amounts 
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for t he days not included in the saved SLIMCAT output have be n calculated from linear 

interpolation of the model profiles from the days on either side. 

SLIMCAT model data for He l and HN03 over the 12 - 28 km alt itude range are shown 

in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1: 12 - 28 km HCl (top) and I-1:\ Oa (bottom) parLial column amounts from SLIMCAT model 
ou tput for 2003. 

Whil the trends in the model output appear to be consistent with the observations 

presented in Figu re 6. 1, the model output in this form is not directly comparable with 
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the data due to the higher resolution of the model and the effect of smoothing 

a priori on the measurements. 

7.2.2 Convolving the model 

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the atmospheric profile retrieved from the FTIR measure

ments is a smoothed version of the true profile, with the smoothing explicitly defined by 

the averaging kernel and the a priori profile. The error introduced as a result of this 

smoothing must be considered when making comparisons between measurements 

different instruments or between instruments and models. In the case of a high resolution 

measurement or model being compared with a low resolution measurement, the smooth-

error can be mostly eliminated by using the a prior'i profile and averaging kernels 

to compute the profile which would be retrieved by the lower resolution measurement if 

the resolution profile were the true atmospheric profile (Connor et at., 1994, 1995; 

Rodgers and Connor, 2003). Using the definition of the retrieved profile given in Equation 

3.9, excluding the error terms, the smoothed version, x s , of the high resolution or model 

profile, Xh, is given by 

(7.1) 

where Xa and A are the a priori profile and averaging kernel respectively (as defined 

Section 3.2.1). By comparing the retrieved FTIR profile with Xs rather than directly 

with Xh, the effect of the smoothing error on the low resolution measurement has been 

removed, and the two quantities are completely comparable (Rodgers and Connor, 2003). 

For comparison with the measured HCI and HN03 partial column amounts, a smoothed 

SLIMCAT model profile has been calculated to compare to each measurement, using 

Equation 7.1 and the averaging kernel and a priori profile relevant to that measurement. 

The averaging kernels used for this process are individual layer averaging kernels, as 

demonstrated in Figures 5.6 and 5.14. For the alternate days when SLIMCAT data was 

not saved, an un-smoothed SLIM CAT profile has been derived from linear interpolation 

of the previous and subsequent day's profiles, which has then smoothed. 

Following the smoothing of the model profiles, calculation the 12 28 km partial 

column amounts has been performed from the profiles as explained in Section 7.2,1. 

7.3 Winter 2003 - SLIMCAT and FTIR comparisons 

7.3.1 Hydrogen chloride 

The HCI FTIR partial column measurements are shown in 7.2 with the processed 

SLIM CAT model results. Error bars shown are as calculated in Chapter 5, but exclude the 
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Figure 7.2: 12 - 28 km HCl partial column amounts from FTIR measurements and SLIMCAT model 
output. FT1R measuremen ts are shown as blue crosses. Error bars are as determined in Section 5.1.5, 
excluding, moot hing error as described in the L xt. SLlMCAT model output are shown as black dia
monds and have been convolved with the averaging kernels to correspond to each FTIR measuremen t , as 
described in Sect ion 7.2.2. 

smoothing error contribution, which has been essentially eliminated by this comparison 

method. 

Looking first at the pre-winter period, we see that. while Figure 7.2 shows a generally 

good agreement between the me&:;urements and the model, the total amount of HCI is 

slightly higher in the model than observed, with modelled partial column amounts just 

above the upper limit of the measurement. error ba.rs. This overe .. timate ma.y be a result 

of an initial chlorine loading t.hat was slightly higher than present in the atmosphere , or 

an illcorrect partitioning of chlorine into its reservoir species during the summer months. 

The general trends in the HCI are, however, well captured by the model and the daily 

fluctuations ca.used by the movement of air from ot.her regions , as detailed in Chapter 

6.1.1, are in good agreement with the measurements. 

The May modelled partial column amounts (days 139 and 140) show excellent agree

ment with the observations. The slight depletion of HCI during this month's FTIR obser

vations has been discussed in Section 6.1.2 , with heterogeneous react ions OIl background 

aerosols at temperatures below 200 K proposed as the explanation for the observed de-
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pletion. This has obviously been well addressed by the meteorological analyses and het

erogeneous chemistry incorporated in the model. 

The June model output (days 165 - 167), show values that are slightly lower than the 

observations This is likely to be a result of the equilibrium treatment of PSCs 

in the model. Measurements of PSCs in the Antarctic show that the first clouds are 

typically liquid clouds (Adriani et al., 2004; Santee et al., 1998) which form at tempera

tures several lower than the NAT equilibrium temperature (Carslaw et al., 1994; 

Tabazadeh et al., 1994a). Because the PSC formation in SLIMCAT is based on equilib

rium conditions, PSCs are formed as soon as temperatures get below the NAT existence 

temperature (Hanson and Mauersberger, 1988), and thus PSC onset in the model is likely 

to occur sooner than in the atmosphere. As such, more HCI depletion can be expected 

in the model output than would be expected in the FTIR observations, as evident in 

Figure 7.2. Unfortunately, due to the timing of the full moon, 2003 PSC formation 

has not been captured by the FTIR measurements and thus this hypothesis cannot be 

fully confirmed by observations. 

The July and August lunar measurements (days 190 - 196 and 220 228) show excellent 

agreement with model output, with almost complete depletion of the HCI observed 

within the partial column. As demonstrated by Ravishankara and Hanson (1996), the 

HCI-depleting heterogeneous reactions occur rapidly on both solid and liquid clouds, so 

the equilibrium treatment of PSCs is sufficient to explain the widespread destruction of 

HCl during this part of the year. 

Modelled and measured HCl partial column amounts during spring, however, do not 

show such good agreement. In the model data the HCl several days prior to 

what is observed. There are many factors that could influence the modelled recovery rate. 

As shown in Section 6.1.5, the extent of denitrification and ozone depletion both affect the 

partitioning between HCI and ClON02 and the recovery back into the reservoir species. 

As such, if the model fails to accurately predict the ozone loss or the denitrification 

then the HCl recovery will be affected. 'While this data provides no way of testing the 

extent of ozone depletion in the model, Section 7.3.2 addresses modelled HN03 and shows 

SLIM CAT to be overestimating the extent of denitrification. it can be expected 

that the small change of active chlorine into ClON02 which was observed in the FTIR data 

prior to the recovery (Figure 6.8) would not be observed the model output, and 

all chlorine recovery would go immediately to HCl. This would result in HCl recovering 

more quickly the model than in the atmosphere, in agreement with the trend shown in 

Figure 7.2. 

Following the chlorine deactivation, HCl is again higher the model than observed, 

consistent with model results prior to the HCl depletion. Fluctuations have typically been 

captured well, though on occasion spikes seen in the measurements as a result of sampling 
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air from outside the vortex are not captured in the model output. This is expected, since 

the movement of the vortex edge around the Arrival Heights site late in the spring IS 

rapid , and the model output is at a coarse resolution both spatially and temporally. 

7.3.2 Nitric acid 

Figure 7.3 shows the FTIR 12 - 28 km HN03 partial column amounts with the SLIMCAT 

modelled partial column amounts. Saved SLIMCAT data is total (gas phase + condensed 

phase) nitric acid , and as such , in order t.o make comparisons during the winter when PSCs 

are present, the gas phase has been separated from the solid phase. In this comparison, 

this separation has been made using th ~AT equilibrium condition and hence assumes 

that all nitric acid beyond saturation will condense into NAT (Hanson and MaueTsber-geT, 

1988). \".Thile this is a simplistic representatioIl it should approxirr ately represent the 

modelled gas phase HN03 . Total H:'.J03 values have also been shown for comparison. 
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Figure 7.3: 12 - 28 km HN03 partial colllmn amounts [rom FTIR measurements and SLIMCAT model 
outpUL. FTIR measurernenLs are shown as red crosses. Error bars are as determined in S ct ion 5.2.5, 
excluding smoothing error a,.<; described in the text. SLIM CAT HN03 data are total (gas + condensed) 
amounts, shown as black diamonds. Gas only amoun ts, determined from the t.ot.al amounts using the 
simple equi librium equation of Hanson and Ma'Uer'sbeT:ge1' (1988), are shown as gr en diamonds. The 
SLIM CAT profil s have been convolv _d with the averaging kernel' to correspond to each FTIR measure
ment, as descri bed in Section 7.2.2. 
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beginning with the pre-winter period, the modelled HN03 shows excellent 

ment with the measurements. The modelled partial column amounts are consistently 

within measurement error bars and track variations due to the motion of the 

well. This suggests that the long-term transport and HN03 profiles have been accurately 

represented within the model. 

Interestingly, the May modelled partial column amounts (days 139 and 140) are much 

higher than those observed by the FTIR. As the model HN03 is all in the gas phase, 

this cannot be explained by early formation of PSC particles, but must be attributable 

to dynamical or photochemical processes. As the dynamical processes have been 

well captured in the summer and early autumn, it seems likely that the conversion of 

nitrogen trace gases (NO y ) to H~03 during 24-hour darkness has been overestimated. 

Comparisons of SLIMCAT model data to NO y measurements made using the balloon

borne Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) instrument 

during a warm Arctic 'hinter showed SLIM CAT to underestimate N20 5 , resulting in an 

overestimation of HN03 below 18 km (Stowasser et al., 2002). This was attributed to an 

overestimation of the aerosol loading and subsequent overestimation of the reaction N20 5 

+ H20 -t 2 HN03. While is nothing to confirm that this observation also applies 

to the current model comparison, it seems likely that the NOy partitioning early in the 

winter has not yet been adequately characterized. 

In June (days 165 - 167), PSC formation means that the nitric acid must be split 

into and condensed phases. It should be noted that lidar observations leading up to 

and including the June HN03 measurements showed the PSCs to mainly contain Type 

Ib (liquid) particles [Paola Massoli, Institute for Atmospheric Science and Climate, CNR, 

personal communication]. As such, the NAT equilibrium characterization that has been 

used to separate gas and condensed phases is not expected to give realistic phase 

results for this period, consistent with what is seen in Figure 7.3. The total HN03 from 

the model is, however, also much lower than would expected from the observations. 

Again this discrepancy can be attributed to the equilibrium treatment of PSC forma

tion. As described in Section 7.3.1, this treatment would tend to form NAT clouds as 

soon as temperatures dropped below the NAT existence threshold, rather than forming 

liquid clouds first, as is actually observed. The drop in the total HN03 since the May 

observations shows that significant sedimentation has occurred in the model, though in 

reality, denitrification is highly unlikely because the clouds are mostly liquid. addi

tion of large NAT particles in this model run is likely to have further contributed to the 

denitrification, as the larger particle size allows sedimentation of NAT particles to occur. 

The July - September modelled partial column amounts also show too little nitric acid 

compared with the FTIR observations, which is unsurprising if the early winter denitri

fication has been overestimated. While the equilibrium treatment of PSCs is unlikely to 
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be particularly important at this time in the year, permanent loss of nitric acid by sed

imentation is irreversible. While NAT rocks have been shown to occur in the Antarctic 

(Adriani et al., 2004), the formation mechanism and the number density of these particles 

is not well known. As such, it is hardly surprising that their inclusion in a simple way has 

resulted in an overestimation of the denitrification in the region. The effect of NAT rocks 

on the amount of HN03 in the partial column will be further investigated in Chapter 8. 

The overestimation of denitrification occurring in the partial column continues to af

fect the HN03 measurement and model comparison in the spring. While denitrification 

has clearly occurred in the atmosphere, as shown by the FTIR measurements in Section 

6.1.5, the extent is less than that predicted by SLIMCAT. As such, the modelled amount 

of HN03 the partial column remains too low. The modelled HN03 does, however, reach 

the bottom limit of the FTIR error bars by the year's end. Overestimation of denitrifica

tion has important ramifications for the deactivation of chlorine and hence the recovery 

of the ozone hole. As outlined in Sections 6.1.5 and 7.3.1, the extent of denitrification de

termines the partitioning between the HCl and ClON02 reservoirs. Conversion of active 

chlorine to ClON02 is much faster than conversion to HCl, influencing the length of time 

that ozone depletion is able to occur. Because there is still significant denitrification in 

the Antarctic atmosphere, however, this effect is likely to be much smaller than it would 

be for the warmer and more variable Arctic atmosphere. 

Excursions outside the vortex are poorly captured by the model, as noted in Section 

7.3.1. This effect is more pronounced in the HN03 partial column amounts than in the 

HCI partial column amounts, as a result of the large amount of nitric acid present in 

the collar region (Roche et al., 1993b, 1994). The spike observed in the FTIR results 

in September, and investigated in Chapter 6, does not appear in the SLIM CAT output. 

\Vhile it is possible that this is a result of the extreme denitrification in the model, it 

is also plausible that the spike has been caused by a process not included or accurately 

quantified in the SLIMCAT model. This will be further investigated in Chapter 8. 

7.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, 12 - 28 km partial column measurements of HCI and HN03 made from 

Arrival Heights have been compared with output from the SLIMCAT three-dimensional 

chemical transport model. 

The model has been shown to capture the general trend in both gases well, including 

the variations due to air movement. This suggests that the long-range transport and 

profiles used for the SLIM CAT model are very good, though the amount of HCI in the 

partial column has been slightly overestimated. The modelled and measured HN03 partial 

column amounts in particular show excellent agreement during the summer and autumn. 
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For an accurate representation of winter and spring processes, however, the model is 

limited by its equilibrium treatment of polar stratospheric cloud formation. By assuming 

cloud formation at NAT equilibrium temperatures, PSGs are formed earlier than lidar and 

satellite observations suggest. This results in a slight overestimate of the HGI activation 

around the PSG onset time and denitrification occurring too early. This is further com

pounded by the inclusion of an additional large NAT rock particle size, which sediments 

rapidly from the stratosphere. 

While the equilibrium PSG treatment does not affect the HGI through most of the 

winter, and measured and modelled results show good agreement during this time, an 

accurate representation of all the processes occurring during the winter period is vital. 

Denitrification in the model is overestimated throughout the winter, resulting in too little 

HN03 in the spring. This not only has potentially important consequences for the extent 

of ozone depletion, but is the likely cause of SLIMGAT failing to correctly capture the 

conversion of active chlorine into HGI at this time. Discussions with Martyn Ghipperfield, 

however, suggest that a complete microphysical PSG treatment scheme for SLIMGAT is in 

development. This should result in better agreement between the modelled and measured 

partial column amounts of HGI and HN03 in the future. 

A final comment should be made on the inclusion of large-sized NAT particles. While 

NAT rocks no doubt contribute significantly to the denitrification of the polar strato

sphere, their treatment in the parameterization of atmospheric models requires care. As 

shown by this model run, denitrification resulting from rapid sedimentation of large NAT 

particles early in the winter can result in significant overestimation of denitrification later 

in the season. As an accurate representation of the extent of denitrification is necessary 

to correctly model springtime ozone depletion and chlorine partitioning, a more thorough 

understanding of these particles in the Antarctic stratosphere is clearly needed. 



Chapter 8 

Nitric Acid and Polar Stratospheric Cloud Coupling 

Observations of gas phase nitric acid presented in Chapter 6 clearly showed the link 

between PSC formation and nitric acid removal. In this chapter, we go a step further and 

make a first ever coupling between ground-based lidar observations of PSCs, measured 

from McMurdo Station, and the FTIR measurements of nitric acid made from Arrival 

Heights during the polar winter. This work was a collaborative project with Paola Massoli, 

Institute for Atmospheric Science and Climate (ISAC), C~R, Rome. 

The chapter will begin with a brief introduction to the lidar and the data sets used 

in the comparison, before addressing the links between nitric acid and PSC processes. 

Specifically, an empirical estimation of the rate of nitric acid uptake following PSC onset 

will be made, followed by an investigation of HNOa fluctuations in relation to PSC type. 

Finally a link between nitric acid spikes and large nitric acid-containing particles will be 

proposed. 

8.1 Instrumentation 

Concurrent measurements of HNOa and PSCs from ground-based instruments allow us to 

look at the processes that are occurring in a specific region, to a precision much greater 

than that possible using satellite images. This section provides an overview of the aerosol 

lidar which operates from McMurdo Station, located just 4 km from the FTIR instrument 

at Arrival Heights. A brief introduction to the HNOa and ancillary data sets used for this 

study, as well as a description of the spatial and temporal compatibility of the data sets, 

will also be presented. 

8.1.1 The lidar 

Light detection and ranging (lidar) systems are valuable tools in the study of the atmo

sphere and have been used in many forms for a number of years, both from the ground 

and from airborne platforms (e.g., Browell et ai., 1990; Gobbi et ai., 1991; Adriani et ai., 

1992; David et al., 1997). While there are a range of different types of lidar used to study 

aerosols, atmospheric composition, winds, and temperature, alilidars are similar in that 

a pulsed beam of light from a laser is emitted into the atmosphere and the signal returned 

11a 
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due to t he scattering of the beam as it paJ::;ses through t he atmosphere is captured by a 

telescope and analysed. 

The lidar used for this coupling is a ground-based aero '01 lidar system owned by 

the Institute for Atmospheric Science and Climate (ISAC) , Ci\R, Italy, and operated 

from McMurdo Stat ion (Figure 8.1). The system uses an i'\d:YAG laser wi th frequency 

doubling , which emit. pulses of linearly polarized light at 532 nm. Each lru:; r pulse 

is typically 9 ns in duration, repeated at a 10 Hz frequency, wi h an output energy of 

approximately 140 mJ / pulse. The returned signal is captured by a 41 cm i\ewtonian 

telescope with a 0.6 mrad field of view. The lidar has two channels which measure the 

returned signaL at polarizations either parallel or crossecl with respe ,t to th laser signal 

(Gobbi et al. , 1991; Adriani et al., 1992 , 2004 ). 

Figure 8.l: Aerosol lidar operating out of the Crary Laboratory, \1dvlurdo Station. 

The McMurdo lidar was installed in the spring of 1990 and has been run on clear 

weather days through the polar winter since 1993 (Gobbi et al. , 1991; Adriani et al., 1992 , 

1995, 2004). 

Lidar Output 

There are two pieces of information determined from the returned ' igllal which are use I 

for the identification of PSCs. Both are determined as a function of altitude. The first is 

the particle backscattering ratio, B R , where 

BR = ~ = Hi' - 1 
{3rn 

(8.1) 

f3p and 13m are the particle and molecular backscattering coefficients , and Hr is the total 

backscattering ratio of the atmosphere (Adrian'i et al., 2004). Molecules in the atmosphere 
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scatter the light beam by Rayleigh scattering in a well defined way. Particles also scatter 

the light beam, hence chano'es in the backscattering ratio provide direct informat ion on 

the vertical structure and optical density of the particle (cloud) layer. 

The second important piece of information is the volume depolarization ratio, D p , 

which in this study has been defined as 

D - f3r~ 
p - II 

(Jp 
(8 .2) 

where f37~ and ,8~ are the crossed and parallel polarization volume part icle backscattering 

coefficients relative to the polarization of t he light, as determined from the crossed and 

parallel polarization channels (Adr'iani et al., 2004) . Because spherical (liquid) particles 

are ymmetric in shape, they do not change the polarization plane of the incident polar 

light. In contrast , aspherical (solid) particles do change the polarization, resulting in 

a scattered beam that is depolarized 'with respect to the incident one. As such, the 

depolarizat ion ratio serves as a means of identifying the PSC type (BrO'll.1ell et al., 1990; 

Toon et al. , 1990b). 

Examples of the plots used for PSC identification , showing backscattering ratio and 

depola,rization ratio as a, funct ion of altitude, are given for a solid (Type Ia) and a liquid 

(Type Ib) cloud in Figure 8.2. 
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Figure 8.2: Typical solid (Type la , lefl) and liquid (Type Ib, right) PSCs. Solid clouds show an increa.'Se 
in depolarization (black) simultaneolls to an increase in hackscat ter ing ratio (red), while liquid clouds 
show a large backscatter ratio but no change in the depolariz,at ion. Dotted lines indicat.e the background 
depolarization which would be seen in the absence of clouds. Observations weI' made on August 22nd 
(:;olid) a nd June 15th (liquid), 200:3. 
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8.1.2 The nitric acid measurements 

Lunar 12 - 28 kIll H:'-J03 partial column measurements , as presented in Chapters 4 - 0, 

have been used for this stue y. lVleasurements from the 1998 - 2002 Antarct ic winters 

have also been included in order to increase the number of coincidences between !idar 

and FTIR observations. These FTIR observations were presented in Wood et at. (2004). 

Total columr measureIllents, as presented in Wood ei al. (2004), are comparable to the 

part ial column measuremellts b.y ad ling a.pproximately 9 x 101
' l rnolecules cm - 2 t.o the 

part.ial column amour t, as shown by the total versus partial column plot in Figure .3. 

This simple conversion is a result of the H:'-JO:l st ratospheric distribution being nearly 

entirely wit.hin the 12 - 28 km partial column, as shown in Figure 5.12 , combined with the 

lack of sensitivity of the retrieval to regions outside this a ltitude range, as shown by the 

averaging kernels in Figure 5.14. The correction factor is composed nearly entirely of the 

HNO:l molecules belm\! 12 km and above 28 km , as determined from the a priori profile. 
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Figure 8.3: Total versus 12 - 2, km partial colu mn II~O:,l measu rements . Solar meas urem nts a re showll 
ill red a nd luna.r in blue. The correlation coefficien t between the tota.l a.nd partia l colu mn arnounts is 
0.9996. 

H:'-JO:l measurements are largely mlssmg from 2000 due to inst rumenta l problems. 

Solar observat ions, as described in Chapters 4 - 6 GI nd in Wood et at. (2004) , have also 

been llsed in some end-of-season case st udies. 
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8.1.3 Spatial and temporal compatibility 

"While the lidar at McMurdo Station and the FTIR at Arrival Heights are physically 

located only 4 km apart (Figure 3.6), there are some limitations on the spatial and 

temporal coincidence of the data sets. As outlined in Chapter 4, nitric acid measui'ements 

were made for approximately one week around the full moon along a slanted optical path 

in the direction of the moon. While the lidar observations also required clear weather, 

they could be carried out at any time of the day or month and would always sample the 

airmass directly overhead. In the stratospheric altitude range of interest, the horizontal 

separation between these airmasses ranges from approximately 10 to 25 km, depending 

on the altitude and the observational angle. The temporal difference may also increase 

this separation by an amount dependant on the stratospheric weather conditions at the 

time. Satellite observations of PSCs in the Antarctic show polar stratospheric clouds to 

be spread over large areas ofthe continent (McCormick et al., 1989; Poole and Pitts, 1994) 

and to be mostly caused by long periods of sustained cold conditions ( Tabazadeh and Toon, 

1996; Tabazadeh et al., 2000). Likewise, lidar observations show trends in the PSC type 

and location to typically vary slowly, over a period of days [Paola Massoli, Institute for 

Atmospheric Science and Climate, CNR, personal communication]. Santee et al. (1998) 

use the Microwave Limb Sounder data to study PSCs, using a range of sources to show 

that the horizontal extent of PSCs in the Antarctic is sufficiently large that the assumption 

of constant PSCs throughout the MLS field of view (rv 400x100x5 km) is justified. As 

such, the comparatively small spatial differences between the airmasses sampled by the 

lidar and the FTIR are unlikely to significantly our conclusions. 

8.1.4 Ancillary data 

In addition to the lidar and FTIR measurements, the temperature and potential vorticity 

data sets introduced in Chapter 4 have been used to relate the observations to processes 

occurring in the polar stratospheric winter. Additionally, back-trajectory temperature 

analyses have been used to fill some holes in the !idar data set. These are from the 

Goddard Auto-mailer system introduced in Chapter 6 (Schoeberl and Sparling, 1994; Lait 

et al., 2004) and have generally been calculated over six days on the 465 K ("-' 20 km) 

potential temperature surface, as determined in Adriani et al. (2004). Radio soundings 

made daily from McMurdo Station have also been used for some TNAT calculations [Paola 

Massoli, Institute for Atmospheric Science and Climate, C~R, personal communication]. 
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8.2 Methodology 

This "vork has been carried out by directly comparing periods between 1998 and 200:3 

when both nit ric acid and PSC ob ervations were made. Thus t he work is, t o SOm 

extent, ~t series of case studies which are used to address sev ral asp ~,cts of the winter 

polar processes. Each aspect is addressed individually in the sections to follow, omplete 

wi th several case ,tudies supportillg the conclusions that have been reached . A final 

summary of all of these resul ts is presented in Section S.4. 

8.3 Results and discussion 

8.3.1 PSC on set 
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Figure 8.4: 12-28 km partial column measurements of ni t ric acid. Lunar measurements are shown in 
blue and solar in red, for ease of conl parison . Error bars have been omi t ted for cla rity, but a re ~ 15.5%, 

as indicated in 'ec t ion .'5 .2.5. 

Figure 8.4 show " a time series of Hf\O:3 12 - 28 km part ial column Clmollnts from 

1998 to 2003. A rapid d pletion is seen in the ime series half '>vay through each yeaI', 

corresponding to the ti me wh n gas phase nitric acid i. ' conden 'ed r absorbed into polar 

stratospheric: cloud particles . \A,- hile the exact day of the on et varies from year to year , 

t hi' pattern is remarkably consistent . This suggests that a semi-empirical determination 

of the speed of nitric acid Ilptake relative to the date of PSG (ms t can be made. 

Determining t he date of PSC onset 

The date of PSC Ollset over McMurdo Stat ion and Arrival Heights for each year ha been 

determilled using lidar measurements . In 1998, 1999) and 200L. unfavourable weath r 

meant that lidar observations wel' not available on the clay, preceding the first observed 

cloud . As such, thermal histories of t he airrna ses over IVIcNlurdo were determined on t.hese 
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days using the Goddard Auto-mailer. If the thermal history corresponded to conditions 

when PSCs could be expected, then the date of PSC onset was shifted back accord

ingly. PSCs have been considered likely when the synoptic back-trajectory temperatures 

dropped below T sTs and remained below TNAT for three to four days (Tabazadeh et aI., 

1994b; Larsen et aI., 1997; Tabazadeh et al., 2000; Adriani et al., 2004). Back-trajectory 

analyses performed for days when lidar measurements were available showed this inter

pretation to be consistent with the observations. thermal histories were consistent 

with the formation of liquid clouds, showing smoothly decreasing temperatures to below 

TSTs (Larsen et al., 1997). This is in agreement with lidar and satellite measurements 

showing the first cloud to typically be liquid (Santee et aI., 1998; Tabazadeh et aI., 2000; 

Adriani et al., 2004). The PSC onset dates determined for each year are shown in Table 

8.1. 

I Year I Onset Date I Day Number I 

1998 6th of June 157 
1999 3rd of June 154 
2001 10th of June 161 
2002 29th of May 149 
2003 2nd of June 153 

Table 8.1: PSC onset dates, as determined from lidar observations and back-trajectory analyses. 2000 
has been excluded due to the lack of HN03 measurements in that year. 

Quantifying the speed of nitric acid uptake 

Figure 8.5 shows the partial column nitric acid amounts, relative to the PSC onset date. 

There are several observations that can be made from this figure. 

First, there is a small reduction in the gas phase HN03 partial column amount prior 

to the determined PSC onset date. This is shown clearly in both the 1999 and the 2002 

measurements. While this may be a result of a bias in the deduction of the PSC onset 

date, measurements in the Arctic winter have also observed fluctuations in the amount 

of nitric acid when lidar observations do not show PSC formation (Notholt et al., 1997b) , 

and the cause of these fluctuations remains uncertain. Possibilities include: PSCs that 

were present in the region but not in the lidar beam; PSCs of sufficiently small surface 

area that they were not observed by the lidar [Paola Massoli, Institute for Atmospheric 

Science and Climate, CNR, personal communication]; mesoscale temperature fluctuations 

as a result of lee-waves off the Trans-Antarctic mountains, which would not be observed 

in the synoptic scale back-trajectories but may have resulted in PSC formation (Meilinger 

et aI., 1995; Murphy and Gary, 1995; Adriani et aI., 2004); or perhaps advection of air 
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from colder regions, where some PSG formation and sedimentation events had al ready 

occurred (Toon et al. ) 1992). 

Second, the amount of nitric acid drop' very quickly with PSG onset. Regardless of the 

depl tion occurring before the onset, measurem ents one day prior to the determined onset 

show a remarkably consistent HN03 partial column amount of rv 2.2 x lOlti molecules 

cm- 2 (1999 , 2001 and 2002). This amount was used as an ini tial value for the estirnation 

of the rate of depletion. :\ileasurement. from 2001 made on the day of onset show an 

average value of rv 1.7 X loIn molecl.il "s crn- 2
, which is equivalent to a depletion in the 

gas pha.se nitric acid column of 23%. A day later, measurements from 2002 show a column 

value of '" 1.4 x 1016 molecules cru - 2 , corresponding to a fur ther depletion of 14% of the 

pre-PSG column amount. A day Clfter t hat, a column value of '" 1.3 x 1016 molecules 

cm- 2
, or a further 4% depletion, is obs rved. In total, over t hre days 41% of the 12 -

28 km partial column gas phase nitric acid has been converted into polar stratospheric 

clouds. An alternative calculation, based on a pre-PSC onset column am unt of rv 2.5 X 

1016 molecules cm-2 five days prior to PSG ollset, has 45% depletion of the total column 

amount occurring in a week. 

Vlfe can understand the effect this IS havillo' on the atmosphere by looking at the 
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typical stratospheric distribution of HX03 (Figure 5.12). The first clouds observed by 

the lidar in any year are typically liquid clouds between 15 and 24 km in height (Adriani 

et al., 2004), consistent with observations from MLS (Santee et al., 1998; Tabazadeh et al., 

2000). Assuming that all of the gas phase nitric acid depletion is occurring within this 

region, approximately half of the 15 - 24 km nitric acid must be condensed or absorbed 

into clouds over the three day period in order to explain the magnitude of the depletion. 

The data sequence suggests that the first day of PSC formation has the most dramatic 

effect on 

This is 

gas phase H~03' with subsequent days having less impact on HN03 removal. 

vv~Uv~~L with the microphysics of liquid clouds, which form rapidly by the 

absorption of gas phase HN03 and H2 0 onto aqueous H2S04 aerosols (Tabazadeh et al., 

1994a; Carslaw et al., 1995; Luo et al., 1995) but reach a maximum of around 0.5 j.tm 

(Tabazadeh et al., 1994b), limiting the amount of HN03 that will be absorbed. This is 

observed 8.5 as a slowing down and levelling out of the partial column amount 

at around 1.2 x 1016 molecules cm-2• Solid clouds are not limited the they can 

reach or the amount of HN03 they can absorb (though this is limited by the available 

H~03 and H20). They do, however, grow more slowly and require longer periods of time 

at cold temperatures in order to form (Larsen et al., 1997; Tabazadeh et al., 2000). As 

such, the effect of solid cloud formation is not observed in the days immediately following 

PSC onset, but contributes to the further decrease in the partial column amount later in 

the season. 

A observation that can be made from Figure 8.5 relates to 2003 H~03 mea-

surements. As shown in Chapter 6, the temperature following the initial PSC onset in 

2003 fluctuated around PSC formation temperatures (Figure 6.5). This in the 

formation and evaporation of liquid PSCs several times during this period, with clouds 

observed on days 153 and 162 and no clouds on days 155 and 156. Temperatures were not 

stable enough to meet the PSC lifetime conditions for solid Type Ia NAT cloud formation 

(Tabazadeh et al., 2000), and hence while denoxification might be observed, no particle 

sedimentation or denitrification was likely to occur. As such, all nitric acid was returned 

to the phase when the temperatures warmed. This essentially resulted in PSC on

set being repeated several times. The column amounts observed 13 days following the 

quoted PSC onset, as shown in Figure 8.5, are more comparable with which would 

be expected 3 days from the original onset, consistent with the most recent re-onset on 

day 162. 

2003 nitric acid observations in Figure 8.5 are also seen to fluctuate considerably, 

as introduced in Chapter 6. This will be addressed in the next section. 
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8.3.2 PSC type and fluctuations in the gas phase nitric acid 

For similar atmospheric conditions, models have shmvn NAT (solid) particles to be more 

efficient at depleting gas phase nitric acid than STS (liquid) droplets (Tabazadeh et al., 

1994b; Santee et al., 1998). As such, the detection of solid clouds should be accompanied 

by lower levels of gas phase nitric acid than would be seen with the detection of liquid 

clouds. Additionally, heterogeneous reactions occurring on STS particles result in the 

formation of HN03l which further increases the observed nitric acid when the particles 

evaporate (Riviere et al., 2003). 

In this section, measurements made during the June 2003 full moon are used as a case 

study to look for observational evidence these processes. Measurements were made 

with both the FTIR and Udar several times through the course of three days, June 14th 

to 16th, providing a data set which was temporally and atmospherically comparable and 

which captured several changes in the polar stratospheric cloud distribution and type. 

Additionally, measurements made in August 1999 are presented, outlining the effect of 

temperature changes low in the partial column region as well as providing evidence for 

the effect of PSC type on the gas phase nitric acid amount. 

June 2003 

Figure 8.6 shows the June 2003 nitric acid partial column amounts as given in Figure 

6.1. Superimposed on this plot are the Udar observations made during the same period. 

These identify the type and location of the clouds above McMurdo Station. While the 

plots are small, the general trend through the time period is observable, and solid and 

liquid clouds have been labelled for clarity. 

From Figure 8.6 we see that prior to the first FTIR observation on day 165 (June 14th) 

there were PSCs already present. These were observed by the lidar around 10 am and were 

shown to be in layers of solid clouds (13 16 km, 19 - 21 km and 23 - 24 km) and liquid 

clouds (16 - 19 km and 21 - 23 km). The first gas phase nitric acid measurements, made 

several hours after the Udar observations, show the partial column to have experienced 

considerable nitric acid depletion from the pre-PSC values evident Figures 6.1 and 8.5, 

with partial column amounts of t'V 1.4 x 1016 molecules cm-2 . 

Three hours after the first FTIR observations, lidar observations were made again. 

These showed the solid clouds to be nearly completely gone, with two liquid clouds dom

inating the region from 15 to 24 km. The subsequent FTIR observations, made at '" 8 

pm, show a correspondingly large increase in the nitric acid partial column amount, with 

values increasing nearly 30% and reaching'" 1.8 X 1016 molecules cm-2 . While the error 

bars on the graph suggest that these values are within the uncertainty of the previous 

measurements, it should be remembered that most of the uncertainty in the HN03 partial 
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Figure 8.6: 12-28 km pcu·tial column measurements of nitric acid made in June, shown with PSC obser
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measurements with abnormal depolarization ratios, caused by an instrument problem. 

column amount was a result of the line parameters, which provide a systematic bias (Sec

tion 5.2.5). For th(~ purpose of trend analysis, as preseI ted in thi,' case, the uncertainties 

can be more rightly thought of as 6%, or approximate ly 0.1 x 1016 molecules cm- 2
. 

Lidar observations were also made the following morning (day 166) and showed that 

the two layered liquid cloud had evolved into a single large cloud extendino' from 15 to 

25 krn. The constant depolarization ratio clearly shows that there were no solid clouds in 

the region. Nitric acid measurements made at this time continue to support prediction. 

of higher column amounts in the presence of liquid clouds t han solid ones, with values 

marginally higher than those recorded the previous day. 

Later on day 166, and during the morning of day 167, lidar observations showed the 

liquid cloud to be evolving firs t into a layered solid and liquid cloud, then into a large, 

purely solid cloud between 20 and 25 km. FTIR m a, urements made on the n orning of 

da.y 167 were almost simultaneous with the lide r observations and show a 27o/c decrease 

in the nitric a.cid part ial column amount to rv 1.3 X 1016 molecules cm- 2
. Unfortunately 

no further FTIR observations wue made, so the investigation could not be continued. 

~ onetheless, the decrea'e in the nitric acid observed in the morning can be clearly at

t ributed to the large solid cloud, whi ·h l' mained over the station throuo'hout the day and 
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was observed by subsequent lidar measurements. 

These observations have been made over a very short time period, where the temporal 

coincidence between FTIR and lidar observations is good, the temperature profiles remain 

fairly constant, and airmasses being sampled by the two instruments are likely to be 

highly correlated. The measured fluctuations in the nitric acid partial column amounts 

show good agreement with trends observed in the polar stratospheric clouds, matching 

predictions of more gas phase nitric acid in the presence of liquid clouds than in the 

presence of solid ones. 

August 1999 

Lidar and FTIR measurements were made during the August full moon period in 1999, 

between days 234 and 240 (August 22nd - 28th). These results are presented in Figure 

8.7. Because this period is longer than the June case study presented above, atmospheric 

conditions do not remain stable for the period and temperature variations become impor

tant. Santee et ai. (1999) attribute the fluctuations in the HN03 observed in MLS data 

late in the winter to small changes the temperature. As such, the temperatures relative 

to TNAT for each altitude have been determined daily using HN03 values consistent with 

the FTIR measurements, POAM III water 'vapour data, and pressure and temperature 

data from daily radio-soundings made from McMurdo station [Paola Massoli, Institute 

for Atmospheric Science and Climate, GNR, personal communication]. Regions warmer 

than the NAT existence temperature have been highlighted as shaded regions in the PSC 

plots. By August, PSCs are present at altitudes comparable with the bottom of the par

tial column, and subsidence means that temperature changes low in the partial column 

can be more significant than earlier in the season. 

From Figure 8.7, we see that for the first days of the period, on days 234, 236 and 237 

(August 22nd, 24th and 25th), polar stratospheric clouds were present from the bottom 

of the partial column to approximately 24 km. Solid clouds were present over most of 

this region, with a small liquid cloud also visible between 17 and 18 km on day 234. By 

this time of the year, polar stratospheric clouds had been present for some time and it 

is highly likely that some denitrification within the partial column had occurred. \iVhile 

denitrification itself cannot be observed these measurements, the nitric acid plot in 

Figure 8.7 shows the region to contain very little gas phase H~03, with values of rv 5 

X 1015 molecules observed the partial column on days 235 and 237. This is 

consistent with expectations, as the temperature throughout this period was sufficiently 

cold that the entire partial column was below T NAT , and as such, almost all nitric acid 

was likely to be in a condensed form. 

On day 238, the temperature increased markedly, and all regions of the partial column 
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below 13.6 km were at temperatures above T NAT . While the evaporation of the PSC 

particles is complex and depends on the particle size, the HN03 / H2 0 ratio or thickness of 

the KAT coating, and the vapour preSS1ll'e of the air immediately above the particles , as 

well as on the temperature (Tolbert and Middlebrook, 1990; P eter et al., 1994), the smallest 

particles are expect.ed t.o evaporate rapidly above T N AT (Larsen , 2000). Correspondingly) 

polar stratospheric clouds in the lidar signal disappeared below 13 km. Additionally, 

NAT rocks, which have a srnaller number densi ty but much bigg r radius than typical 

NAT clouds (Fahey et al., 2001) , were observed in the !idal' signal. This indicates that 

the smaller particles , which typica.lly mask NAT rock signals due to their larger number 

den ity, had evaporated , expo 'ing the -AT rocks. Correspondingly, the nitric acid partial 

column amOUIl is se n to increase by around 30o/c, reaching values of rv 7 X 1015 molecules 

cm - 2. Polar stratospheric clouds remained in the partial column where temperatures were 

below T.N AT and remained consistent in form and type with those observed prior to the 

temperature increase. As such, the increase in the nitric acid paJ·tial column amount 

can be firmly attributed to the temperature fluctuation , in agre ment with the suggested 

explanation of Santee et oJ (1 999). 

On days 239 and 240, however, nitric acid partial column amounts are seen to increase 

even more Significantly, with the gas phase amount. doubling to reach values of rv 1.4 x 
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1016 molecules cm-2 . This cannot be sufficiently explained by temperature fluctuations, 

as the region above TN AT is no larger than on the previous day. Instead we propose 

that the increase may be caused by a change in the type of PSC in the airmass. As 

observed in June 2003, a change from solid to liquid type clouds can result in significant 

differences in the nitric acid column amount. Lidar observations on day 239 show the 

solid PSCs observed over the previous days to have been replaced by a single large liquid 

cloud stretching from 16 - 21 km. The almost flat depolarization ratio shows there to be 

very little solid cloud in the region. Lidar observations on day 340 likewise show liquid 

clouds from 14 - 22 km, with no solid cloud present, in agreement with this theory. 

While a detailed microphysical model incorporating the formation and evaporation 

processes for solid and liquid PSCs would be required to completely characterize these 

results, the observational evidence suggests that while some fluctuations in the HN03 

amounts can be attributed to temperature, as suggested by Santee et al. (1999), fluctua

tions in the gas phase nitric acid may also be attributable to the PSC type. 

8.3.3 Spring spikes - a link with NAT rocks? 

As introduced in Chapter 6, the nitric acid measurements made in September 2003 showed 

an unusual spike occurring on days 250 - 253, in the 10 - 16 km altitude range (Section 

6.2.2). Looking at the spring period in other years, spikes were also found in August 1999 

(as detailed above) and in September 1998. In all three cases these spikes were followed 

by days of significantly lower nitric acid amounts. Measurements made from day 230 until 

day 265 are shown for these three years in Figure 8.8. 

There are several factors that could contribute to the observed spikes. Temperature 

increases low in the partial column have already been linked with the 2003 spike (Section 

6.2.1) and with the 1999 spike (Section 8.3.2). Additionally, the phase of the clouds 

observed in the partial column has been shown to contribute to changes in the observed 

nitric acid. These observations do not, however, explain where the nitric acid came from. 

In order for such large spikes to appear, polar stratospheric clouds need to evaporate low 

in the column, yet both the FTIR measurements and the lidar data suggest extensive 

denitrification was present. While some PSCs were observed in the lidar measurements 

on days prior to the spikes, these were small, and there were days when PSCs were 

not observed, even though conditions were suitable for their existence. The SLIMCAT 

modelled HN03 , as given in Chapter 7, also suggested significant denitrification in the 

spring partial column amounts. In addition, the model output failed to capture the 2003 

spike, even though temperature fields and both solid and liquid clouds were included in 

the model. 

As such, the question should be asked - what is responsible for providing the nitric 
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acid observed in spring spikes? While a detailed microphysical model incorporating 

transport, PSC formation, evaporation, and phase would be needed to conclusively inves

tigate this question, we suggest that the spikes observed in the nitric acid partial column 

amounts may be a result of the evaporation of NAT rocks. 

In situ observations during the 1999/2000 Arctic winter showed a small number density 

of large (10 20 p,m) nitric acid containing particles to exist in the winter stratosphere 

(Fahey et al., 2001). These large particles have the potential to transport significant 

amounts of nitric acid out of the stratosphere, with estimates of a of 5 x 109 molecules 

cm-3 km day-l made at 16 km (Fahey et ai., 2001). Lidar observations in the Antarctic 

have since shown NAT rocks to also be occurring in the southern winter (Adriani et ai., 

2004). While formation mechanism for NAT rocks is still not well known, a mechanism 

known as 'mother cloud' theory has been proposed by Fueglistaler et al. (2002). 

In this theory, NAT rocks are formed within solid NAT clouds, with their growth and 

sedimentation governed by a region of HN03 supersaturation beneath the cloud. The 

number density of the NAT rocks is a result of rapid acceleration during growth and is 

also limited by the HN03 depletion of growing rocks beneath cloud (Fueglistaler et ai., 

2002). Because the particles are large and must form at high altitudes in order to reach 

the observed (Fahey et al., 2001), gravitational sedimentation, long-range transport 

and wind shear result in the rocks being transported away from the mother cloud. As 

such, NAT rocks may be responsible for denitrification observed far from their origin. 

While the larger size of the particles slows their evaporation relative to smaller particles, 

NAT rocks can be expected to begin evaporation at temperatures above TNAT , resulting 

in regions of nitrification (Fahey et ai., 2001). 

Lidar measurements made in the days preceding the observed spring spikes were shown 

to contain signatures consistent with NAT rocks. have been identified as regions 

\vith a high depolarization ratio (aerosol depolarization ratio> 30%, corresponding to a 

volume depolarization ratio (Dp) ~ 3 - 5%) and a low backscattering ratio (BR 

0.25) (Adriani et al., 2004). Each of the spikes and accompanying lidar measurements 

will be investigated in the sections that follow. 

September 2003 

As mentioned in Chapter 6, the 2003 winter was particularly cold, and solid clouds were 

observed throughout the partial column almost constantly from June until August. The 

first NAT rock signatures were detected in solid NAT clouds at a height of around 20 km 

on days 221, 227, 230 and 233, consistent with mother cloud theory of formation of 

NAT rocks within solid clouds (Adriani et al., 2004). F'rom day 237, the altitude region 

containing PSCs began to shrink, and on several occasions leading up to the full moon 
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measurements the lidar observations showed no PSCs at all, even though temperatures 

remained below T NAT . This suggests that significant denitrification had occurred in 

the region. Without large number density solid clouds to mask them, NAT rocks were 

observed nearly every day. Measurements showed them to be moving from altitudes of 

approximately 22 km on day 236 to just 13 km on days 244 and 245, consistent with 

expectations of rapid sedimentation of the NAT rock particles. 

Unfortunately, due to instrument problems, no Hdar observations were made on days 

246 - 251. FTIR observations on day 249 showed low values of nitric acid, consistent 

with either denitrification or the remaining nitric acid in the column being in a non-gas 

phase. Measurements on days 250, 252 and 253, however, showed much higher values 

(Figure 8.8). As shown in Chapter 6) temperatures at this time increased above the NAT 

condensation threshold low in the partial column region, and as such, any PSCs at this 

altitude would be expected to evaporate. While lidar data is absent from the onset of 

these measurements, the previous days' observations suggested that the region had been 

mostly denitrified, resulting in few clouds being present to evaporate. As such, it seems 

likely that the NAT rocks observed in the lidar data were responsible for transporting 

nitric acid from other regions into the partial column, where their evaporation resulted 

in the observed spike in the phase HN03 • Lidar measurements made on day 252 

showed a small liquid cloud to be forming at 14 15 km, with a similarly small solid cloud 

observed even lower the following day. This suggests that the released HN03 is quickly 

converted to PSCs when temperatures are cold enough, and as such, may be responsible 

for prolonging the activation of chlorine. Subsequent low values observed in the nitric 

acid partial column amounts indicate that NAT rock induced nitrification is a localized 

effect, with the expected denitrification prevailing most of the sampled airmasses. 

September 1998 

Figure 8.9 shows lidar observations made on days 248 - 250 in 1998. The NAT rock 

signatures are particularly clear in these examples. 

As in 2003, 1998 was a cold year, and few PSCs had been observed in partial column 

for some days prior to these observations, consistent with significant denitrification having 

occurred. The FTIR sun and moon measurements on day 248) however, showed HN03 

partial column amounts of rv 9.4 X 1015 molecules cm-2 (Figure 8.8), significantly higher 

than those observed in the earlier winter observations. NAT rocks on this day were 

observed in the partial column between 12 and 13 km. At this altitude, temperatures 

were close to T NAT ) as shown Figure 8.9, thus it seems likely that this increase can be 

attributed to the evaporation of the rocks. The following day, temperatures low in the 

partial column increased significantly, and a corresponding jump in the nitric acid was 
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observed, with solar HN03 measurements reaching values of rv 1.3 X 1016 molecules cm-2 

near midday (Figure 8.8). Lidar observations were made in the morning (first plot) and 

the early and late evening (second and third plots) on day 249. NAT rocks were observed 

early in the morning, but by early evening these had disappeared, with just a small solid 

cloud observed between 13 and km. The nitric acid spike can be attributed to the gas 

released by the evaporating NAT rocks. By late evening, the solid cloud was gone and 

NAT rocks were again observed. Temperatures on day 250 fell below over the entire 

partial column, and this was accompanied by a corresponding drop in the gas phase nitric 

acid to rv 7.4 X 1015 molecules cm-2 • 

The second spike in the 1998 data, on day 257 (Figure 8.8), occurred on a day when 

no PSCs were observed in the lidar data, but a NAT rock was observed the previous day. 

Temperatures were sufficiently warm to evaporate any PSCs in the region. Again, it seems 

likely that the spike can be attributed to NAT rock evaporation low in the partial column. 

The significantly lower nitric acid amounts recorded on the following days suggest that 

this spike was also caused by the localized evaporation of NAT rocks sedimenting from 

elsewhere in the vortex. 

August 1999 

The 1999 spike has been detailed in Section 8.3.2, with the increase in the nitric acid 

attributed to the change in phase from solid to liquid clouds observed in the column. 

In addition to this, however, it should be noted that NAT rocks were observed on the 

day preceding the spike, at altitudes consistent with temperatures around TNATl as high

lighted in Figure 8.7. As such, it is highly likely that the observed increase in the nitric 

acid partial column amount on days 239 and 240 has been supplemented by evaporation 

of NAT rocks low in the partial column. 

'While these scenarios are somewhat speculative, it seems the identification of a spike 

in the nitric acid amounts during otherwise denitrified conditions may be an additional 

signature of NAT rocks in the Antarctic atmosphere. This is consistent with the prediction 

of nitrification in the regions where NAT rocks evaporate, as indicated by Fahey et al. 

(2001). 

The observations support the theory of nitric acid being transported by NAT rocks 

from the region of formation into other regions, as detailed by Fueglistaler et al. (2002) and 

Fahey et al. (2001). This has important implications for denitrification and the subsequent 

increase in ozone loss, especially in the Arctic where a small reduction in temperature 

deep within the vortex could lead to the formation of more NAT rock particles and thus 

more widespread denitrification. A measurable increase in the HN03 column amount 

as a result of NAT rock transport and evaporation means that FTIR measurements in 
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polar regions could be used as a means of testing models that simulate the formation, 

sedimentation and transport of large nitric acid-containing particles. 

8.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, ground-based FTIR observations of nitric acid have been coupled with 

measurements of polar stratospheric clouds made using a co-located ground-based aerosol 

lidar. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first ever such combination. Ground-based 

measurements have a much smaller footprint than satellite measurements, and as such, we 

were able to address questions related to the conditions directly observable over McMurdo 

Station. 

The link between the rapid reduction of gas phase nitric acid and polar stratospheric 

cloud formation was conclusively demonstrated, with nitric acid measurements relative to 

the date of PSC onset giving a qualitative estimate of the speed of nitric acid depletion 

of 41% in 3 days. Depletion was observed to occur most rapidly on the first of these 

days, in agreement with the understood microphysics of liquid polar stratospheric cloud 

formation. A 'levelling off' of the nitric acid depletion after 3 to 5 days was believed 

to be caused by liquid PSC particles reaching their equilibrium sizes. Back-trajectory 

analyses of airmasses reaching the station around the time of onset were consistent with 

lidar observations showing that the clouds were in liquid form, supporting this conclusion. 

Fluctuations in the observed nitric acid partial column amounts were shown to be 

linked not only with temperature, as suggested by Santee et al. (1999), but also with 

the phase of the clouds present over the station. The gas phase nitric acid was seen to 

increase during periods where liquid clouds were observed and decrease when solid clouds 

were present, in agreement with modelled microphysics showing solid clouds to be more 

efficient at removing gas phase HN03 than liquid clouds (Tabazadeh et al., 1994b; Santee 

et al., 1998). 

Finally, a link between spikes in the HN03 column amount during otherwise denitrified 

conditions and observations of large nitric acid containing particles (NAT rocks) was 

postulated. These observations support theories of NAT rocks being formed at cold, high 

altitudes and then being transported away from their mother cloud into regions where 

denitrification may already exist. The evaporation of the NAT rocks at temperatures 

above TNAT results in localized nitrification, causing a spike in the observed HN03 partial 

column amounts. Rapid formation of polar stratospheric clouds from the released nitric 

acid when temperatures cool may additionally contribute to continued chlorine activation 

and subsequent ozone loss late in the spring. 

Ideally a complete microphysical model incorporating dynamics and PSC microphysics 

would be used to further enhance these observations and provide a more detailed study 
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of the conditions observed over the station during the case study periods. Nonetheless, 

these results show qualitative links between several processes occurring in the Antarctic 

stratosphere. In addition, the measurements provide observational evidence that can be 

used to better constrain models incorporating PSC processes and denitrification. This 

will ultimately result in a much better understanding of ozone loss and allow us to better 

quantify the impact of future climate change on the polar regions. 





Chapter 9 

Conclusions, Contributions, and Where To Next? 

This chapter provides a brief overview of the work included in this and how this 

contributes to our overall scientific knowledge. In addition, ideas for the possible extension 

of this work are proposed. 

9.1 Research summary 

The aim of this work was to further our knowledge of the processes occurring during the 

Antarctic winter, by extending Fourier transform spectroscopic measurements made from 

Arrival Heights into the polar night. This goal has been achieved by making measure

ments of two stratospheric trace gases, HCI and HN03 , using the light of the full moon. 

The measurements have been presented with meteorological data in the context of the 

Antarctic year, allowing the observed seasonal behaviour to be compared and contrasted 

with studies in the literature. Additionally, the measurements have been compared with 

output from a well-known atmospheric chemical transport model, SLIMCAT. Taking the 

results a step further, measurements of nitric acid have been coupled with lidar observa

tions of polar stratospheric clouds, providing empirical evidence for a range of wintertime 

processes. 

While detailed conclusions have already been made at the end of each of Chapters 6, 

7 and 8, a brief outline of the work presented in each chapter will be made here. The 

reader is encouraged to refer back to the appropriate chapter for further details. 

A brief history of ozone-relate~ trace gas research in the polar regions was presented 

in Chapter L The lack of a comprehensive set of winter measurements in Antarctica was 

demonstrated, providing context for the work detailed in the following chapters. This 

was followed in Chapter 2 with an introduction to the chemistry and physics necessary 

to explain polar ozone depletion. 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 showed the experimental details relevant to making the trace 

gas measUl'ements. Chapter 3 introduced the tools used for the work, including both the 

FTIR instrument and the retrieval algorithms used. Chapter 4 showed the observational 

methods for making the measurements and Chapter 5 presented details of the analysis 

and error analysis carried out on both the HCI and HN03 data sets. 

The partial column measurements of HCI and HK03 were presented in Chapter 6. 

135 
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Solar and lunar measurements were shown for the entire 2003 year, in context with each 

other and with the meteorological conditions at the time. The measurements clearly 

showed dynamics to be driving non-perturbed conditions prior to the vortex formation, 

and the domination of polar stratospheric cloud formation and the heterogeneous chem

istry occurring on the surface of these clouds during the winter months. Denitrification 

was shown to have occurred within the partial column and was identified as occurring 

predominantly in the 20 - 28 km altitude range. The rapid deactivation of chlorine to 

HCl in the spring was also clearly demonstrated, with measurements of ClON02 used to 

address the question of repartitioning between the chlorine reservoir species at this time. 

Chapter 7 presented a comparison of the HCl and HN03 measurements with the 

three-dimensional chemical transport model SLIMCAT. This comparison showed that 

while SLIM CAT generally captured the summer and autumn trends in both gases well, 

the model was limited by the equilibrium treatment of PSCs early in the winter. While 

this had no significant effect on the modelled HCllater in the winter months, the resulting 

sedimentation of PSC particles meant that too much HN03 was depleted and the extent of 

denitrification was significantly overestimated. As such, the deactivation of chlorine was 

incorrectly captured in the spring and the recovery of HN03 was slower than observed. 

The results of coupling ground-based measurements of HN03 with co-located measure

ments of polar stratospheric clouds from an aerosollidar were given in Chapter 8. As well 

as confirming the link between HN03 and PSC formation, these measurements showed 

several interesting results. The speed of nitric acid uptake into polar stratospheric cloud 

particles was estimated at 41 % of the partial column amount in three days and clearly 

showed the most dramatic uptake to be occurring on the first day. A link between fluctua

tions in the HN03 partial column amount and the phase of the aerosols was demonstrated, 

with a significant increase in the partial column amount observed in the presence of liquid 

clouds and a decrease in the presence of solid clouds. Temperature fluctuations low in the 

partial column were also shown to contribute to the observed fluctuations. Additionally, a 

link between the recently discovered large nitric acid-containing particles 'NAT rocks' and 

spikes occurring in the nitric acid partial column amount during the otherwise denitrified 

conditions of the spring stratosphere has been postulated. 

In summary, the extension of measurements of just two trace gases into the Antarctic 

winter has provided a sufficiently large data set that investigation of a range of polar 

processes has been made possible. These measurements provide an important verification 

of our current understanding of the processes that result in springtime ozone loss and 

provide observational constraint for the models being used to predict the effect of human 

influence on ozone and climate processes in the future. 
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9.2 Contribution to knowledge 

Measurements of stratospheric trace gases during the Antarctic winter have thus far been 

extremely limited, as a result of the lack of sunlight for spectroscopic measurements. This 

challenge has been overcome in this thesis by using the light of the full moon to extend 

measurements of HCI and HN03 into the polar night. 

The HCI measurements presented here are, to the best of my knowledge, the first 

spectroscopic HCI measurements made throughout the Antarctic polar winter. As such, 

they are an important verification of the generally-accepted chemistry occurring during 

the months of darkness. The HCI partial column measurements have been presented with 

measurements made through the sunlit parts of the year, in context with the meteorolog

ical conditions and the processes occurring at every phase of the annual cycle. 

The HN03 measurements presented in this thesis also present a substantial contribu

tion to scientific knowledge. While measurements of HN03 have been made from satellites 

through the Antarctic winter (Santee et ai., 1996, 1998), ground-based FTIR measure

ments present a more detailed view of processes occurring on a local scale. Nitric acid 

measurements have been made using the moon as a light source 1998, under the 

direction of my supervisor, Stephen Wood, but the analysis and interpretation of these 

measurements and the subsequent publication of these results in Wood et al. (2004) has 

been very much a part of this research. By putting these measurements in the context of 

the Antarctic winter with the measurements of HCI, the implications of the removal of gas 

phase HN03 as it is absorbed into PSCs and subsequently removed from the stratosphere 

become apparent, especially relation to the this has on chlorine partitioning in 

the spring. 

Because real observations in the Antarctic winter have been limited, both the HCI 

and HN03 measurements have been examined with reference to predictions and model 

output presented in the literature, showing generally good agreement with expectations. 

In addition, the measurements have been compared with output from the chemical trans

port model SLIMCAT. These have shown the limitations of the equilibrium treatment of 

PSCs in the model, especially in the early winter, and the subsequent over-prediction of 

denitrification. 

Two other important additions to the knowledge have been made. The first is the 

breakdown of FTIR observations into the smallest partial columns possible within the 

limitations of their resolution. This demonstrates not only the denitrification, sedimenta

tion and nitrification processes known to be occurring during the polar night, but also the 

ability of FTIR measurements to provide some height-resolved data. Because FTIR mea

surements have been made from a wide range of locations, this data source is potentially 

very important for the verification of atmospheric models. 
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The other important addition to the knowledge comes from the combination of ground

based FTIR observations of HN03 and lidar observations of PSCs. This was collaborative 

research with Paola Massoli, and is, to the best of our knowledge, the first such coupling. 

This research has established several interesting links between PSCs and the observed ni

tric acid trends, including a quantification of the speed of HN03 depletion, a link between 

the phase of the cloud and the observed nitric acid, and evidence for NAT rocks as shown 

by spikes occurring in the nitric acid partial column amounts during otherwise denitrified 

conditions. 

While so far only the nitric acid measurements have been published, it is anticipated 

that three further papers will come out of this work in the near future. A paper based 

on the work included in Chapter 8, preliminarily entitled 'Nitric acid and polar strato

spheric cloud coupling: denitrification processes and ozone-related chemistry in the lower 

stratosphere' is in preparation. Additionally, a paper publishing the new wintertime HCI 

measurements (Chapter 6) is expected. Finally, a paper incorporating the breakdown 

of the partial columns into smaller altitude regions as an extension of the information 

contained in ground-based FTIR observations (Section 6.2), has been proposed. 

9.3 Future war k 

The beauty of scientific research is that every time a question is answered, five new ones 

come forward to take their place. This work naturally extends itself in many directions. 

Spectroscopic measurements of a wide range of trace gases have traditionally been 

made using the sun as a light source, and an obvious extension of this work would be to 

extend many of those measurements into the polar night. Of particular interest would 

be to look at a tracer such as hydrogen fluoride (HF), which has a very similar profile to 

HCI but does not react heterogeneously and would thus allow the effects of dynamics and 

subsidence on the HCI partial column amounts to be better quantified. Measurements of 

CION02 during the polar night would also be useful, though the weakness of the CION02 

absorption and the difficulty of the retrieval currently makes that very challenging. In 

addition, measurements of CIO would allow further quantification of the partitioning of 

chlorine from inactive to active forms during the winter and into the spring period. The 

retrieval of CIO from FTIR spectra is theoretically feasible and is something that might 

be worth investigating in the future. Springtime microwave measurements of CIO are, 

however, already being made from Scott Base, and I understand that these are likely to 

be extended into the winter in the near future [Brian Connor, NIWA Lauder, personal 

communication l. 
It would also be interesting to compare the winter observations made in the Antarc

tic directly with observations made in the Arctic. Notholt et al. (1993, 1997b) have 
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made many of these Arctic measurements from Ny Alesund, Norway, and while a general 

comparison based on published literature has been presented in Chapter 6, a direct com

parison of the two data sets would potentially be of value. Nitric acid measurements have 

also been made during the Arctic winter from Eureka, Canada, using a Bomen Fourier 

transform spectrometer [Richard Mittermeier, Meteorological Service of Canada, Ontario, 

personal communication]. In addition, the comparison of both these and the Antarctic 

measurements with model output from a model such as SLIM CAT h&'3 value. The SLIM

CAT data used in Chapter 7 have been constrained based on Arctic observations, and as 

such, can be expected to show different results there to those observed in the Antarctic 

and presented in Chapter 7. By combining the observational data from both hemispheres 

to help constrain the model, a more accurate representation of the processes occurring in 

the polar regions may be possible. 

In terms of the lidar and nitric acid coupling presented in Chapter 8, the introduction 

of a microphysical model for comparison and quantification of the observed effects would 

be of great interest. ~While observations suggest that NAT rocks are responsible for the 

spikes the spring, having access to a model which was able to form, sediment and 

evaporate these particles would make the conclusions based on our observations much 

stronger. A microphysical model would also allow us to more firmly quantify the effect of 

temperature and phase on the nitric acid amounts that are observed. 

Finally, I'd like to note that there are many of different measurements being made in 

the Antarctic at anyone time. Even within the Arrival Heights laboratory, a whole suite 

of instruments is making measurements around the clock. The potential for new and inter

esting science by combining the results from these different instruments, as demonstrated 

by the HN03 and lidar coupling in Chapter 8, is huge. The most exciting research occurs 

through collaboration with other scientists, whether they are traditionally in the same 

field or not, and I anticipate that the future of scientific investigation in the Antarctic 

will be through the willingness of scientists to come together and share their observations 

of land, ice, ocean and atmosphere. 





Appendix A 

Measurement Uncertainties 

A.1 Lunar measurement errors 

Individual smoothing and measurement errors have been calculated for each lunar spec

trum for both HOI and HNOg partial column measurements. These are listed below, 

with the forward model errors calculated for that period and an estimate of the total 

uncertainty the quoted 12 - 28 km partial column amount. 

A.lo1 Hel measurements 

D1040A29 14/04/2003 3.88 4.76 
D1060A29 16/04/2003 4.17 5.14 4.76 
D1080A29 18/04/2003 5.89 5.46 4.76 9.34 
D1081A29 18/04/2003 9.37 7.46 4.76 12.89 
D1390A29 19/05/2003 41.3 10.45 9.06 4.76 14.62 
D1391A29 19/05/2003 23.7 11.27 12.24 4.76 17.31 
D1392A29 19/05/2003 28 10.89 10.02 4.76 15.54 
D1393A29 19/05/2003 63.6 7.22 6.15 4.76 10.62 
D1394A29 19/05/2003 27.7 11.29 12.33 4.76 17.38 
D1400A29 20/05/2003 22.4 11.25 14.20 4.76 18.73 
D1650A29 14/06/2003 28.2 11.21 27.91 3.83 30.33 
D1651A29 14/06/2003 21.6 10.43 34.70 3.83 36.44 
D1652A29 14/06/2003 44.3 11.18 24.28 3.83 27.00 
D1660A29 15/06/2003 31.7 11.27 27.85 3.83 30.29 
D1661A29 15/06/2003 49.1 10.07 16.88 3.83 20.02 
D1670A29 16/06/2003 58.2 10.41 18.05 3.83 21.19 
D1671A29 16/06/2003 55.6 9.16 14.58 3.83 17.64 
D1900A29 9/07/2003 43.6 . 15.54 24.83 3.62 29.52 
D1901A29 9/07/2003 34.5 • 21.05 54.10 3.62 58.16 
D1920A29 11/07/2003 30.6 20.97 52.12 3.62 56.29 
D1930A29 12/07/2003 32.6 21.04 44.09 3.62 48.99 
D1940A29 13/07/2003 34 20.21 60.70 3.62 64.08 
D1941A29 13/07/2003 72.7 17.45 27.46 3.62 32.73 

• D1942A29 13/07/2003 43.4 20.09 41.18 
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I Filename Date I SIN I SM(%) I Ss (%) I SF (%) I ST (%) I 

D1950A29 14/07/2003 45.8 20.72 41.04 3.62 46.12 
D1951A29 14/07/2003 49 18.23 29.41 3.62 34.79 
D1960A29 15/07/2003 30.2 19.98 61.74 3.62 64.99 
D1961A29 15/07/2003 52.2 19.00 31.52 3.62 36.98 
D1970A29 16/07/2003 36.7 21.17 44.38 3.62 49.30 
D2190A29 7/08/2003 45.3 21.08 52.02 3.62 56.24 
D2200A29 8/08/2003 49.3 20.93 42.99 3.62 47.95 
D2201A29 8/08/2003 44 18.24 29.42 3.62 34.81 
D2210A29 9/08/2003 70.8 17.65 27.68 3.62 33.02 
D2220A29 10/08/2003 41.4 21.20 54.46 3.62 58.55 
D2221A29 10/08/2003 51 18.51 29.51 3.62 35.02 
D2230A29 11/08/2003 41.4 21.24 54.56 3.62 58.66 
D2231A29 11/08/2003 29.2 18.12 71.58 3.62 73.93 
D2240A29 12/08/2003 54 18.03 28.13 3.62 33.61 
D2280A29 16/08/2003 37.1 19.74 34.02 3.62 39.50 
D2480A29 5/09/2003 48.4 21.09 50.43 3.62 54.78 
D2490A29 6/09/2003 52.6 18.63 30.20 3.62 35.67 
D2500A29 7/09/2003 99 15.16 23.97 3.62 28.59 
D2520A29 9/09/2003 42.5 12.66 21.83 3.62 25.49 
D2530A29 10/09/2003 74.8 14.42 23.24 3.62 27.59 
D2531A29 10/09/2003 20.9 20.36 59.48 3.62 62.97 

Table A.1: Uncertainties for each averaged HCllunar measurement. Details as described in Chapter 5, 
Section 5.1.5 

A.1.2 HN03 measurements 

I Filename I Date I SIN I SM(%) I Ss (%) I SF (%) I ST (%) I 

D1040808 14/04/2003 113.8 1.40 1.61 15.26 15.41 
D1041808 14/04/2003 142.3 1.11 1.58 15.26 15.38 
D1042808 14/04/2003 149.3 1.07 1.58 15.26 15.38 
D1060808 16/04/2003 183.2 2.06 1.85 15.26 15.51 
D1061808 16/04/2003 207.9 1.92 1.78 15.26 15.48 
D1062808 16/04/2003 168.0 2.32 1.99 15.26 15.56 
D1080808 18/04/2003 205.8 2.29 1.99 15.26 15.56 
D1081808 18/04/2003 191.3 2.47 2.10 15.26 15.60 
D1082808 18/04/2003 213.3 2.33 2.02 15.26 15.57 
D1390808 19/05/2003 158.5 4.15 2.89 15.26 16.07 
D1391808 19/05/2003 152.9 4.19 2.91 15.26 16.09 
D1392808 19/05/2003 163.4 3.85 2.78 15.26 15.98 
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FiJAnfl,mA Date SIN SM(%) Ss (%) SF (%) ST (%) • 
D1393808 19/05/2003 179.8 2.87 2.28 15.26 15.69 
D1394808 19/05/2003 226.0 2.50 2.06 15.26 15.60 
D1395808 19/05/2003 189.3 2.90 2.30 15.26 15.70 
D1396808 19/05/2003 202.9 3.19 2.48 15.26 15.79 
D1397808 19/05/2003 153.0 3.99 2.83 15.26 16.02 
D1398808 19/05/2003 169.5 3.73 2.73 15.26 15.94 
D1400808 20/05/2003 153.9 4.58 3.04 15.26 16.22 
D1401808 20/05/2003 172.7 4.11 2.87 15.26 16.06 
D1402808 20/05/2003 190.6 3.77 2.73 15.26 15.95 
D1403808 20/05/2003 178.1 3.45 2.59 15.26 15.86 
D1404808 20/05/2003 169.6 3.53 2.62 15.26 15.88 
D1405808 20/05/2003 184.6 3.29 2.51 15.26 15.81 
D1650808 14/06/2003 228.9 1.76 1.61 15.20 15.39 
D1651808 14/06/2003 208.1 1.89 1.66 15.20 15.41 
D1652808 14/06/2003 184.4 2.09 1.76 15.20 15.44 
D1653808 14/06/2003 200.8 2.00 1.72 15.20 15.43 
D1654808 14/06/2003 185.5 3.26 2.48 15.20 15.74 
D1655808 14/06/2003 151.6 4.05 2.84 15.20 15.98 
D1656808 14/06/2003 159.4 4.14 2.88 15.20 16.01 
D1660808 15/06/2003 251.2 2.17 1.81 15.20 15.46 
D1661808 15/06/2003 206.6 2.44 1.97 15.20 15.52 
D1662808 15/06/2003 106.8 3.81 2.72 15.20 15.90 
D1670808 16/06/2003 245.6 2.48 1.99 15.20 15.53 
D1671808 16/06/2003 230.8 2.55 2.03 15.20 15.55 
D1672808 16/06/2003 273.2 2.25 1.84 15.20 15.48 
D1900808 9/07/2003 156.6 1.23 1.43 15.13 15.25 
D1901808 9/07/2003 174.3 1.19 1.43 15.13 15.24 
D1902808 9/07/2003 158.4 2.83 2.13 15.13 15.54 
D1903808 9/07/2003 187.1 2.55 1.97 15.13 15.47 
D1904808 9/07/2003 160.6 2.92 2.19 15.13 15.56 
D1920808 11/07/2003 195.3 3.39 2.47 15.13 15.70 
D1921808 11/07/2003 187.7 3.52 2.54 15.13 15.74 
D1922808 11/07/2003 210.7 3.31 2.43 15.13 15.68 
D1930808 12/07/2003 171.7 2.56 1.97 15.13 15.47 
D1931808 12/07/2003 214.8 2.12 1.74 15.13 15.38 
D1932808 12/07/2003 196.0 2.24 1.79 15.13 15.40 
D1940808 13/07/2003 233.1 2.65 2.08 13 15.50 
D1941808 13/07/2003 1 248.6 2.51 1.99 15.13 15.47 
D1942808 13/07/2003 • 247.8 2.48 1.97 15.13 15.46 
D1950808 14/07/2003 220.6 2.32 1.85 15.13 15.42 
D1951808 14/07/2003 219.5 2.31 1.85 15.13 15.42 
D1952808 14/07/2003 254.3 1.99 1.68 15.13 15.35 
D1960808 15/07/2003 209.7 2.62 2.04 15.13 15.49 
D1961808 15/07/2003 187.8 2.79 2.15 

I 

15.13 15.53 
D1962808 15/07/2003 265.1 2.18 1.77 15.13 15.39 
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I Filename Date I SIN I SM(%) I Ss (%) I SF (%) I ST (%) I 

D2190S0S 7/0S/2003 132.5 2.67 1.9S 15.13 15.49 
D2191S0S 7/0S/2003 137.9 2.63 1.96 15.13 15.4S 
D2192S0S 7/0S/2003 123.4 2.94 2.10 15.13 15.56 
D2200S0S S/OS/2003 179.6 3.53 2.47 15.13 15.73 
D2201S0S S/OS/2003 194.9 3.26 2.35 15.13 15.65 
D2202S0S S/OS/2003 176.0 3.46 2.44 15.13 15.71 
D2210S0S 9/0S/2003 147.0 3.65 2.47 15.13 15.76 
D2211S0S 9/0S/2003 165.3 3.3S 2.36 15.13 15.6S 
D2212S0S 9/0S/2003 203.S 2.96 2.1S 15.13 15.57 
D2220S0S 10/0S/2003 222.S 2.26 1.S0 15.13 15.40 
D2221S0S 10/0S/2003 210.2 2.32 1.S3 15.13 15.52 
D2222S0S 10/0S/2003 234.5 2.11 1.73 15.13 15.37 
D2230S0S 11/0S/2003 255.1 2.36 1.S7 15.13 15.43 
D2231S0S 11/0S/2003 225.0 2.6S 2.04 15.13 15.50 
D2232S0S 11/0S/2003 276.0 2.35 1.S7 15.13 15.43 
D2240S0S 12/0S/2003 22S.0 2.56 1.97 15.13 15.47 
D2241S0S 12/0S/2003 220.4 2.54 1.95 15.13 15.47 
D2242S0S 12/0S/2003 2S1.0 2.10 1.73 15.13 15.37 
D22S0S0S 16/0S/2003 204.9 loSS 1.62 15.13 15.33 
D22S1S0S 16/0S/2003 191.S 1.96 1.65 15.13 15.35 
D22S2S0S 16/0S/2003 246.7 1.60 1.52 15.13 15.29 
D2490S0S 6/09/2003 221.4 3.07 2.21 15.13 15.60 
D2491S0S 6/09/2003 176.3 3.61 2.44 15.13 15.74 
D2492S0S 6/09/2003 214.9 3.06 2.21 15.13 15.59 
D2495S0S 6/09/2003 267.S 1.7S 1.62 15.13 15.32 
D2496S0S 6/09/2003 214.5 2.07 1.73 15.13 15.37 
D2497S0S 6/09/2003 17S.5 2.35 1.S4 15.13 15.42 
D249ASOS 6/09/2003 211.5 2.35 1.S5 15.13 15.42 
D249DSOS 6/09/2003 lS6.5 2.96 2.14 15.13 15.56 
D249ESOS 6/09/2003 lS4.2 2.9S 2.16 15.13 15.57 
D249FSOS 6/09/2003 214.3 2.71 2.03 15.13 15.50 
D2500S0S 7/09/2003 251.4 2.32 1.S4 15.13 15.42 
D2501S0S 7/09/2003 234.3 2.42 loSS 15.13 15.44 
D2502S0S 7/09/2003 lS5.4 2.S1 2.06 15.13 15.53 
D2520S0S 9/09/2003 230.7 1.19 1.49 15.13 15.25 
D2521S0S 9/09/2003 203.6 1.26 1.50 15.13 15.26 
D2522S0S 9/09/2003 233.3 1.09 l.4S 15.13 15.30 
D2523S0S 9/09/2003 219.S 1.11 l.4S 15.13 15.24 
D2530S0S 10/09/2003 29S.0 1.S2 1.66 15.13 15.33 
D2531S0S 10/09/2003 230.9 2.17 1.79 15.13 15.39 
D2532S0S 10/09/2003 306.0 1.72 1.63 15.13 15.31 

Table A.2: Uncertainties for each lunar HN03 measurement. Details as described in Chapter 5, Section 
5.2.5 
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A.2 Solar model parameter errors 

A detailed error analysis was conducted for the 12 - 28 km partial column amounts for 

both HOI and HN03 solar measurements made in 2003. A typical spectrum in January 

was chosen for both of these analyses. The tables below present the uncertainties due to 

individual forward model parameters. 

A.2.1 HOI measurements 

Uncertainty Source 

Temperature profile 
profile scale factor 

N02 profile scale factor 
Zenith angle 

Instrument line shape 
HOI line intensity 

HOI air-broadened half width 
OH4 line intensity 

OH4 air-broadened half width 

Total forward model uncertainty 

I % uncertainty in partial column amount I 

2.90% 
1.14% 
0.02% 
0.30% 
0.29% 
2.11% 
0.35% 
0.02% 
0.02% 

3.80% 

Table A.3: Forward model parameter errors for solar He1 measurements. 

A.2.2 HN03 measurements 

Uncertainty Source I % uncertainty in partial column amount I 

Temperature profile 4.50% 
H20 profile scale factor 0.04% 
OOS profile scale factor 0.06% 
NHs profile scale factor 0.01% 

Zenith angle 0.30% 
Instrument line shape 0.15% 
HN03 line intensity 14.43% 

HNOs air-broadened half width 3.20% 
Zero-level 1.04% 

Total forward model uncertainty 15.49% 

Table A.4: Forward mode1 parameter errors for soJar HNOg measurements. Note the effect due to 
uncertainty in the temperature profile includes an emission correction factor, though this contributes less 
than 0.005% to the uncertainty. 
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A.3 Smaller partial column model parameter errors 

A detailed error analysis has also been carried out for the HN03 amounts in each of the 

narrow altitude range partial columns. A typical spectrum in January has been used for 

the solar analyses, and a typical spectrum from June has been used for the lunar ones. 

Uncertainty 10-20 km 20-28 km 10-20 km 20-28 km 
Source (lunar) (lunar) (solar) (solar) 

Temperature profile 6.54% 3.05% 7.00% 2.86% 
H20 profile scale factor 0.03% 0.19% 0.04% 0.03% 
OCS profile scale factor 0.03% 0.19% 0.00% 0.02% 
NH3 profile scale factor 0.00% 0.21% 0.03% 0.02% 

Zenith angle 1.22% 1.31% 0.26% 0.33% 
Instrument line shape 5.82% 7.85% 1.23% 1.07% 
HN03 line intensity 11.59% 16.31% 9.46% 19.91% 

HN03 air-broadened half width 2.01% 12.63% 5.00% 12.80% 
Zero-level 0.84% 0.98% 0.95% 1.11% 

Total forward model 13.20% 22.34% 12.88% 23.90% 
uncertainty 

Uncertainty 10-16 km 16-20 km 20-24 km 24-28 km 
Source (solar) (solar) (solar) (solar) 

Temperature profile 7.42% 6.93% 3.79% 1.86% 
H20 profile scale factor 0.10% 0.00% 0.05% 0.00% 
OCS profile scale factor 0.01% 0.00% 0.02% 0.01% 
NH3 profile scale factor 0.05% 0.02% 0.03% 0.01% 

Zenith angle 0.24% 0.27% 0.30% 0.39% 
Instrument line shape 0.25% 1.87% 1.14% 5.09% 
HN03 line intensity 24.52% 0.41% 22.11% 15.92% 

HN03 air-broadened half width 40.13% 34.52% 16.20% 65.51% 
Zero-level 0.83% 1.03% 1.00% 1.31% 

Total forward model 47.62% 35.28% 27.72% 67.65% 
uncertainty 

Table A.5: Forward model parameter errors for small HN03 partial column measurements. Temperature 
estimate includes the effect of emission, as detailed in Section 5.2.5. 
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